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OPTIONS SUMMARY 

OPTION 1 

RETAIN THE CURRENT POLICY.  
RECONSTRUCT BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN BLUESTONE ONLY IN OR ABUTTING HERITAGE AREAS, AND REPLACE WITH CONCRETE EVERYWHERE 
ELSE. 

1 

Thank you for the information about eh bluestone laneway consultation. I support Council's current plan to replace non heritage bluestone laneways with concrete. I 
support the laneways being all concrete or using the bluestone for feature elements as is done in some areas. I would like to add that I currently live on a laneway that 
is made of concrete. My family has found the concrete laneway to be much more useful, practical and beneficial than bluestone laneways. Our children and 
neighbouring children frequently use the laneway as a play space, riding bikes kicking balls, etc which would not be possible in a bluestone laneway. This encourages 
better and active use of laneway space and much more versatility than just being an additional car access lane. My family are all regular bike riders, and riding around 
Brunswick using the east Brunswick shimmy for example makes cycling much easier and safer. Parts of the shimmy include laneways which have been replaced in 
concrete which allows for bike access which a bluestone laneway does not. Even if the cost was the same I would prefer more concrete laneways over bluestone, but 
given the additional cost of reconstructing in bluestone I would even more strongly support reconstruction in concrete or other more efficient materials.  

1 

I write in response to your policy Review of Laneways in Moreland including Brunswick. I am a former resident of the area, and although I do not currently live there, I 
cherish the time that I have lived in the area. The area has a unique character worth protecting. The area has a gritty urban form, and its post-industrial feel makes it a 
unique and interesting place to live, reside and work. Moreland's 67km of Bluestone laneways add to this character. As I understand it, Council are currently 
protecting approximately 1/3rd of these through heritage overlays. I value the opportunity for input on whether to preserve the remaining areas or asphalt them at a 
lower cost. I understand the frustration of residents in the area, however, removing character of the suburbs means that places become more bland and homogenous 
places. I am far from a protectionist, I support high-rise and higher density development but at the same time I do value heritage. Bluestone is a key historic material 
of the area and is uniquely Moreland and Brunswick. Bluestone literally is part of the area’s history and character, from quarries to masonry. I also understand that 
maintaining 67km of bluestone paths creates a significant financial liability for Council. My view is to attempt to preserve as much as possible with mixed 
asphalt/bluestone edges or centres where the lanes are more utilitarian and retention of 80-100% of the bluestone where there is aesthetic or heritage benefits. 

1 

I don't understand why the question of saving bluestone laneways even comes up. In the case of human traffic, those in wheelchairs effectively can't use them and 
they present a great tripping danger to many others with mobility issues. (Plus, in the case of vehicles, bumpy stone laneways are hard on suspension and have poor 
grip.)Given that we have anti-discrimination laws, I don't understand how you can, either morally or legally, even contemplate rebuilding laneways in bluestone such 
that a section of the community can't, or can't safely, use them. They should be constructed to proper modern safety standards and accessible to all users. 

1 

I am emailing to provide feedback RE the preservation of the Brunswick bluestone lane ways. I think that key lane ways should be preserved. However the most 
essential function of the lane ways is to act as thoroughfares, not to be visually pleasing relics. Perhaps key lane ways, those that see mainly foot traffic & are very 
visible to the general public, should be prioritized for maintenance. Those that see heavy traffic & act as major thoroughfares to cars & bikes could perhaps be edged 
with bluestone but maintained with a non blue stone substance. As a bike rider i have noticed that riding along bluestone is very rough and unsafe. Those lane ways 
that act as bike thoroughfares are not ideal as bluestone. I do feel strongly that the network of blue stone lane ways should be maintained as much as is financially 
feasible as they add to the character & value of the area. However each lane way needs to be assessed separately to judge whether maintaining the bluestone 
detracts from the purpose of the lane ways, which is to allow people to access properties and areas 

1 

I would like to pledge my support for Council's plan to upgrade many of the bluestone lane ways. I live at 1 Alice St Coburg and have a bluestone access lane behind 
my house. It looks nice, but is difficult to walk or ride on, is hard to keep clean and is a constant state of disrepair. I just wanted to make sure that you heard not only 
the protest voices, but also those who support the plan. I'm sure the important Laneways will be protected and frankly the other ones should be replaced. We 
shouldn't stop any change or improvement  



OPTION 1 

RETAIN THE CURRENT POLICY.  
RECONSTRUCT BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN BLUESTONE ONLY IN OR ABUTTING HERITAGE AREAS, AND REPLACE WITH CONCRETE EVERYWHERE 
ELSE. 

1 

I am in favour of replacing bluestone laneways with concrete. I don't believe that the proposed amounts of money should be spent on preserving 'heritage' 
cobblestone. Council has obligations to allocate funds equally to all parts of Moreland, not just the elite parts of Brunswick. Whilst I know Council is being subject to a 
well organised and noisy campaign by a very narrow section of the community, I strongly urge a more equitable and fair minded approach to be employed. Council 
should be spending this money on people, not cobblestones. 

1 

Thank you for the video,It gave me enough information to form some sort of opinion.1.       I think that the heritage areas should be restored2.       I think that the 
council should listen to the advice of the experts: heritage architect, engineers when it comes to deciding about the rest3.       I don’t think that it is necessary to keep 
all of the lanes in bluestone. 

1 

To Whom it May Concern I am writing to voice my opinion and concern as a ratepayer of several properties in the City of Moreland. After reading the article in the 
current edition of the Moreland Leader and watching the relevant video on the council's website, I am in support of option number 1 ie: to reconstruct laneways in 
bluestone only in or abutting heritage areas and replace the rest with concrete.  Reasons why this should be the preferred option are as follows:1. The financial 
burden on the ratepayer would be much less than under the other options.2. The probability of water pooling after heavy rain and consequently causing structural 
damage to properties (garages) that back on to the lanes, would be considerably reduced if concrete is used.  Furthermore, there are properties that are directly 
affected by structural damage caused by the water such as my brother's property in Bruce St., Coburg. The garage footings have moved causing major cracks in the 
brickwork thereby raising concern over health and safety. As for Suzy Pinchen, what does she mean by advocating a world heritage approach? Surely, she can't be 
serious? I doubt very much that Suzy and her sidekicks are directly affected by structural damage to her property - because if she was, she wouldn't be thinking this 
way!!! This is a selfish and inconsiderate attitude.  Disgruntled resident and ratepayer. 

1 

I suggest an alternative reconstrucion method for the concrete option.Please consider using asphalt for travel path section, with bluestone features - in particular, as 
the central drain line along the length of the lane. City of Melbourne / City of Yarra uses this method in North Carlton at rear Nicholson St shops and other places. 
Benefits are that: asphalt is black - a simlar colour to bluestone, so aesthetically sympathetic.asphalt provides a smooth travel path, asphalt is readily repairable, 
should digging up for for services and utilities repairs be needed.asphalt can be engineered to allow water to pass through, so so can contribute to storm water flow 
reduction.asphalt is a more environmentally sensitive material than concrete Note: there are alternative methods for relaying bluestone that do not require a concrete 
base, but are still resilient. Councils engineers could investigate further. Consider talking with City of Melbourne urban design about how they do it and the costs. I feel 
asphalt is a sensible compromise between heritage and character of Brunswick, and need to provide a trafficable surface for foot, bicycle, gopher or car movement.  

1 

We have read the council’s website paper on Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction and wish to comment as follows:1. We are lifelong residents of Coburg, having lived 
in no other locations for virtually our entire lives, and our ages are respectively 75 and 70 years.2.        We live at 143 Gordon Street, West Coburg, in the section 
between Munro Street and Reynard Street, on the west side. Our premises were originally built, and have since been re-developed, on the basis of the continued 
access to the rear of the property via a right-of-way.In accordance with this, we have built a triple brick garage at the rear of the property, with its only vehicular access 
being via the bluestone lane which has been provided there, for over seventy years. In addition, the only access for a vehicle or trailer to the property within the 
boundary fences, is via a gate built at the rear for this purpose. 
For these reasons, the lane is very important to us.3.        This lane used to be in a reasonable condition. However, the council has allowed a firm based in Bruce 
Street to use it for constant access for some years, with heavy trucks carrying earthmoving equipment traversing most of its length on virtually every day of the week. 
This, together with use by other trucks carrying out many renovations in the area, has caused considerable deterioration. If there is a load limit specified for this lane, 
we are certain that it has not been policed.There are now extremely depressed areas which accumulate large quantities of water after rain.The result is a very messy 
lane, with poor drainage and intrusive bluestones.At times, bluestones have been displaced and re-angled to such an extent that it becomes very difficult to drive over 



OPTION 1 

RETAIN THE CURRENT POLICY.  
RECONSTRUCT BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN BLUESTONE ONLY IN OR ABUTTING HERITAGE AREAS, AND REPLACE WITH CONCRETE EVERYWHERE 
ELSE. 
them without dropping a wheel into a hole and damaging the suspension on a protruding corner of bluestone.Due to the compression of the base by the constant 
heavy weights, bluestones along the edge of the lane are forced upwards, which prevent the opening of our rear gate at times.We are sure that many other residents 
of Gordon Street and Bruce Street would have similar problems.4.        Although the council has, over the past few years, performed some very minor patch up work 
in the lane, this has done little to rectify the problem for any useful period. The loose material used for this increases the deterioration of motorcars using the lane due 
to the wet material thrown up onto the bodywork by wheels passing through the stagnant pools.  
5.        We believe that retaining the lane is absolutely essential, but reconstructing it in bluestone in this area would be of no value, heritage or otherwise.6.        We 
therefore support Option 1 of the council’s paper (replace with concrete) and suggest that, as there is no heritage value related to this lane, it is essential that the lane 
be properly reconstructed in concrete as soon as possible. 

Total 10 responses to Option 1 
  



  

OPTION 2 
 RETAIN BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN HERITAGE AREAS PLUS RETAIN SOME ADDITIONAL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN THE NON-HERITAGE AREAS 
USING AN ASSESSMENT TOOL BASED ON THE EXAMPLE PROVIDED BY COUNCILS HERITAGE ADVISOR 

1 

I prefer option no. 2 and my preferred method of funding is to:-Add the cost of replacing the selected laneways to the current program and apply the additional costs 
to general ratesI don't think walking on bluestones is any worse than walking on some of our uneven footpaths! 
If cyclists, the elderly or people with walking frames/wheelchairs have trouble with bluestone lanes they will need to use the nearby streets instead. I can understand 
why you are concreting some of the lanes, due to the high costs involved. Also, I can imagine some people won't be happy if their rates are increased. 

1 

Option 2 _ I believe those laneways that fall outside of a heritage area should be assessed on a case by case basis - eg. level of use, adjacent resident opinion,, 
position, existing condition and heritage value. 
And (A) -  
A)   Extend the current replacement program over a longer period without increasing the overall spend on laneways.YES BY DEFAULT AS NO TO THE NEXT TWO 
B)   Apply a supplementary rate scheme (additional rates) to owners abutting the selected laneways THIS IS HARDLY FAIR! ANYWAY THE LANEWAYS BELONG 
TO THE WHOLE COMMUNITY NOT INDIVIDUALS 
C)   Add the cost of replacing the selected laneways to the current program and apply the additional costs to general rates. FOR THOSE WHO DONT AGREE ITS 
NOT VERY FAIR 
Other.  Please specify...  
apply for funding from Heritage Vic? (or no go if not in Overaly?)  Other fundraising? 

1 

Thank you for the opportunity to make submission on this important matter.My preferred option is option 2.It is the most sensible solution and equitable, allowing the 
use of the more durable and cost effective concrete solution at a later date.It should be paid for by those who benefit most that is to say those whose properties 
back the laneways.Laneways should also have reflective markers on them and property numbers to aid emergency services. 

1 

Hi, I am a resident in Coburg, Moreland.I have watched the videos and read the information sheets on your website regarding bluestone laneways.  
I found out about this through the Moreland reader.I would like to support your option number 2 for Bluestone laneway re-construction. I agree that due to the costs, 
some laneways that do not have a high heritage value and/or are not experienced by many members of the community could be re-made in concrete (only when 
needed).  

1 

My preference is to retain the character of the old laneways where possible, even outside heritage areas. Isolated examples and dead ends could be renewed in 
bitumen/concrete. Lanes serving only back entrances to property  should be continued in bluestone. Happy to consider concrete base or a mixture (concrete or 
crushed rock base on areas where more traffic is likely) Consider axle load limits in laneways - cars OK, concrete trucks not. Council to determine appropriate limit 
depending on base.Consider different treatments for different soil types, or traffic behaviour. More stability for pitchers on corners. Rough or uneven surface helps to 
keep vehicle speeds low. Disabled access - tricky.Bluestone almost impassible for wheelchairs, and difficult for those with walking handicaps. A challenge for 
bicycles, but not insurmountable, especially over short distances. Consider a concrete/smoooth surface path on part of laneways where high foot traffic is expected, 
or availability of alternative access routes. How to fund it? Prefer from general revenue. I do not live adjacent to or near laneways, but they (along with bluestone 
kerb and channel) are an important feature of the municipality, and should be maintained accordingly. Develop expertise in restoration. Share it with other inner 
Melbourne councils. Make money from it?  

1 

I wish to support option 2, funded by A or B.I support the heritage laneways being reconstructed in bluestone and I also support further laneways being 
reconstructed in bluestone if it is justified through an individual case by case assessment.The assessment should weed out those that are essentially back of house 
to a limited number of garages and not of particular value and keep in those that are of aesthetic value and important to the fabric of Moreland. Having said that I do 
believe Council needs to come up with a way for those newly reconstructed bluestone laneways that are of particular pedestrian importance to be accessible for 
those with mobility and sight aids etc. Perhaps a sawn bluestone surface through the middle or similar. Given they will be individually assessed this should not be 
difficult to include in the design where necessary. I also agree with funding option A as many of the heritage arguments put forward have stated that the laneways 
should be left alone. I would also be disappointed to see funding come from other areas in council such as desperately needed footpath maintenance or delays to 
building works etc.Funding option B is also not unreasonable given property prices are positively impacted by adjacent bluestone laneways. Option B should only be 



OPTION 2 
 RETAIN BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN HERITAGE AREAS PLUS RETAIN SOME ADDITIONAL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN THE NON-HERITAGE AREAS 
USING AN ASSESSMENT TOOL BASED ON THE EXAMPLE PROVIDED BY COUNCILS HERITAGE ADVISOR 
considered however on Laneways that do not serve a significant public purpose. eg I would suggest that all laneways adjacent to shopping and other public areas 
be fully funded by rates.I also believe different design options need to be considered as appropriate in each laneway, some may be ok with just bluestone at the 
street entry or similar. The issue of speeding cars could be addressed by sections of raised bluestones in some laneways too (whichever construction type and 
again with flat access through the middle for bikes etc).Council should also have some mechanism to charge developers for bluestone replacement if they damage 
a bluestone laneway (replace like with like).I thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

1 

As Moreland City Council residents and ratepayers, we would like to express our concern about the council's proposals to replace non-heritage-listed bluestone 
laneways with concrete ones.  We recognise that, in some circumstances (for example, where there are major drainage issues that cannot otherwise be resolved), 
some alternative to bluestone will be more effective.  However, unless such circumstances make it necessary to use concrete, we believe Moreland City Council 
should continue to repair current bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, out of the current budget 

1 

Thanks for the opportunity to review these options and to provide comment and option selection.I think the bluestone laneways are an integral part of Morelands 
heritage and our local character. However I recognise the ongoing cost of maintenance is prohibitive and onerous.Accordingly I select Option 2 being the replace 
like with like in all areas where there is a visual, historical or local streetscape condition however, I would like to see the heritage conditions and assessment matrix 
better articulated and formalised before this is decided upon.  Re options to pay for the additional cost of the bluestone component of these laneways (the concrete 
option is already budgeted) area1; Partial increase general rates across the council area2; Partial decrease or freeze in Council spending on Councillors remittances 
and travel allowances3; Partial use of Councils annual discretionary funding allocations for Also, can you please clarify why only 2 is to be reviewed after 1-2 years 
when the other options are not? 

1 

I am COMPLETELY against the proposes option 1. There are many bluestone lane-ways in Moreland that should be retained that are outside of bluestone lane-
ways. For example, the lovely laneways running south of Albion st  between Lygon St and Sydney Rd. I support modified version of option 2 - stating that traditional 
construction methods should be used where possible, and bluestone only layer on concrete where high or heavy traffics is expected. Traditional methods allow after 
to seep into the ground, minimizing run-off and eliminating the need for costly drainage works etc. Any higher costs should be paid by for by re-allocating funds from 
other capital works. Noting that council has underspent capital works for the last few years anyway. If council was committed to ongoing preventative maintenance 
of lane-ways ( just like they do for roads), then costs would be reduced in the long term. Also, costs will reduce if traditional methods are used as companies will 
respond to the increased opportunity in delivering this construction technique. 

1 

I am concerned at the Councils plans to concrete over the historic laneways.  This is environmentally and historically unfriendly. I want the bluestone laneways 
replaced with bluestone laneways laid in a traditional way, funded by the current budget.  Brunswick history and character deserves to be maintained. 

1 I prefer option 2, cost method C. 



OPTION 2 
 RETAIN BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN HERITAGE AREAS PLUS RETAIN SOME ADDITIONAL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN THE NON-HERITAGE AREAS 
USING AN ASSESSMENT TOOL BASED ON THE EXAMPLE PROVIDED BY COUNCILS HERITAGE ADVISOR 

1 

Please don't remove the culture and heritage that is added by the existence of our bluestone laneways. If the laneways need repair or replacement, as a rate payer 
and resident of Moreland, I want Moreland to replace or repair them with bluestone    laid in the traditional way within the current budgets. Or at worst, traffic 
managed until such time as budget is available to repair or replace them as such. Please consider putting heritage overlays on the bluestone alleys of Moreland and 
review the heritage overlays of all parts of Moreland that co tribute to the feel, aesthetic and value of our area. There is a lot of new development along the major 
arterial road of Moreland and I believe this will detract from the appeal of Moreland as a beautiful place to live, if it is not managed well by preserving the existing 
heritage and special features - the bluestone alleyways being among them.  

1 

I value our heritage in Brunswick, and part of the character and history of our community can be seen everyday in our wobbly, resilient, hard earned bluestone 
laneways. I urge you to priorities the feelings of the community whom you represent, and the clear environmental and economic common sense that underpins 
those feelings.  Save Brunswick's bluestone heritage which has and will continue to serve us well beneath our feet. Replacing this with less with The Plan For 
Concrete is just another heartbreaking slap in the face to logic, democracy and community leadership. Please do not underestimate the impact of a decision against 
bluestone. 

1 

Dear Moreland City Council, First of three emails As a ratepayer at 119 Mitchell St, Brunswick, I support the preservation of bluestone lanes in all the City, not just in 
heritage areas. I support the preservation of bluestone lanes laid in the traditional method‐on gravel‐where possible and not cemented; the cost of this has been 
shown to be comparable to cement. However, in light of the sharp increase in the building of six or higher storey structures in the City, I support the cementing of 
bluestones to cope with increased heavy vehicle traffic near such structures.Marisa Gallicchio More detailed reasons for the retention of bluestone lanes in 
non‐heritage area include:1. Melburn Roobaix The Melburn Roobaix is a once a year event held for the past eight years. It is essentially modeled on a French bike 
race run totally on cobbled streets. The ‘race’ starts in Hawthorn and weaves its way through 40 km of bluestone laneways, including East Brunswick, to finish at the 
Brunswick velodrome. It is a fun event of participants of all ages who meander through our bluestone laneways dressed in various outlandish outfits and who are 
encouraged to stop along the way to make friends and sample what the inner suburbs have to offer. This event currently draws 2,000 participants, many from 
interstate, with tickets selling out in five days. As a ratepayer of Brunswick, I support the preservation of bluestone lanes in all the City, not just in heritage areas. I 
support the preservation of bluestone lanes laid in the traditional method‐on gravel‐where possible and not cemented; the cost of this has been shown to be 
comparable to cement. However, in light of the sharp increase in the building of six or higher storey structures in the City, I support the cementing of bluestones to 
cope with increased heavy vehicle traffic near such structures.4. Heritage The Europeans, having regard for their heritage and the value of tourism, maintain their 
paving stones in excellent condition, even in the smallest towns. As Brunswick and Coburg become increasingly popular entertainment and living destinations, 
people hold things of heritage in higher regard. This is even more so as local people watch the destruction of heritage housing to make way for higher density 
developments. While the Cities of Melbourne, Whitehorse and Port Phillip have detailed policies on the retention of their bluestone lanes (whose bluestones most 
likely came from the quarries of Brunswick and Coburg) ironically we, as a major historical source of bluestones, do not seek to place as high preservation value on 
our history. As with most things handmade, the people who laid our bluestone lanes created unique patterns of stones peculiar to Moreland. As far as I am aware, 
these have not been documented in any detail. Laneway off With the working class character of the City of Moreland rapidly disappearing 
under the onslaught of gentrification and the influx of working professionals, how ironic then that we want to literally bury our working class origins under cement.5. 
Street frontage More and more blocks are being subdivided within the municipality, with the consequence that a bluestone lane quite often becomes a street front to 
subdivisions. These, often quite expensive townhouses, front a bluestone lane turning it into a defac to front lawn to good effect and adding to the ‘lane appeal 'of 
such houses. In addition, more people are taking more pride in their laneways with a proliferation of laneway ‘side’ gardens, wall murals and even hanging laneway 
art.6. Personal Uses 
People use bluestone laneways in different ways. Because of their traffic calming effect, fewer cars use them as thoroughfares in an effort to bypass busy streets. 
As a result, many people can be found taking walks with their pets or pushing prams, riding their bikes or going to and from the shops or public transport. Basketball 
hoops can even be found above garages with lane entries. Concrete lanes would allow faster traffic as found in De Carle Lane and, consequentially, less pedestrian 
use. 7. Videos Music and assorted videos and film are increasingly seen being shot in the City of Moreland. Bluestone laneways are specifically chosen as the 
setting for many of these. 
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 RETAIN BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN HERITAGE AREAS PLUS RETAIN SOME ADDITIONAL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN THE NON-HERITAGE AREAS 
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1 

I am responding to your request for resident feedback on the bluestone laneway options that Council is considering. I am a resident and homeowner at Kendall St, 
Coburg, with a bluestone lane at the back of my house, and a regular user of bluestone laneways to walk to the Coburg station most days. Of the three options put 
forward, I would strongly support the third option of retaining all Moreland bluestone lane ways. This is on aesthetic and heritage grounds, since it is one of the few 
remaining historical resonances that Moreland has retained, with many historical features already lost, particularly along Sydney Rd and around Pentridge. The 
replacement by concrete laneways is appalling from an aesthetic point of view and introduces a harsh aspect to our Moreland streetscapes that makes the 
municipality less liveable and probably reduces property values (and hence council rates) in the streets affected. I am also concerned that there has been 
inadequate public consultation on this issue, particularly in relation to the residents most affected. I am also concerned that the existing three options do not follow 
the World Heritage approach based on the Burra Charter principles and procedures for conservation. I will most certainly be protesting strongly and urging fellow 
residents to do likewise in the event that any blue-stone laneways are ripped up to be replaced by concrete gutters, and will seeking to ascertain the position of all 
Moreland councilors on this issue. 

1 
Please keep as many of our bluestone laneways as you can.  They look so much better than their modern replacements and are part of our heritage.  They help to 
make Moreland special and are proven to be long-lasting! thank you 

1 Lets preserve the character of this amazing city, and PLEASE don’t concrete the lanes, not everything needs modernizing!!  

1 

Thank-you for the opportunity to contribute to the decision making process on this issue of Moreland's bluestone laneways. The aesthetic appeal and urban 
character generated by the bluestone and the international significance of such a large bluestone community (as emphasized by the Heritage Alliance) are strong 
indicators of their wider appeal and value. The early debate and initiative by local residents to ask for trial of different remedial works on particular laneways in 
Brunswick has enabled many residents to see first hand the potential for improvement of our existing laneways through thoughtful, well engineered, skillful 
regeneration that includes the addition of underground drainage.There is a concrete laneway on the adjacent block from our heritage block. The residents of the 
adjacent block call the concrete laneway the super highway. Cars regularly use the concrete laneway as a speedy alternative to the speed hump infested street. 
Alternatively, in our quieter cobbled lane; families walk their dogs, children extend their play and cars, SUV's, trailers and Builders machinery easily access the 
benefits of the right-of-way. Perhaps all that is necessary in the short term is for the council to send a street cleaning device through our laneways regularly to clean 
detritous and other organic matter to improve drainage and safety.Sections of our laneway would benefit from remedial works. Sections of many laneways would 
benefit from remedial works. There is a strong case for retaining bluestone laneways. There is a strong case that in some laneways retaining the bluestone and 
applying modern construction techniques and drainage will be of benefit. There is a strong case to fix badly damaged sections. Before a more considered decision 
can be made on the best option and scheme of funding, council would best provide accurate costing details for each scheme publicly. I hope that council will 
publicly provide accurate projections of rate increases for residents to work with.   I expect that the council would take steps to preserve the character of this fine 
resource. 

1 

I wish to record my very strong opposition to any plans by council to replace any of Brunswick's bluestone laneways with concrete. Brunswick's bluestone laneways 
are fundamental to the character and charm of our suburb.  This is regardless of whether the laneways are in a heritage listed area or not. I am more than happy for 
my rates to cover any difference in cost between maintaining bluestone and the alternatives. The decrease in property values (and council's rate base) that will 
result from replacing bluestone with concrete will be many times more than the cost of maintenance.   
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1 

10 years ago I came from Adelaide to be a part of Melbourne. Many years before that I literally had a dream. Such an obscure dream about nothing much in 
particular. It was a dream that gave me a feeling that i wanted to hold on to. A delicate peace that could be shaken away if I moved too suddenly. In this mundane 
dream I was walking down bluestone lane ways. That's all. After moving to Melbourne I started studying music at the Victorian College of the Arts and I started 
commuting more and more by bike and on foot and I was so excited to discover these lane ways and I was sure that it was a sign that I had made the right decision 
to move to Melbourne's northern suburbs and to devote myself to music. For the past five years since graduating I have been a teacher of music at Princes Hill 
Secondary College. I enjoy my work and I am inspired to pass on my inspiration. That delicate feeling that comes to me from such obscure details in my life.Please 
keep the lane ways bluestone. 

1 Preferred option no comment 
1  Preferred option no comment 

1 

Me feedback is that I would like the council to retain the full bluestone laneway network in Brunswick and central Coburg.I see it as an investment for the future and 
preservation of our history. I come from a family of many generations in Coburg and Brunswick and the stories from the past often feature the laneway network.It is 
a significant feature of the area. I don't care whether traditional methods of construction are used or bluestone over concrete, as long as the visual effect of the full 
network is retained. It is a worthwhile investment. In my opinion, to remove them is short-sighted. 

1  Preferred option no comment 
1 I want my council to ALWAYS replace bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways. 

1 

My family and I are current residents of Brunswick and we feel the proposal by the Moreland council to replace 70% of neighborhood bluestone laneways with 
concrete does not support the heritage and architectural traditions of this beautiful area.  One of the reasons why we chose Brunswick to bring up our young family 
is the diversity of community and uniqueness of character & heritage that is often lacking in new areas and suburbs. We live on Albion Street, between Rose & 
Thistle Street and the bluestone laneway behind our home should be retained as it adds character to the street and blends in beautifully with the surrounding period 
homes.  We appreciate that the reason driving this proposal is increased costs for the community but let’s lay out all the facts and impacts so an informed decision 
can be made by the residents of Moreland. 
We request that the Moreland Council seriously reconsiders this proposal and we support the opinion that bluestone laneways should be replaced with bluestone 
laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 Preferred option – no comments  

1 

Hi, just letting you know I think option 2 is the most reasonable approach. That is, retain more bluestone laneways outside the heritage area, after assessment. 
Funding by increasing rates on adjoining properties seems fair: particularly if this applies in heritage areas too. If those in heritage areas get their laneway repairs 
funded by council, perhaps that should apply elsewhere. 

1 

To whom it may concern I have just been made aware of the councils proposed plan to concrete lane ways currently paved in bluestone in non heritage areas. I 
would like to voice my strong opposition as a resident. The bluestone paving is a beautiful feature and is worth preserving as it is so enjoyed by residents and 
visitors. Please consider the opinions of your electorate and don’t begin a process that will strip character and be irreversible. 

1 

Thank you for the opportunity to make submission on this important matter.My preferred option is option 2.It is the most sensible solution and equitable, allowing the 
use of the more durable and cost effective concrete solution at a later date.It should be paid for by those who benefit most that is to say those whose properties 
back the laneways. Laneways should also have reflective markers on them and property numbers to aid emergency services. 



OPTION 2 
 RETAIN BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN HERITAGE AREAS PLUS RETAIN SOME ADDITIONAL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN THE NON-HERITAGE AREAS 
USING AN ASSESSMENT TOOL BASED ON THE EXAMPLE PROVIDED BY COUNCILS HERITAGE ADVISOR 

1 

After some thought, the second option proposed by the council seems the most realistic. The retaining of 'some' bluestone laneways in non heritage areas needs to 
be more defined.There are lane ways in non heritage areas that should be retained and are of 'heritage' importance and alongside 'heritage' significant houses. Will 
these lane ways be retained? Should the council introduce 'heritage lane ways', I think so.Lane ways in poor condition, such as the two in the video could be 
replaced with a mixture of concrete and bluestone.   

1 Preferred option no comment 

1 

My option for the blue stone laneways is Option 2 – Retain bluestone laneways in heritage areas PLUS retain some additional bluestone laneways in the non-
heritage areas using an assessment tool based on the example provided by Councils Heritage advisor.  I am choosing this option on “good faith” on behalf of the 
council. I must confess that I don’t have much faith in Council preserving the Character of the Area, given some of the completely unsuitable new homes passed in 
my area. As for costing I don’t know how Council works out costs as we had a speed hump put in a section of road and I believe IT cost $20,000=, and that was 
quite a number of years ago. Moreland was a beautiful friendly place where so many people wanted to live, but it is sadly being modernised to take out all the 
character that made it Moreland. 

Total 33 responses to Option 2 
  
  



 

OPTION 3 

  
RETAIN ALL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN ALL PARTS OF THE CITY. 

1 
Don't touch our bluestones 
You made me renovate to heritage now your trying to take it away no good very sad for our area. 

1 
I live in Hawthorn Street with a lovely bluestone lane at the back of the street. We are not in a heritage area, so we are at risk of losing a great community asset. 

1 
The fact that we still have these laneways is a credit to the council who have not demolished them yet, as a resident and ratepayer I ask you to save these lanes. 

1 

Please try to save the bluestone cobbled laneways. Too many heritage landmarks or buildings have been destroyed in melbourne. As a cyclist who enjoys riding the 
cobbles i think it would be a shame to remove them. Plenty of others like riding on them, particularly as part of the melburn roobaix. Surely the cobbles could be 
salvaged and used to repace the lanes with the addition of new cobbles where needed. 

1 

I have only just become aware that Moreland Council is considering replacing the bluestone lane ways in our community with concrete. I am concerned that this is 
being considered. Bluestones are a part of Melbourne's history, mined from local areas. This streetscape shapes the look of our suburb. It would be a terrible shame 
for Moreland Council to go through with this.I urge you to reconsider – our buestaone lane ways should remain bluestone. If they need to be repaired or replaced 
they should be rebuilt in bluestone. 

1 

As the owner of 200 Brunswick rd Brunswick, I’m sending this to confirm my objection to replacing the bluestone lane ways with any thing different, The beauty and 
character of this part of Moreland council need to be improved and protected not to be diminished by concreting. 

1 

Heritage laneway or not all bluestone laneways should be retained. All bluestone laneways are heritage and have heritage values! The cost savings (which are 
minimal relative to the overall streets budget) do not justify their removal. It is a short sighted policy, putting small current savings ahead of long term visual 
aesthetics and increased property values. Once removed they will never be replaced. The concreted or asphalted lanes I have seen are a visual eyesore and in 
cases the workmanship is poor and plain sloppy. In cases thin layers of concrete are just poured over degraded sections of bluestone laneways.To add further insult 
council policy prevents abutting property owners from purchasing paved laneways. This prevents owners from keeping them intact or better still greening the lane 
(nothing stopping council putting a caveat at sale over building on the lane if hey are concerned about that). 

1 Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways only. 

1 

I would like to voice my concern that funding for our laneways is being used to replace heritage bluestones with concrete, this not only devalues our houses, it also 
takes away from the suburbs (Brunswick) heritage feel and overlay. If you wish to discuss further please do not hesitate to contact me on the details below. 

1 
Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 I am firmly against the removal of bluestone laneways in Moreland. 

1 

Here’s another voice from your community.Please retain and protect Moreland’s bluestone laneways (as other councils are doing). 
Please replace bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 
This approach is better for the environment, maintains our heritage and lasts far longer than concrete. 

1 Please keep and maintain ALL bluestone laneways in Moreland. 
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1 

I am outraged at proposals to spend money replacing or concreting bluestone laneways in Moreland.I am equally outraged at the slipshod analysis purportedly 
justifying Council's arguments for doing so, which is disingenuous at best and arguably fraudulently misleading and manipulative. As someone with more than 20 
years experience in training engineers and economists in logical thinking and the use mathematics in cost-benefit analysis,  optimization and risk-analysis, I am well-
qualified to take matters further should further attempts be made to implement such policies. 

1 
As a resident of Moreland, please register my request that :"Bluestone laneways be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the 
current budget 

1 
This is to request 'Bluestone lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I am a resident in Moreland city council and i believe that by distroying our beautiful laneways you are damaging the value of our property. If you need to replace the 
bluestone laneways because they are dangerous please replace them with bluestone to create new bluestone laneways and keep the original beauty and feel. This 
should be funded out of the current budget, we pay enough rates to support this and keeping our heritage it important. I hope you come to a sustainable solution.  

1 

Brunswick/Moreland bluestone laneways are what give Brunswick its character and sense of community, they are priceless and it would be a shame to see them go, 
i support maintaining and keeping ALL of our beautiful Bluestone laneways. I am a 29 year old male that loves our heritage laneways lined with bluestones. to think 
that these could be covered with awful concrete is beyond belief. Brunswicks Bluestone laneways are what give the sense of character and community to our 
beautiful corner of the world and should be protected and maintained as they are priceless. 

1 Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way 

1 

Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the Council. It is time Council shows leadership in keeping our heritage 
alive and have a serious look at other municipalities which lost their neighbourhood character after bluestones were replaced with concrete. 

1 

"Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget"  I am astounded that Moreland  Council  is even 
considering removing any of our beautiful bluestone laneways!!!!  These laneways are Morelands heritage, they enrich our neighbourhoods, in so many ways. I 
really am just gobsmacked at this proposal and expect it to be resoundedly opposed! 

1 

These bluestones give Brunswick its unique character and in future will become priceless. I would like to preserve Brunswick's blue-stone lane ways. I have lived in 
the Brunswick area for 27 years and it would be a great shame and a waste of the councils time and money to destroy this part of history. 

1 

As requested in your paper “Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction”, I am writing to give my feedback on the three broad options that have been tabled. Firstly I believe 
your issues such asAccessibility and Transport implications is potentially a red herring as the majority of laneways in question are not used regularly by pedestrians, 
people with mobility issues and cyclists.  We already have roads and footpaths for that kind of transport that are located very close to the majority of the laneways in 
questions.  I find it a little annoying that the council chooses to play on these issues to ‘push a point’.  Again your attempt to push the issues on construction due to 
heavy traffic use is plan right incorrect. With regards to funding, if you have to completely rebuild a laneway which costs $197,000 (given amount) and, as you state 
in your paper, only 1 laneway a year could be completely rebuilt, this implies that the council has only set aside $200,000 in a their budget?  The new capital works 
program for the 2013/14 year is expected to be $44.089 million. Council anticipates a carry forward of about $9.180 million of projects from the 2012/13 financial 
year. This would result in a total capital works program in 2013/14 of $53.269M. This year's program involves significant investment in Council’s infrastructure with 
$12.166 million identified for roads (sourced from the Moreland’s Council website).   Thus the council intend to put aside ONLY 0.3% of its total capital works budget 
for laneways repair.  There is also a stated carryover of $9.2M from 2012/13 which does not appear to be allocated to any works program (if you total up the 
individual amounts). As such, I am in favour of Option 3 as I believe that the bluestone laneways is an important part of Brunswick’s heritage and unique character.  
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My preferred method of funding this program works is D) Other.  I would take option C) Add the cost of replacing the all bluestone laneways to the current program 
however additional monies can be taken from the carryover andbudgeted excess and an increase in allocation from 0.3% to at least 0.6%.  That would immediately 
halve the time taken to repair all of the laneways i.e. less than 25 years and commence on the worst laneways first.   My visual review of the laneways in Brunswick 
and Coburg clearly demonstrated that not every lane was in immediate need of total rebuild today.  A point overlooked by the Council in their efforts to make the 
funding of this project look like a “financial burden” on the community of Moreland. Please retain our heritage as we will never be able to get it back once lost. 

1 Thank you for your time, I sincerely hope you consider the residents opinion in this matter. 

1 I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I have lived in Brunswick for almost 10 years and whilst here I have seen the results of some very bad planning decisions. So many of them,  mostly arising from 
grotesque multi storey developments, which are completely unappealing to the eye and out of character with the neighborhood and more generally out of step with 
basic principles of good design. Now you are considering the removal of the Bluestone laneways, a move which will further degrade Brunswick and no doubt 
Moreland and steer it even faster towards the trashy cheap looking suburb it is destined to become, and in fact has become around Anstey station and parts of 
northern lygon st.I am a rate payer. If every household in this community is paying as much as I am then your revenue is HUGE and you can afford to better protect 
the character of this neighborhood. Do not remove the bluestone laneways - clean them, maintain them, protect them!! 

1 
The bluestone lane ways are part of the fabric of Brunswick and surrounds and are our heritage regardless of if they fall in a heritage overlay area or not, they 
require to be retained as a solid link to our past. 

1 

• I would like to see all Bluestone laneways in our municipality retained as Bluestone.• The bluestone laneways are part of the inherent character of our 
neighbourhoods - and MUST not be reduced in any way.• Critically - none of your options are backed up by detailed cost benefit analysis or costings to allow 
residents to make an informed decision.• In fact - the council paper, questions and video's are posed in such a way so as to elicit a favourable response in regards 
to concrete option - there is an absolute lack of transparency and critical appraisal - yet will effect the whole municipality.• Oversight and due diligence here is 
lacking - and i shall be making a complaint to the Victorian Ombudsman. 
• I think you will have a very negative impact on the capital values of properties in the areas you propose to 'replace' with concrete - this could potentially: expose 
council to expensive litigation for loss by effected homeownerso require council to reduce capital values on rates notices - negatively impacting on council cash 
flows through a reduction in rateso despite a major potential impact on neighbourhood character, capital values and council cash flows - no independent costings 
have been supplied. This is financial neglect.• In regards to accessability issues - i note that in the past council has itself identified that accessibility improvements 
are more urgent in regards to pedestrian footpaths, road crossings etc - perhaps focus your accessibility efforts where council has itself identified need. • The 
majority of damage to bluestone i notice - is from residential construction projects. Perhaps council could instead protect and expand lifespan of laneways (reducing 
cost impacts) - by exploring more novel approaches such as better policing load limits on the laneways. Both cheap and effective.• In regards to costs - option D is 
most appropriate - reducing cost inefficiencies and mismanagement at council - would have a greater impact, and pay for reconstruction as well as other council 
initiatives.I really think they add character to the municipality and should be kept if at all possible. 

1 

As a resident, I find it difficult to understand councils resistance to maintain the bluestones in City of Moreland, when Bluestone laneways are part of Moreland’s 
heritage and character and should be retained  for future generations to maintain understanding and connection to their city’s history.  If laid in the traditional way 
bluestone is cheaper than concrete, copes better with movements of the clay base on which most of Moreland sits, is aesthetically more pleasing, allows for 
localised repairs when these are necessary, lasts much longer than concrete, contributes to Moreland’s commitment to water sensitive urban design (WSUD) by 
filtering storm water through the soil, and unlike concrete, involves zero carbon emissions.  Maintaining Bluestones lane ways is clearly a winner on all  areas, 
including cost, longevity, Cultural significance and historical value, future investment to future generation. What is the real resistance?????? 

1 

I just wanted to say that I don’t think the laneways should be replace with concrete.I think that all the bluestone laneways should be replaced with bluestone, but 
over a longer period, in order to keep the cost down.I believe that the bluestone laneways are a very important part of Moreland and if we lose even some of them 
then these will be gone forever 
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1 

On behalf of my neighbours and friends who live in Moreland, we strongly oppose the modification of existing bluestone laneways. These laneways are unique not 
only to Melbourne, but across the nation and represent the beginnings of the "urbanisation of Melbourne". They make an enormous contribution to the neighborhood 
character of Moreland, and it's history in the development of Melbourne. These bluestone laneways should not be understated in any way and infact, attract much 
interest from all that visit the area. Whilst it is convenient to repair some of these laneways in a modern surburban form, this is a grave mistake as once this has 
occured - they are gone forever! The suburbanisation of these bluestone laneways will diminish the unique attraction that is Moreland! It is council's reponsibility to 
ensure that the significant contribution that the bluestone makes to the character of Moreland is maintained, and not eroded just because cheaper repair options are 
available. Future generations can appreciate why these bluestone laneways were originally constructed if they are maintained. Where bluestone laneways are in 
disrepair, every effort should be made to reinstate the laneways to its original state. The smoothing or concreting over of existing bluestone laneways should only 
occur in circumstances where significant modification has already occured in the past. Not withstanding, I would suggest that this would only occur in very limited 
situations. Moreland must value it's heritage assets and I don't believe that council has sufficiently made the case to allow these program of works to progress 

1  Preferred Option no comment 
1  Preferred Option no comment 

1 

All the bluestone laneways should remain intact. They should also be pretty much ignored and more attention and money paid to the footpaths in front of houses – 
you know, the places where people would actually like to walk. The state of footpaths in Moreland is disgraceful. There appears to be no maintenance and no 
incentives for residents to keep the paths clear of weeds, broken glass and other rubbish. Overhanging vegetation is also a problem, as is the amount of 
inconsistently designed and located street furniture including bike racks, planter boxes, lighting and signage poles, letter boxes, canopy anchor points etc...If money 
was no object, then retain and relay all the bluestone laneways. Money is an issue however, so why not contribute to the functionality and liveability of the city by 
building better footpaths? 

1  Preferred Option no comment 

1  Preferred Option no comment 

1 

Bluestone laneways in Moreland must only be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget in all areas not just in 
heritage overlay zones.Bluestone laneways are fundamental to the heritage and neigbourhood character of Brunswick. Any decision by council should be grounded 
in the Burra Charter principles and based on comprehensive financial and environmental studies.To install concrete laneways that have an extremely high carbon 
footprint and shorter lifespan is a retrograde step.Bluestone is a local material that if laid and maintained correctly will outlast a concrete laneway by decades and 
have a reduced impact on the environment.Council must compare the options in a comprehensive manner looking not just at the short term costs but the full life cost 
of concrete versus bluestone, the environmental impact and the heritage impact.As Professor Miles Lewis advises Moreland has a high prevalence of bluestone and 
is a "Bluestone City" this must be reflected in the council policy to retain bluestone laneways.Accessibility should be considered however bluestone is not blocking 
access in most cases, laneways are usually for rear access and not the main access to most property. Cyclists avoid laneways and there are ample alternative 
routes. I have lived in Europe where cobbled streets are common and are the heritage of the area. Bluestone can be dressed to a smooth surface also if nFunding 
of option 3 should be carefully assessed it may be by a combination of extending the the program and a proportion from general rates. I would not agree with a 
supplementary rate scheme  

1 

Bluestone laneways are part of Moreland’s heritage and character and should be retained  for future generations to enjoy. I do not accept any of the options listed in 
your consultation paper.  If laid in the traditional way there is evidence to show that bluestone repairs can be cheaper than concrete, that they cope better with 
movements of the clay base on which most of Moreland sits, that this is aesthetically more pleasing, allows for localised repairs when these are necessary, lasts 
much longer than concrete, contributes to Moreland’s commitment to water sensitive urban design (WSUD) by filtering storm water through the soil, and unlike 
concrete, involves zero carbon emissions. Importantly, bluestone is part of Moreland’s heritage and an integral part of the character of Moreland today.  Since in 
your own paper you talk of repairs to only a few laneways each year, the cost is not  great and should be funded from the existing capital budget. Moreland needs to 
demonstrate some vision and imagination by researching and experimenting with cost effective ways of laying  bluestone in the traditional unbound manner. 

1 I would like the bluestone laneways to remain the way they are. Heritage and charm is important to our area. 
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1 

I am a resident in Brunswick. I just wanted to write to lodge my opposition to Moreland Council's proposal to remove up to 70% of our bluestone lanes.I value our 
lanes, not just for how they look but also what they represent in terms of heritage. There is a reason we chose to live and purchase a house in Brunswick and 
removing the bluestone lanes would diminish that.Please consider this proposal a strong objection. 

1 

I am a home owner and therefore rate payer in Percy St, Brunswick. Part of the appeal to Brunswick is the beautiful old bluestone lane ways that I feel should be 
replaced with bluestone, laid the traditional way, funded by the current budget.The lane directly behind Percy St is a mix of bluestone and ugly cement which doesn't 
seem to drain properly, therefore I would strongly ask that ALL the lanes remain bluestone and the ugly cement ones changed back to beautiful bluestone. 

1 

I am writing to provide feedback on the bluestone laneway options being proposed.We have a beautiful bluestone laneway which we use at least twice a day driving 
into our garage and even more frequently on foot and bicycle for family walks and rides. We were horrified to learn that the laneway does not have heritage overlay, 
therefore placing it at threat of being being covered in concrete.The laneway runs between Hope St and the rear of Bryant Street between to small industrial 
buildings. It is does not bear heavy loads as it not used as a thoroughfare, and its condition is very good. We would be devastated if it was replaced with 
concrete.The businesses on either side do park in it which can be annoying but we have a neighbourly relationship with them and they move the vehicles when 
blocking our access. The laneway is opposite and visible from the heritage Chef site which is now a busy cafe and the bluestone certainly helps retain the historical 
culture and texture of the area as more new developments (predominantly concrete style units with no green space) go up in the surrounding area.When we 
purchased the house, our rear bluestone laneway was a major reason we bought the house, the bluestone laneways are such a precious and important part of inner 
city Melbourne - much of which is disappearing. The bluestone is so enduring and the construction means drainage and water run off functions so well at the rear of 
our property. We have incorporated the lane way through street art on the rear of our property.In fact the lane way appears on the title deed to house and as such 
should not altered without consultation with us. We would appreciate discussing our position with a relevant member of council staff regarding this. 

1 Preferred Option no comment 

1 

I believe that the old bluestone laneways are crucial to the character of Brunswick and surrounding suburbs and I value them greatly. I am very much opposed to 
any policy which would see their character threatened. The character of the area is under threat enough with the intensive construction of modern high-rise buildings 
and we need to hang on to every bit of the fabric of the old Brunswick which we can. Just let them be. 

1 

please do not replace any of Brunswick's laneways with concrete. They are an integral part of what makes Brunswick. Without the laneways, wonderful events like 
the Melbourne Roobaix would end up bypassing Brunswick altogether - the income for local cafes' generated by such events should not be underestimated. 
Additionally I am unconvinced that any projected savings made by concreting the laneways wont be negated by the drop in my property value 

1 

Today I received a pamphlet in the letterbox informing of Moreland council intention remove bluestone from the areas laneways. 
I take this opportunity to add my voice to the objections of watering down the areas unique heritage.I have traveled parts of UK and Europe where the retention of 
heritage has put many places on the map.Even Hitler had a sense of conservation regarding Paris and would not destroy it. 
I believe we should retain neighborhoods character, retain bluestones wherever they exist including gutters.We will never see our heritage and history if we keep 
destroying it. 

1 
I wish bluestone laneways be replaced with blustone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  I also want bluestone gutters to be 
replaced with bluestone gutters, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I write in support of protecting Moreland's bluestone laneways.Please do not ruin something that is of historical significance to the area and is beautiful.  It would be 
a great shame and a waste local council's time and money on removing or covering them up. 

1 
Not sure how you can argue the cost of finance is prohibitive.Firstly you've chosen the most expensive option known to man to cost and then try to play the 
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sympathy card with it - do you think we are gormless? What you have proposed as a solution is a two tier job rather than a permeable surface and as a 
consequence requires drainage as well... Nothing even vaguely heritage in that solution. Akin to building tarmac over the top of a roman road or the wooden planks 
on the Barwon Heads Bridge and calling it restoration.I bet most vehicles in laneways are cars or tradie vehicles and as such not much heavier than passenger 
vehicles. Most move slowly and carefully which is what the lanes currently encourage. I said bet as its my firm belief you have no data at all to justify any of this. In 
my view, as a walkability expert, resurfacing will increase speed, conflict and the potential for accidents, putting those who currently walk down them at risk from 
vehicles rather than getting their feet wet or twisting their ankles. Which brings to mind the TAC adds and VicRoads standards on road speed which I'm sure you 
have all read especially the point where they indicate the speed fatality risk ratio. These accidents will have more impact on human health than any current risk of 
dirty feet etc. 
And then to alternate solutions. You can always charge a laneway bond to builders etc as you do / or maybe as you should? for kerb reinstatement at construction 
to cover the costs of pavement and cross over damage. If you did this, or had done this over the eons for laneways, maybe you could / would have instituted a 
repair and maintenance regime long ago and not have this issue.If a lane is to be used for commercial purposes maybe you should consider a special charge in that 
location and allocate construction costs on the basis of user pays - ie big trucks, better quality reconstruction, user pays more. I note that user pays options for over 
the odds wear and tear are not canvassed at all in the video. Now there is an efficient public-funds solution, gold plated installation paid for with private funds, if ever 
you wanted to install two-tier and drained laneway solution just for fun or to obtain just a little over-engineering pleasure.It is my firm view that this issue is an issue 
now because you have just plain failed to do any maintenance over many many many years - or at least the 30+ years I have lived in East Brunswick with a back 
lane.Lanes are access points for cars mainly. In any hierarchy under the Transport Integration Act cars have a lower priority than sustainable transport or even for 
that matter the maintenance of road carriages for vehicle transport.  The question about maintenance to meet some perceived Roads Management Act obligation 
should not arise. Laneways are not declared roads. Laneways can be treated less like roads (your gold plated and aspirational two tier standard) and more as slow 
moving access and egress points for light weight vehicles. They can then attract solutions in keeping with their likely use - yes folks, to recap, that is one bloke with 
two cars in a street with 50 backyard entry points.Which reminds me, have you done any traffic counts at all to justify any of this? Do you even know anything about 
the number of car movements v quantum of spend proposed, because just maybe there really are much more heavily used pedestrian, cycling and even personal 
motor vehicle transport routes & locations than someone's double car garage in a street of more than 50 houses where one household regularly uses they lane and 
they hate splashing their car though the puddles on our very occasional wet days. A pair of galoshes or a seasons ticket to the car wash would be a far more 
efficient solution and not waste public funds in such a decadent manner.And then if you had bothered to spend so much time and money on the policy and 
installation of sustainable transport solutions maybe the person in the video wouldn't be taking 2 cars on the work, school run but both parents and children would 
be taking PT, riding or walking safely on Brunswick Streets.Which gets me back to the state of the footpaths in main streets. I'm at the point of taking Council to the 
EOC for installation of non-DDA compliant curb ramps near my house - see between Alsace and Albion, down Lygon on the way to Glenlyon etc. I can't get my 
mother to the shops in her wheelchair without the real and present danger at every cross over that she will roll quickly into oncoming traffic because of the non-
compliant camber and angle of the cross over, or to the park etc... 
When will you stop wasting public funds on non-complaint ramps that are actually dangerous or fiddling in laneways that are not declared roads and do something to 
support access and mobility on declared roads and well used albeit dangerous and DDA non-compliant footpaths? 
Sometimes I despair at Councils capacity to fiddle and waste funds while residents put up with crazily bad service and old world amenity 

1 Preferred Option no comment 

1 

As part of the review on bluestone lanes can comments regarding the crossing into the laneway be included. As you can see from the photos there is a lip where 
pedestrians walk along the footpath. Part of the comments should be to remove the edge stones and shape the footpath to remove the trip hazard. This only occurs 
where there is a full width footpath. 

1 

We would like to STRONGLY OBJECT to any plans the council has of replacing Bluestone laneways, with anything oher than traditional bluestone, laid in the 
traditional way, whether laneways be heritage listed or not. We feel that the character of the city of Moreland would be adversely affected should any bluestone 
laneways be removed or replaced with materials other than bluestone. 
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1 
And I strongly object to the removal of blue stone laneways.These lane ways are a part of the fabric of the area.The are part of the historic design and would be 
missed.This is one thing that makes Brunswick different from many Other areas. 

1 
This is a major issue for me and will affect my next vote!!!! 

1 
I am writing to you to implore you to save the character and history of our suburb by keeping our bluestone laneways. Please do not  turn Brunswick into a 
nondescript suburb, please!! I am adding my voice to the others in hope that you will listen 

1 
Following your article in the Moreland leader dated July 15, 2013, we want to raise our voices to keep our Blue Stone Laneways and advocate a World Heritage 
listing.These laneways reflect the Brunswick past and need to be kept in good conditions. 

1 

We would like to object to Council’s proposal to replace bluestone laneways with concrete. We believe the very essence of Brunswick will be  
lost if council continues on this path.   From your own research, you believe “ Moreland has one of the largest bluestone laneway networks  
in Melbourne, mainly concentrated in the Brunswick area but also in some parts of Coburg. Of the 67km of bluestone laneways, 20km fall  
within a heritage overlay area”.  We think this fact is one to be celebrated and protected given Bluestone is a material that was used  
extensively for the construction of laneways, kerb and channel, and other structures in the 19th Century.  We don’t think it should matter if the  
laneways have a heritage overlay or not.  We would like to see bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the 
current budget.  We believe Moreland City Council should stop the reconstruction of old bluestone laneways in concrete immediately.  You openly acknowledge in 
the paper titled Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction residents highly value the aesthetic and urban character of the bluestone.   You also ask in your paper to advise 
you of the preferred option to fund this program which is,  A) Extend the current replacement program over a longer period without increasing the overall spend on 
laneways 

1 

I'm writing to convey my opinion that the entire bluestone lane way network should be retained in bluestone and NOT concrete.  
The definition of heritage can alter over time and I believe it's short sighted to judge today any particular lane way as not being valid in regard to its heritage value, 
where in the future it may be so.Bluestone lane ways also provide the advantage over concrete of keeping traffic slow, discouraging traffic taking shortcuts and 
discouraging motorbikes and trail bikes.  

1 Preferred Option no comment 

1 

Please save our beautiful bluestone laneways. They are part of Brunswick's history and are characteristic of the inner city area. They need to be preserved, not 
uglified with concrete simply because it is cheaper to maintain. Replacing our bluestone laneways with concrete will destroy the heritage of the area. Brunswick's 
laneways have been maintained and restored by our predecessors for hundreds of years and we have an obligation to preserve them for generations to come. We 
seem to be losing many of our period homes to hungry property developers and now you want to remove the bluestone laneways as well. Replacing the laneways 
with concrete will destroy even more of the character of the area.  
I urge Moreland City Council to do the right thing - maintain, repair and restore the heritage bluestone laneways that make our city great! 

1 

I am strongly in favour of the Bluestone Laneways in the Moreland Council area being totally retained and totally maintained.  There should be no exception.  
Council should listen to their Councillors who are the voice of the residents.  People such as Meghan Hopper who received my vote at the council elections because 
one of her platforms was the retaining of our bluestone laneways. 
It is our heritage and history.   

1 

We live in Cassels Road, Brunswick. Our neighbourhood has some of the best bluestone laneways in Melbourne. We also have a few beautiful buildings with high 
bluestone walls. Our house is a gorgeous heritage listed old factory building. We love walking in the bluestone lanes of Brunswick and taking our visitors for a tour to 
show off the best assets of our suburb. Brunswick has one of the most diverse communities in Melbourne. These amazing individuals are very passionate about 
their bluestone laneways. We feel privileged to be part of this unique cultural environment and diverse community. Destroying bluestones means destroying the 
history and soul of this suburb. Therefore, we are deeply concerned that Council is trying to change the fabric of our suburb without properly understanding the 
significance of Bluestone to the community. Moreland's bluestones should be seen as an asset which has strong cultural, heritage and social value for the 
communities of which they form part. Other councils like Whitehorse, Yarra, Port Phillip and Melbourne are protecting their bluestone laneways, as a valuable asset. 
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Whitehorse has applied the Burra Charter and is protecting not only bluestone lanes but all its bluestone kerbs, gutters and channels. The Burra Charter defines the 
basic principles and procedures to be followed in the conservation of Australian heritage places.Our research shows that Bluestone laid in the traditional manner is 
actually cheaper and easier to maintain than concrete and has a proven long lifespan. Council has not yet made a cost benefit analysis available, but claims that 
Bluestone is more expensive than concrete. According to the National Trust of Australia, concrete is very expensive to repair whereas bluestone is much cheaper. 
Moreland is built on a basaltic clay, ground movements are common and this makes bluestone laneways the most suitable paving method. The movement between 
pitches is important to provide movement on Moreland’s basaltic clays. Bluestone laneways have a proven life expectancy of over 100 years.Moreland's clay soils 
move. Concrete will crack. Life span at best will require replacement every 25 years. Bluestone is best suited to Brunswick soils. David Wixted, Council’s consultant 
heritage expert engaged, made it clear in his presentation to the Citizen Working Group that for aesthetic and environmental reasons, concrete was his least 
favoured option. About 8 to 15 percent of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions are attributed to concrete manufacturing. Concrete stops water filtrating into and 
through the ground, soil being a natural filter, instead polluted water flows directly into storm water drains as it picks up petrol, motor oil, heavy metals, rubbish and 
other pollutants from sidewalks and roads. Due to concrete being an impervious surface, flooding increases.House values will also be affected. We believe 
thousands will be wiped off property values if bluestone laneways are replaced with concrete. There will also be lots of cars using the laneways once they have 
been concreted over. Our preferred option is Option 3C – Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. We would like all bluestone laneways to be replaced 
with bluestone laneways only, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current Council budget.  

1 

We wish to express our concern at the prospect of losing the bluestone laneways which grace our suburbs. As a local material quarried in our local area they not 
only represent a historic root to the area but provide a visual richness to the fast changing face of Moreland.Several years ago a bluestone laneway in our street was 
dug up and replaced with cement. It looks shabby and out of place with the period homes which flank it. No effort was made to create a well finished, well drained 
thoroughfare and it could be described in no other way apart from unattractive and is detrimental to the aesthetic nature of the street. We feel it would be unfair if the 
non heritage areas of Moreland lose such a strong and charming link with the past. The bluestone pathways provide a beauty and character throughout the shire 
and complement both original and modern construction. This kind of infrastructure is priceless and once gone is irreplaceable. Moreland City Council has a unique 
opportunity to make a decision for the longterm, despite the shorterm ecconomic issues. Moreland prides itself on its fostering of indigenous landscaping within the 
shire and we hope this mandate extends towards the preservation of the stone which lies beneath us. Our bluestone laneways represent the foundation of our 
historic infrastructure, provides links between the far reaching corners of Moreland, and is worth protection. 
Bluestone is a hard and durable material. Look at the years of service they have provided us with. Don't they deserve another chance at many more years of 
service. We all know which option will look better in another fifty years. For us there is no doubt, our bluestone laneways should be preserved. Please don't sell off 
our heritage. 

1 

It would be a crime to lose our bluestone laneways to concrete!!!The savings that can be made by using the traditional methods are clear. Concrete has an 
enormous environmental impact and will not last the 150 years that the traditional laying methods have.We need to learn to respect our heritage, treasure it and not 
throw it away. 

1 
 Preferred Option no comment 

1 

 I would hope that the people employed by Moreland Council would have the good sense to realise that maintaining our bluestone lane ways in the traditional 
method ( sand based) is actually cheaper  than  placing concrete as a base prior to laying the bluestone on top, or the most ludicrous of options being removing the 
bluestone's completely. It's really not a big ask for someone to use common sense when it comes to maintaining our history enriched lane ways, the savings from 
last years budget could be well served on the residents south of bell street, a bit of balance in a community goes a long way. 
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1 

I write to advise that I strongly object to the removal of bluestone laneways in Moreland.I have lived in East Brunswick for 23 years and seen many changes to the 
neighbourhood; some of which have been good, but many of which have not. Inappropriate development has already seriously eroded the character of the of the 
area and to remove bluestone laneways would be a tragic loss. It would be extremely short-sighted as once these laneways are lost they are gone forever.To 
replace bluestone laneways with concrete would not only be a mistake aesthetically, but also environmentally. Concrete is about as environmentally unsound as you 
can get. I was under the impression that Moreland Council was serious about environmental issues.It is time for Moreland Council to put the interests of ratepayers 
above budgetary concerns. Residents wish the laneways to be preserved not only for Moreland but for the whole of Melbourne. 

1 

The Brunswick Precinct Structure Plan, identified the bluestone laneways as assets to be preserved and used as an opportunity for improving local amenity. There 
are only a limited number of bluestone kerb and channels and bluestone lane ways in the Moreland area and they are significant part of its character. Over the years 
roads and lane ways have been rebuilt or replaced due to deterioration or construction pressures. The integrity of historic lanes is being lost through pressures from 
new developments and the removal and replacement of sections for drainage purposes. It is therefore important that Council preserves our Brunswick heritage and 
does it within a rational policy basis. 
I think there is no public policy or conservation reason to differentiate the historical significance between areas protected by an Heritage Overlay and those areas 
not protected in the Heritage Overlay. Certainly no argument was presented in the consultation document. In any case a conservation approach should be applied 
to all significant examples of bluestone kerbs and lane ways in the area regardless where they are found. At the turn of the 20th Century bluestone, a local product 
was common to our working industrial area. Industrial Brunswick would have been loud and congested with local industry. In the non-industrial areas there were 
other materials. I still remember the wooden blocks along Sydney road from my childhood. With progress came asphalt which covered most of our road sufaces and 
isolated bluestones  to the lanes. 
 One consequence of asphalt and concrete is they encourage car movement and speed. There has been a reassessment of the value of small bumpy textures of 
bluestones as a means to slow down car traffic or to discourage car movements. Bluestones have a new utility in traffic calming. If asphalt once represented 
progress bluestones have become more and more associated with our historical past. Bluestones have always been expensive, even when they were common they 
were a high cost surfacing material. There was wood that was cheaper and later asphalt. However they had lower maintenance cost because they lasted. They are 
a product which is finite since they are not created new but salvaged from existing roads and lanes that have been torn up. The reason they have survived is 
because they are so durable. Unlike wood, asphalt or concrete. 
 From an industrial suburbs into a gentrified landscape bluestones have survived very well. They define the historical milieu of the city. As they have slowly 
disappeared from much of the inner city they have accentuated the inner city. Brunswick and Coburg are now less of an industrial landscape but retains the 
association with the historical landscape. 
 The Infrastructure director argued in her briefing paper she sent me in 2012 that residents in Heritage overlay areas spend more money on preserving the heritage 
of their area and should be rewarded with bluestone lanes whereas the rest of us build whatever we like. There is no evidence this is true. Furthermore she argues 
in the youtube video that all lanes will be rebuilt in the next 50 years. This is a complete furphy. Council is not allocating the money necessary to realise this program 
of replacement. It is just an argument to inflate the cost of retention of bluestone lanes. 
The distinction between heritage and non heritage area is a nonsense, it suggest people in heritage spend more money on maintaining the heritage value of their 
homes - it is not necessarily reflected in the local streets. I also have no idea what she can possibly mean by modern standards -in heritage areas people build with 
heritage standards and in non heritage they build with modern standards. 
.    "Matching heritage requirements in heritage areas 
When we place a heritage overlay on an area, it means the local residents are bearing some responsibility for maintaining their homes in a way that is in keeping 
with the heritage of the area, and against some specifically cited heritage values. Council matches this responsibility by keeping bluestone in these areas, which is 
at a higher cost to the ratepayer. In non heritage areas, there are no extra considerations for residents on their private property – they are free to maintain and 
rebuild to modern standards, and similarly Council rebuilds public infrastructure to modern standards."  
Yarra Council, Melbourne Council, Boorondara, Whitehorse and all the other council with bluestone lane none of them have such a prescriptive policy of replacing 
bluestone with concrete. In fact they are committed to their preservation. 
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The argument about heritage standard of buildings versus modern standards makes no sense in building terms, in heritage terms, in design terms or in any other 
discourse on the built environment. Council should have one policy on bluestone lanes they are either part of our heritage and in need of protection or they should 
be brave and honest enough to argue they should all eventually be replaced for cost reasons, it makes no sense to distinguish a lane in heritage area and in a non 
heritage area.  
Finally I note the recommendation of the draft Brunswick Structure Plan 
Brunswick Structure Plan 4.2.3 (VII) LANEWAYS 
Many of Brunswick’s laneways were constructed of bluestone pitchers... these materials remain an important feature of the area’s heritage character. They provide 
the additional benefit of forming a more porous ground surface than contemporary materials such as concrete and asphalt, thus reducing rainwater runoff and 
increasing rainwater infiltration into the soil. The laneways now provide a very important opportunity to ensure that the pedestrian amenity and character of the 
streetscapes are maintained.  
STRATEGIES Maintain bluestone paving in all laneways where it currently exists.  
I support a conservation approach that should be applied to all significant examples of bluestone kerbs and lane ways in the area regardless where they are found 
and they should be preserved.  

1 

Further to my previous email I wish to make it clear that I support Option 3 in the Consultation Paper.  
That is I support the position of Emeritus Professor Miles Lewis to the CWG highlighting the high  
prevalence of bluestone as a building material in Moreland. I agree that Moreland should become “A Bluestone City” and retain as many of its bluestone laneways 
as possible. This does not mean that absolutely every laneway will be preserved. It does mean that most should be. Consistent with this aspiration the funding 
should be applied from general rates 

1 

I disagree with the facts and options that are presented here for consultation.  I don’t think we are dealing with the full facts.   The facts that I refer to are about 
costings, and about a better appreciation of the sustainability and heritage issues.    
I was on the Citizens Working Group that was put together to explore in more detail the issues, but I suggest that we are not really any the wiser to 14 months ago 
when Council suspended the policy for bluestone laneways outside heritage areas.  I put in a submission to the original policy in 2011, one of only 11 people 
apparently, but still this submission was ignored.   I have sat as a community representative on the structure plan process – I think that went for 2 years.   I would 
also like to state that the options paper was not an output of the Citizens Working Group.  At no point did we discuss what would be in the options paper and what 
options would be excluded.  A copy was distributed to us prior to release, and it seems all feedback was ignored as the options paper is virtually unchanged.  
Another option, not presented by Council, is to lay bluestone laneways on a permeable base.  There are 8 significant reasons why this option would be better than 
the three presented:- It allows water to infiltrate, thereby reducing the need for larger stormwater pipes downstream (and cost – is that included in these options), 
reducing pollution to creeks and bays, and holding water in the local area and supporting a greener environment 
- It is cheaper: concrete is expected to rise significantly in price and Council needs to avoid using concrete for budget and carbon emissions reasons 
- Not only is it cheaper, but Council hasn’t been clear that any option is at most 3% of capital works budget and 1% of overall budget. 
- It can be repaired in small sections rather than having to dig a long section of a laneway 
- It has proven to have worked – just look around Moreland and Europe 
- It preserves heritage values for the whole community. 
- It is actually the only option that is line with 3 other existing Council policies: Brunswick Structure Plan, Integrated Water Plan and Burra Charter policy.   
- It is supported by academics from Monash, Melbourne and RMIT universities.   
Another issue that will assist in the policy is more control over developers and management of building near laneways.  
This is made out to be a complex and major issue – but it’s a 1% issue and it isn’t that complicated. There should be more energy put into the many other services 
across Council that consume far more of the budget. 
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1 

As a resident of Brunswick East, I would like to indicate that my preference of the three options proposed in the Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction paper is option 3 
- Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. Funding should come from additional costs being added to the general rates. As members of a community 
with such an extensive network of bluestone laneways, we all have a responsibility to preserve and maintain them. 
Options 1 and 2 both result in a reduction of the bluestone laneways which over time will become a real shame. It shouldn't be underestimated how "run of the mill" 
concrete laneways are and will be in the future.It is also my opinion that drivers travel faster on concrete laneways, which given their close proximity to places of 
residences is not a positive. 

1 I firmly believe that "Bluestone laneways be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget"  

1 

Bluestone laneways are part of Moreland’s heritage and character and should be retained  for future generations to maintain connection to their city’s history.  If laid 
in the traditional way bluestone is cheaper than concrete, copes better with movements of the clay base on which most of Moreland sits, is aesthetically more 
pleasing, allows for localised repairs when these are necessary, lasts much longer than concrete, contributes to Moreland’s commitment to water sensitive urban 
design (WSUD) by filtering storm water through the soil, and unlike concrete, involves zero carbon emissions. Maintaining  bluestone lane ways in its traditional form 
is a measure of civilised societies. Societies that don’t value and respect their history cannot have a healthy future. 

1 

My family and I own several properties in Brunswick and Brunswick West and I feel compelled to write to you on the topic of bluestone laneway preservation.In my 
opinion, the laneways are an important part of Brunswick's character and heritage. Regrettably, many other councils have removed or replaced these laneways in 
bygone years. Visitors to Brunswick routinely comment on the unique charm of our suburb and I truly believe the laneways add significantly to this perception.As 
development continues in our suburbs, fewer historical relics will remain. The wonderful bluestones are a reminder of Brunswick's 1800's working class roots. They 
tell the story of a rich and colourful history which newer suburbs do not have.I sincerely hope that our elected councillors do their best to preserve the character of 
our suburbs through retaining as many of these laneways as possible 

1 
As a resident of Brunswick, I was disturbed to learn that council is working to remove 70% of Brunswicks bluestone laneways. 
I am writing to request bluestone laneways be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by current budget. 

1 

I am most concerned about council plans to concrete any existing Brunswick bluestone laneways be they in heritage listed area or not. My belief is that all bluestone 
lane ways are an important part of Brunswick's history and Heritage and should be heritage listed in their totality and in their own right. I am outraged at the idea to 
destroyed them and replace with concrete.These lanes have survived for 200 years and have earned their place as protected history , all they require is some 
attention with a view to repair and maintenance. Please do not wreck our beautiful lanes. 

1 

As a resident of Brunswick, I wish to formally object to the plan to replace any bluestone laneway in Moreland Council with any other material. 
Specifically, I request that existing bluestone laneways should be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget. 

1 

I am strongly in favour of like for like replacement of bluestone laneways.  
Please respect the heritage character of our neighborhood. The bluestone laneways contribute significantly to the character of Brunswick East, the jewell in 
Moreland's crown. Please don't destroy it with concrete. 

1 I prefer option 3, funded by option A 

1 

I'm writing to convey my opinion that the entire bluestone lane way network should be retained entirely in bluestone and NOT concrete.  
The definition of heritage can alter over time and I believe it's short sighted to judge today any particular lane way as not being valid in regard to its heritage value, 
where in the future it may be so. Many cities throughout Australia show the vandalism caused by short sighted governance regarding public spaces, and 
rationalisation of infrastructure. I firmly believe that the best approach to dealing with Moreland's lane ways is to repair them in ONLY bluestone and do that at a 
pace that conforms with budget. The lane ways (even the non heritage listed ones) are an invaluable asset to the city of Moreland and should be 
protected.Bluestone lane ways also provide the  
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1 

These bluestones give Brunswick its unique character and in future will become priceless. I would like to preserve Brunswick's bluestone laneways, please do not 
change them for concrete laneways. They are beautiful and add something invaluable to Brunswick's charm. I've grown up and lived my whole life in Brunswick, as 
a child it was down bluestone laneways I would 'run away from home' or sit and draw with chalk.  
Please do not replace them with concrete, they are incredible and it would be a grave mistake. 

1 
Please ensure, "Bluestone laneways are replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget."  
It would be greatly appreciated if the bluestone laneways were retained as is. 

1 

I am a Brunswick resident, originally from WA. Part of the charm of living in Melbourne and particularly Brunswick are the laneways that give the area its 
character.My family and I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  
My property faces directly onto a bluestone laneway and if this or other laneways were concreted I believe it would adversely affect the value of my property and 
others in Moreland. Perhaps Moreland could save a few dollars if laneway's were concreted or if parks and gardens were sold and trees cut down, but it all makes 
up the beauty and character of the LGA which is priceless. 

1 
They do make Melbourne unique so I think the council should do all they can to save them. Concrete is so charmless it will discourage people from looking after 
their lanes in any way 

1 I'm writing in support of bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  

1 

I would like to provide feedback to council regarding the strategy for bluestone lane ways.I consider these lane ways to be a distinctive heritage feature of our city. 
Therefore I believe that they should be maintained throughout the city and not replaced in non-heritage areas.I vote for Option 3 of the strategy however all of the 
funding options have merit. The direct financial burden by landowners abutting lane ways may put too much of a strain. Therefore the other funding options would 
have priority. 

1 

My house is known as a 'lane way house' because the entire length and back of our property is adjacent to a bluestone laneway. We love the laneway and bought 
our heritage inspired home because of the laneway aesthetic. We don't live in a heritage overlay area but we have been told by your planning officers that we 
should have our street considered for heritage overlay. We want our laneway to remain bluestone and our neighbours agree. 

1 

We are writing to vehemently oppose the proposal to replace Brunswick's bluestone laneways with concrete.We live on a laneway and have paid rates for the last 
15 years which in part contributes to it's upkeep. During this time, we have never seen any evidence of bluestone maintenance gangs being employed to carry out 
repairs. Indeed, in nearby lanes where stones have been raised for minor works, they have not being replaced. So, we wonder, where is the expenditure in 
maintenance?Melbourne's bluestones lanes are an inherent part of the visual vernacular of the inner city. They are intrinsic to the very land upon which our city is 
built  - the great western basalt plain - and have been in place for over 100 years causing no environmental impact. To remove them would boost the suburb's 
carbon footprint to an unacceptable level, destroy it's hard-earned credentials as an environmentally sustainable suburb and, in the long term, incur wasteful and 
unnecessary additional expenditure that rate-payers cannot afford. Concrete and cement are not environmentally sustainable alternatives to bluestone. In fact they 
are one of the most polluting manufacturing processes and are responsible for contributing to greenhouse gases.Other more visionary councils understand the 
importance of this extraordinary network of bluestone laneways and are protecting ALL their bluestone laneways. The City of Moreland should do the same.We 
strongly believe the bluestone laneways should be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way. we alsthe work should be funded by the current 
budget. 

1 

Why do we need to put an impervious concrete substrate under the repaired bluestone?? I really don’t understand why this is so (?). Obviously (according to your 
video) this modern construction method is the reasoning for higher costs. Why can’t the bluestone be repaired as it was done 100 years ago, on a permeable bed of 
sand or aggregate, as it lasted for 100 years. Is it to do with Traffic Engineering code? Do we really need the laneways to meet a traffic engineering code designed 
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for the weight of massive trucks, which don’t use the laneways. It seems to me the flooded derelict laneways that need repair are so because of previous erroneous 
methods of repair where the bluestone was mortared in like bricks, making them impervious. This is NOT the way to lay bluestone! Furthermore as a resident I 
notice more flooding in lanes that have been concreted with no respect to stormwater. Surely concreted laneways with drainage to stormwater infrastructure 
underneath and with drainage grates, are more expensive than all other solutions. And even they don’t function – see Decarle lane east of Sydney road, north of 
Albion st. Bluestone laneways constructed in the old fashioned method serve well to allow permeation of stormwater contributing to a stable water table, and 
securing less erosion to our creeks.Please explain????? 

1 

I commend the Moreland City Council for inviting feedback from their community regarding thefuture of our bluestone laneways. Following my involvement in this 
working group, I certainly have anew found respect for the challenges of council and their staff to meet community needs. 
As a resident of Moreland, I wish to include my personal submission. In reviewing the material forconsideration, I support Option 3: retaining all laneways. I urge you 
to consider retaining allbluestone laneways and investing in the future of these as a feature of our municipality.Heritage value and urban characterOne of Moreland’s 
most significant attractions is the history contained in our municipality. Bluestonehas played a significant role in the construction of Moreland as a transit centre for 
the Goldrush,evidenced by the historical bluestone buildings across our region. The building of the Pentridge prisoncertainly ensured our municipality was 
identifiable by its use of bluestone as a construction material, 
with it becoming synonymous with this region. The connection of our bluestone laneways to thishistory must not be ignored – it is certainly something that Moreland 
could leverage as a feature.I urge you to consider preserving bluestone in areas without a heritage overlay. Living in RichardsStreet, Coburg in a house built in 1939 
alonsdie many houses of a similar era, I believe our street hashistorical value despite no overlay. In just 18 years, our house will be one century old with thenetwork 
of laneways surrounding our property as important to the house’s history as the buildingitself.I certainly support the view of Professor Lewis who noted that the 
truest treatment is to leaveexisting bluestone laneways as untouched as possible, while reconstructing some laneways, retainingbluestone as much as 
possible.Surrounding areaIt concerns me that the nature of the houses surrounding the laneways may be a consideration intheir retention. Sadly, a number of older 
houses in Moreland have been demolished and replacedwith large modern buildings. The construction of these certainly flags a new generation in Morelandbut in 
no way denies our historically relevant past. Not preserving the laneways around thesedevelopments will risk Moreland losing its unique bluestone feature 
(something that many newhousing developments current suffer from – a lack of character). Bluestone laneways enhance thesedevelopments bringing old and new 
together, and should be retained.Unusual method of constructionIt is unfair to analyse individual laneways to identify different methods of construction and 
todetermine if these are historically relevant or not. It is important that the network of laneways is 
analysed as a whole, not in isolation.Aesthetic valueThis is certainly something that I concede could be a future consideration – if there is no public accessand it 
cannot be admired by the community as part of the historical bluestone network, it may bethat these are not maintained in bluestone which will produce cost savings 
for Moreland. Thesebluestones should however be retained as a building material used in Moreland rather thansubsidising the cost of their removal with the 
supplier. It saddens me to know that these materials arebecoming a currency rather than being retained in the council in which they were quarried so manyyears 
ago.Moreland has the largest network of Bluestone laneways – that is something that should be a point ofpride and this history should be preserved for future 
generations.Construction methodsI commend the Moreland team for presenting the variety of options that will help retain theappearance of bluestone laneways, 
while creating a more balanced structure that will help futureproofthe construction. I would urge more research to be undertaken to measure the 
environmentalimpact of concrete but concede that this may be needed in the short-term as a base and mortar forbluestone laneway restoration.In speaking with Ben 
Bush from Ben Bush Landscapes who is a qualified stonemason regularly 
working within Moreland, he was deeply saddened to hear that our council may be consideringreplacing bluestone with concrete. The integrity of bluestone as a 
building material cannot bequestioned – effective restoration today will ensure it lasts another 100 years with little maintenance.Unfortunately concrete will not afford 
us the same integrity or aesthetic.I would however urge the council to closely monitor the repair of bluestone laneways and curbs toensure the integrity is 
maintained as much as possible. Poor workmanship in the relaying of bluestonein a laneway corner in Rodda Street, Coburg is an indication that the integrity of the 
bluestone featurewas lost in repair. Sadly the spacing of the concrete mortar between the bluestone pitches is way toolarge and now dominates the bluestone, 
rather than facilitating its installation. 
Funding the maintenance of our bluestone lanewaysI understand the financial challenges of maintaining our historic laneway network but urge the councilto find an 
avenue to raise this income. Could the State Government part-fund a program that ismaintaining a Victorian historical feature? Could we leverage and celebrate our 
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bluestone network tohelp raise funds to support it? At the risk of losing these laneways, residents would undoubtedlycontribute.My husband and I would also 
support a marginal increase in rates that would help cover the cost ofpreserving these laneways. In four months time we will be welcoming our first child into the 
worldand although financially we will be challenged (living on a single wage), I would be happy to sacrificein some areas to ensure the preservation of Moreland’s 
history for our child to appreciate in thefuture. I would suggest that all residents should help subsidise the history of Moreland however, notjust those abutting the 
laneways. Moreland should encourage the celebration of our laneways for allresidents, not those just those living close-by.Thank you for considering my submission 
– I look forward to hearing that council are willing and ableto invest in the preservation of Moreland’s history. 

1  Preferred Option no comment 

1  Preferred Option no comment 

1 

I am writing this email to object to the councils plans to replace existing bluestone laneways with concrete, I live in Victoria St Coburg and believe that the laneways 
are a big part of what makes these areas great.Concrete laneways are an absolute eye saw and would devalue my property. 
Bluestone stone laneways should be kept as they are! 

1 
My vote is for the 3rd option : to retain all bluestone lane ways. Moreland is rapidly changing, it would be nice to keep the lane ways old school 

1 

I can't be the only person who thinks getting rid of our bluestone laneways is a very short-sighted idea. To rip up part of the local heritage (local bluestone 
whatsmore!) and replace it with character-less concrete just doesn't make sense. In a hundred years people here will be saying "you mean the cracked, stained, 
unsightly concrete laneways here were once bluestone? What were they thinking!!" 

1 
Please register my objection to changes to our beautiful bluestone laneways. They are picturesque but also extremely practical as they allow drainage.Nearly 150 
years of Moreland relatives are somewhere turning in their graves . 

1 

I have only recently found out that Moreland Council is looking at destroying our bluestone laneways.This is so short sighted!!The laneways are part of Coburg. That 
is one of the many reasons why we live in Coburg.Please DO NOT destroy our heritage!Moreland Council talks about having greater density housing. We have 
some good sized blocks in Coburg. How nice would it be to be able to build a unit at the back of a current property and have it facing a lovely bluestone laneway 
and the house on the opposite side doing the same. Much more privacy and much better designed houses and a better community!!!Please do not be so short 
sighted. Think about my grand kids (I don't have any at the moment) that may one day also like to live in a beautifully planned Coburg with bluestone laneway 
character.  

1 I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  

1 

As a resident of Brunswick, I wish to formally object to the plan to replace any bluestone laneway in Moreland Council with any other material. 
Specifically, I request that existing bluestone laneways should be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget. 

1 

I am keen to see the old bluestone laneways reconstructed with the same lovely bluestones. 
I realise that this will be labour intensive, and therefor more expensive initially, but I would expect that this would be balanced over the long term by several 
important factors. 
*The bluestones last longer and would need to be replaced less frequently than concrete lanes. Backyard trees may cause issues with the laneway - & whilst it 
might be possible to re-lay a small section of bluestones periodically, concrete needs to be removed and replaced in larger sections and I would expect the 
bluestone lane to last much longer than a concrete lane. (Please let me know if I am mistaken with this belief). 
*Concrete isn't brilliant for the environment - and although some will be used under and around the bluestones I think less will be needed with the bluestone 
replacement compared to the concrete option. 
*Bluestone lanes are aesthetically far more attractive than concrete lanes, and I have read that walking on cobblestones has health benefits. Walking on the 
beautiful bluestones down the lanes gives me great pleasure and I assume that it also has similar cobblestone style health benefits. 
*Replacing the bluestones with bluestones will also provide employment for local trades people. 
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Please retain our lovely bluestone lanes. 

1 As a resident of Moreland Council, I want bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 
All existing bluestone lane ways should be retained as traditionally as possible, not just the obvious heritage lanes. 
Concrete replacing history is a bad option.  

1 
All existing bluestone lane ways should be retained as traditionally as possible, not just the obvious heritage lanes. 
Concrete replacing history is a bad option.  

1 All existing bluestone lane ways should be retained as traditionally as possible, not just the obvious heritage lanes. 

1 

Re: Bluestone Laneways 
I write to support the retention of our existing bluestone laneways both within and outside heritage areas 
Heritage 
•         There can be nothing more “heritage” than our bluestone laneways.  
•         Moreland has a very significant network of bluestone laneways still intact and they are historically important.  
•         The Moreland Planning Scheme should be amended to include all bluestone laneways within the Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay. 
Community Support 
•         There is strong community support to retain the bluestone laneways. Everyone I speak too want them retained.  
•         The three recently elected Brunswick councillors all stated support for retention of our bluestone laneways during the recent election campaign. They would 
not have if there was not strong support for their retention?  
•         Council have recently said that there is opposition from the disadvantaged. If the bluestone laneways are maintained properly they are not a problem for the 
disadvantaged.  
•         Council is being a bit unfair with its argument of the disadvantaged. The same argument applies with other surfaces if they are not maintained properly. I’m 
sure Council get plenty of complaints about potholes, and uneven surfaces in our bitumen paths as well. I hear plenty.  
Lack of Maintenance 
•         Our bluestone laneways have been in existence for well over 100 years, and in this time Council has done very little or no  any maintenance on them. They 
have cost Council nothing in that period. 
•         If periodic maintenance had been carried out they would not now require reinstatement. 
•         Much of the damage caused to our laneways has been caused by  heavy building works traffic such as concrete trucks.  
•         Council should develop a policy to ensure bluestone laneways are not used by heavy vehicles, and develop the in house skills to reinstate them properly 
where reinstatement is required. 
Concrete requires underground drainage and water filtering. 
•         Traditional bluestone construction has a central stone drainage gutter, and the bluestone joins allow water to be to be absorbed into the soil. The natural soil 
filtering ensures clean water is discharged into our water streams. 
•         Concrete lanes are different. They do not allow any absorption or soil filtration. Instead they generate greater and faster water flows which in turn requires an 
underground drainage system to be constructed under the concrete.  
•         As well as the drainage system under the laneway, the drainage system requires an outfall drainage system to connect too. If one doesn’t exist then this too 
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needs to be constructed. 
•         The capacity of the outfall system to cope with the extra flows or whether it should be upgraded, as well as water filtering methods to ensure clean water is 
discharged into our streams should also be looked at and taken into account. Developers have to and Council should do the same. 
•         I don’t believe Council has taken these matters into account in its cost analysis comparisons of the two systems. 
Council’s engineering department  lacks the will and skill to reinstate our bluestone laneways properly.  
•         Recent and past experience with the “heritage” laneway at the back of my property has shown that Council does not care about maintaining or reinstating our 
laneways properly.  
•         A bluestone entrance from Weston Street was ripped out some ten to fifteen years ago without any thought and replaced in concrete. I was told by the 
engineering department at the time that it would never be replaced again in bluestone, especially because I dared to complain to a councillor. 
•         A couple of years ago Tru Energy Gas installed a high pressure gas main in the laneway. I was told by them that the reinstatement work would be done by 
Council and that Tru Energy had paid Council  for the reinstatement. (I understand this is normal practice by Service Authorities).  
•         The reinstatement works done by Council are disgraceful. They left the disturbed bluestones stock piled for about 4 months before starting, and in that time 
more than 50%  were stolen.  
•         Council finally started the works but following my complaints about the haphazard way they were laying the bluestones (see attached photo) Council had to 
redo the works some two to three times and still did a disgraceful job. Tens of thousands of dollars were wasted by Council’s unwillingness and incompetence.   
•         Council’s pathetic attitude could be seen through its responses. Through its engineering department they went along the following lines “ Council provide over 
110 different services to the community ” and further that “ the laneway in question is not on Council’s current 10 year Capital Works Program for reconstruction ”.  

1 
 Preferred Option no comment 

1  Preferred Option no comment 

1 

I have been a resident of Coburg for the last 14 years and lam disappointed to hear that one of the great heritage features being our bluestone laneways are going 
to be replaced with drab concrete.My home was recently renovated and l went to great length and cost to preserve the heritage character that makes Coburg such a 
unique area.I would expect the Moreland council to take the same view and preserve our areas attractiveness.I strongly object to the replacement of our bluestone 
laneways. 

1 

I have written before on the subject on bluestone laneways. Then I emphasized the value as cultural heritage of bluestone laneways, those which are dry-laid 
(without mortar or cement between flags). Cultural heritage is valuable not merely as the dry archiving of the past, but as producer of atmosphere, of place, identity, 
and of difference, something attractive. I also rate highly the permeability of their surface, contributing to groundwater recharge, so important in the clay soils of 
Moreland. I also pointed to their function as public open space. In this further submission I wish to address several points raised recently in council meetings and put 
in my two bob about the options.It has been argued that bluestone lanes are a barrier to pedestrians, people who use wheelchairs and cyclists. I am a pedestrian 
and a cyclist, I know I am lucky that I have never have had to use a wheelchair. I recognise that for people with disabilities, bluestones are not perfect. However, as 
a pedestrian, as someone who walks and has walked long and hard, far and wide, for many years, I enjoy, indeed often seek out, bluestone laneways. I find the flat 
hard surface of footpaths to be monotonous and more likely to produce sore feet. The rippled surface of bluestone give a pleasant variety of steps and relieves 
aching feet. I have never found bluestones a barrier. As a cyclist I usually use bluestones if they represent a shortcut between two points, otherwise I do tend not to 
use them.Bluestone laneways do have an irregular surface and are less than perfect than a flat hard surface for pedestrian with a disability and for people who use 
a wheelchair. However Moreland City Council installs and allows irregular surfaces on actual footpaths. In keeping with a commitment to improving the built 
environment for people with vision disabilities, council installs ripple strips on pram ramps to aid people with a vision disability. These cause difficulty to people who 
use wheelchairs, however it is recognised that there is a tradeoff in amenity. The slight hardship of wheelchair-users is well compensated by the gain in accessibility 
for the visually-impaired. Sydney Road footpath has some appalling sections, frequent trip-hazards, holes, obstacles, you name it, yet is one of the most heavily 
pedestrian-trafficed streets in Australia. If Moreland is so concerned with the amenity of pedestrians, including people who use wheelchairs, then a massive effort on 
Sydney Road should be top of the list. Bluestone laneways do represent a less than perfect surface for people with disabilities, however there are greater prorities in 
accesibility and amenity has many dimensions.As a pedestrian one of the things that attracts me to bluestone laneways is the quietness. I don’t want traffic in the 
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laneways. Make them smooth and vehicle traffic will increase in volume and speed. Cobblestones are traffic-calming. This includes all vehicles, motorised and 
human-powered. It is not pleasant to share a path with fast-moving bicycles. Right-of-ways are not roads and the fact that most of them are neither a direct route nor 
an ideal cycling surface (a smooth wooden floor is the choice of the best velodromes) means that they represent a haven. They are quiet public open space, 
encouraging children’s play and strolling. Make them all a smooth concrete runway and they will become traffic-sewers, with speeding cars, crashes and no people 
otherwise.One reason I don’t cycle on bluestone laneways is the surface, but usually they are too short to go anywhere and are parallel to roads where I can go 
faster. Most right-of-ways are not practical as cycle-routes and it is a red-herring to promote all of them as such.Heavy vehicle traffic has been one of the major 
problems, destructive forces, on our bluestone laneways. They were not built to deal with the greatly increased stress (I believe it’s an increase in weight giving a 
power of 8 increase in force on the surface) of large vehicles. Our solution, pander to the desire of individuals to take heavy vehicles where they want? Furthermore, 
the lanes were built to a standard, they have a subsurface foundation of the time. When reconstruction is needed it is perfectly possible to improve the subsurface at 
the same time without loss of cultural heritage and permeability. Should our public open spaces be open to heavy vehicle traffic, if such traffic is allowed to use the 
lane, shouldn’t they have to pay for damage?I strongly emphasize that bluestone laneways are public open space, they are not merely an access route to 
properties. They are the equal to parkland for inner urban environments. The concretisation of this open space will markedly reduce its amenity. I urge council not to 
treat them merely as traffic conduits but as an intergral part of urban environment. I urge council to maintain dry-laid bluestone laneways in all areas of Moreland.I 
would like to see all the lanes in Moreland that are or were dry-laid bluestone surfaced to be retained as/returned to such. There are a few places where heavy 
volume of bicycle may warrant a mixed treatment, but from a pedestrian point of view I can not thing of any. Of the three options presented in a push-poll fashion, I 
support Option 3: Retain all bluestone lanes, indeed I would like to see the restoration of lanes to their former dry-laid bluestone surfaces. How to pay for it? This is 
a shallow attempt at push-polling, shall we have user-pays on public parks, libraries, bike-paths and other council assets. General revenue pays for the maintenance 
of our road and path network and for our public open spaces. The suggestion that the financial cost of bluestone is so extreme that immediate neighbours should 
pay for is nonsense and offensive, even to someone without a neighbouring right-of-way like myself. The right-of ways of Moreland represent a community asset, 
the bluestone laneways are a community asset. 

1 

I am opposed to the removal of bluestone laneways. They are important to the character of the city and this applies in both heritage overlay and non heritage 
overlay areas. I appreaciate that Councils have many pressures on their budgets but destroying the city's heritage is not the way to go aout making cuts.Bluestone 
laneways in Moreland must only be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget in all areas not just in heritage 
overlay zones.Bluestone laneways are fundamental to the heritage and neigbourhood character of Brunswick. Any decision by council should be grounded in the 
Burra Charter principles and based on comprehensive financial and environmental studies.To install concrete laneways that have an extremely high carbon footprint 
and shorter lifespan is a retrograde step.Bluestone is a local material that if laid and maintained correctly will outlast a concrete laneway by decades and have a 
reduced impact on the environment.Council must compare the options in a comprehensive manner looking not just at the short term costs but the full life cost of 
concrete versus bluestone, the environmental impact and the heritage impact.As Professor Miles Lewis advises Moreland has a high prevalence of bluestone and is 
a "Bluestone City" this must be reflected in the council policy to retain bluestone laneways.Accessibility should be considered however bluestone is not blocking 
access in most cases, laneways are usually for rear access and not the main access to most property. Cyclists avoid laneways and there are ample alternative 
routes. I have lived in Europe where cobbled streets are common and are the heritage of the area. Bluestone can be dressed to a smooth surface also if necessary, 
although this will undoubtedly add to the cost.Funding of option 3 should be carefully assessed it may be by a combination of extending the the program and a 
proportion from general rates. I would not agree with a supplementary rate scheme to those abutting the laneways as this is a heritage benefit to the whole 
community. 

1 

I have watched the videos on you website concerning the blue stone laneways.I have a lane way like that behind my property and I love it, I love the look of it, it so 
reminds me of why I love Melbourne, it typifies Melbourne for me.I moved here from Canberra seven years ago and I have always loved the lanes. A few years ago 
the lane way across the road from me (which I see everyday  when I exit the garage to go to work) was completely redone in cement and to this very day it still hurts 
when I see it,  its looks awful,  it has no soul and I hate seeing it. It detracts from the area  and it can never be fixed. I hear the arguments to "for and against"  our 
bluestone lane ways and I do so hope that we can keep them evan if it takes a longer time to fix them up.Please ......try to save our bluestone laneways. 
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1 

I think the fact that we have the largest network of bluestone lanes points straight away to the need to retain them and perhaps restore them so as to retain the 
unique character of this suburb as what was a working class suburb Having lived in Coburg East for nearly 25 years I feel the character of the area is very much 
enhanced by the existence of the bluestone laneways.  We live beside one such laneway and I would be very upset should it be replaced by a soulless stretch of 
concrete.  I regularly walk my dogs along the lane and the local children use it to take a short cut to school or for bicycle races around the block. It sits well beside 
the carefully restored Californian bungalows and picket fences that is such a large part of the character of this area.  It is these things that attract people to the inner 
city suburbs.  I watched a nearby bluestone laneway being destroyed by the construction workers of an inappropriate two storey house being constructed carrying 
out the.  The complete T shaped lane has now been concreted. I thought at the time the owners of that particular house should have paid for the repair of the 
bluestone lane.  The building permit initially given for the construction should carry the warning that repair of damage to laneways is the responsibility of the resident 
undertaking the work. The inspection required prior to construction could monitor condition of the bordering laneways (a short film can simply record this).   Damage 
to footpaths may already be covered by such  conditions. I would hazard a guess that much damage is done during building construction of houses bordering the 
lanes.I do agree that in areas where heavy vehicles are regularly using lanes in industrialised sections of the region and areas where there is a higher proportion of 
newer housing and apartments there is little need to retain the bluestone laneways as little historic character remains anyhow.  I agree with the gentleman on the 
video suggesting there is no cut and dry answer and he suggested there are three categories for assessing laneways.  Some areas should retain all bluestone, 
some retain most and a further area which has little heritage value could get all the soulless boring concrete! Take a leaf out of the suburbs even closer to the city.  
For example Carlton without it's beautiful bluestone laneways would be a far lesser area in my eyes.  We could go even further afield to the beautiful cobbled 
laneways in Europe and the UK.  Who could ever think of ripping those out and replacing them with concrete....surely not you guys/gals at Moreland Council.  
Shame on you if you think that would be ok.  

1 

These are outstanding areas, quite unique to our city, and of which our residents are proud.  They have their own special beauty, and to convert them to part of the 
ever-increasing concrete jungle would be tragic.Some do need partial repair (re-setting) which will be of manifestly less cost than conversion.  We want bluestone 
lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 
My wife and I wish to strongly object to the Council's project. 

1 

I have recently become aware of Council plans to demolish the bluestone laneways of large parts of Brunswick. (I have resided in Brunswick for 28 years and the 
lane behind my property has never reqired any modification or upkeep - other than an annual herbicide spray).1. I understand that cost cutting is the motivation but 
what are the costings that could justify the destruction of precious heritage and loss of enviromental benefits. 2. Would the Council quarantee that moneys 'saved' 
be reinvested into the local infracture of Brunswick or would they go into the general revenue to service the needs of others who have no attatchment and no loss of 
property value?  3. In addition I am aware of a concrete laneway that runs between between Albert and Evans Steets and it functions as an alternative rat -  run for 
the cars that are already clogging our streets.4. The amenity and aesthetic of our suburb has declined with the proliferation of shabby high rise apartments and the 
removal of the bluestone would add to the general poorly governed feel of the suburb.  Interestingly other neighbouring Councils have choosen to protect their 
laneways  - how  does Moreland consider this  responsible governance?My sense is this is an issue that locals feel very strongly about and if the Council attempts 
to implement this policy it will lead to a protracted and bitter battle with its citizens.This is bad policy  - please reconsider! 

1 

I regard myself as a victim of the concreting of Brunswick, lane ways, over developed blocks where we used to have open space, fruit trees, etc and one house, are 
now concrete monsters with perhaps one plant or fake grass.The charm of Brunswick is being lost to the pragmatic concreters. The lane at the end of Bishop  St 
which was concreted several years ago, is ugly and dirty. I walk along there as a short cut , but without pleasure. The lane ways with bluestone that remain around 
Bishop St may be a little more difficult for me to walk along, but I prefer that to bland concrete. 
My hope is you will fight to retain the things that make Brunswick unique and charming, but my fear is budgets will destroy the things I love about Brunswick.  

1 I want bluestone laneways protected and replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget.   

1 

I just would like to share with you my opinion that I want: Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current 
budget. 
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1 I want bluestone lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. I care greatly about this.  

1 
We want bluestone laneways in Brunswick replaced with bluestone laneways, laid the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I wish to lodge my objection to any plans that Moreland council has to replace Brunswick's bluestone laneways with concrete.These laneways are an integral part of 
Brunswick's heritage and character, and to replace them with an ugly concrete surface would be akin to historic European cities replacing their cobbled town 
squares with bitumen.Our bluestone streets are irreplaceable, and it is the council's responsibility to protect them, not to destroy them with a cheap, unattractive 
substitute 

1 

The bluestone lane ways are our heritage regardless of if they fall in a heritage overlay area or not, they require to be retained as a solid link to our past. 

1 
I urge you to retain Moreland's bluestone laneways, both heritage and non-heritage.These bluestone laneways give the Brunswick area its character. They already 
hold great value for those living in and visiting the area, and will continue to increase in value. 

1 

I am a Cassels Rd, Brunswick resident. Bluestone laneways are what gives character to our suburb. Replacing them with concrete is amazingly short-sighted, and I 
believe against community interest.Moreland is beautiful with these historic icons, which have to be protected.Please make sure we retain all bluestone laneways in 
all parts of the City.We would like all bluestone laneways to be replaced with bluestone laneways only, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current Council 
budget. 

1 
I am sure you are hearing this from many residents, but many of us in St Phillip Street are very disturbed by the rumours of the bluestone laneways being replaced 
by concrete. Please reconsider your decision on this.  

1 

I wish to add my voice in support of retaining the bluestone laneways in the Moreland Council area. As a property owner and ratepayer in Brunswick I feel that these 
laneways add significant value to the area. I believe that you will find that the majority of owners and residents would agree that bluestone laneways should be 
retained and maintained, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.Please do not allow these valuable features of our area to be lost. 

1 
I am a Brunswick home owner and resident and I urge you to preserve Brunswick's bluestone laneways. These bluestones give Brunswick its unique character and 
in future will become priceless.  

1 
Please accept this email indicating my support to retain Moreland's bluestone laneways.I believe that Moreland should aim to retain and protect all our bluestone 
laneways, they provide great character to the area. 

1 

As a ratepayer with a property that abuts two lanes, one of dirt and one that has had its bluestone replaced with ashphalt, I agree with Option 3, to retain all 
bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. They are part of the essence of inner city living in Melbourne. They add to the character of our environment and 
community, and once disposed of outside of Heritage areas, they will and can never be replaced. The Council have the responsibility to preserve our City and its 
heritage for present and future residents. Anyone can build a suburb with no soul, in fact outer Melbourne is full of such souless communities now! It take guts to 
keep our soul and I think the Council should step up to the challenge now. 

1 

I have read the paper titled Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction outlining Moreland Council's treatment of  bluestone in laneways, and the Heritage and Cultural 
Significance Policy (Bluestone) paper as drafted by the "Save Moreland's Lanes Action Group". I am concerned that the council do not seem to value the character 
and intrinsic heritage nature of the bluestones and laneways themselves but merely as right-of-way to adjacent properties that are heritage or non-heritage. I 
particularly object to the statement that laneways that are primarily the back entry to private properties are deemed "low significance" because they are away from 
areas of public activity/ apreciation. I would argue that these are hidden gems that define the historic character of Brunswick and Coburg, as anyone who has heard 
family tales of when the dunny wagons roamed the laneways would know. There is great pleasure to be had exploring the bluestone laneways to undiscovered 
pockets of your local homegrounds. I argue that it is only in areas of high public use that laneways should be reconstructed using modern methods to improve 
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acessability. I am utterly opposed to Option 1.  
Of the options presented, my first choice is Option 3. with funding option A. If Option 2 is ultimately chosen, I support the funding option A. 
I bring your attention to the funding information cited below: 
 The Options Paper case study of the laneway constructed in 2012 obscures the issue of real cost. Firstly, the method used in this case study is not the method 
recommended by  the Save the Bluestones Action Group. This method by which the re-laid bluestones were set in concrete with underlying drainage is the most 
expensive approach both terms of initial financial cost and impact on the environment and is one we certainly don’t support. Rather, our preferred methods, based 
on Council’s own figures provided to the CWG, reflect a 0% to less than 2% difference compared with the laying of concrete over a four year period. The traditional 
method visavis concrete is the same cost in terms of initial costs as a proportion of capital works income, ie 2011/12:0.7%,2012/13:0.34%, 2013/14:0.11% and 
2014/15:0:29%. The full summary of the cost of the existing methods canvassed by Council based on percentage of capital works income is tabled below. 
INITIAL COSTS  OF ‘NON HERITAGE’ LANES AS A PROPORTION OF INCOME TO CAPITAL WORKS 
 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 
Concrete/Asphalt 0.07% 0.34% 0.11% 0.29% 
Bluestone traditional 0.07% 0.34% 0.11% 0.29% 
Bluestone traditional with additional sand/soil /rock(5%) 0.08% 0.35% 0.12% 0.30% 
Bluestone traditional on crushed rock or built drainage (20%) 0.09% 0.39% 0.13% 0.34% 
Bluestone in concrete 0.14% 0.68% 0.22% 0.58% 

1 

All of Moreland’s Bluestone laneways should be protected.  
They are distinctively Melbourne and add interest, variety and beauty to our urban landscape. All of our bluestone gutterings, walls and laneways are part of our 
unique built heritage, and we should be looking after them for our benefit and for the generations ahead.   
Bluestone lanes were an excellent investment 100 years ago and they will still be around 100 years from now.  Can this be said for concrete?ow long will the 
concrete ast and how will it look?  
 Bluestones allow water to percolate into the subsoil, thus nurturing both our gardens and parks, as well as keeping the soil moisture more stable to protect building 
foundations.  They offer a subtle way of harvesting storm-water.   Water runs straight off concrete into the storm water system, or else collects in long-lasting pools. 
The inevitable unevenness of concrete is very unforgiving, in contrast with bluestone which is flexible and accommodating.  Bluestone laneways are attractive for 
the variety of shapes, lines and surfaces which the individual stones provide and for the whole effect of light, shade and patterning which a well-laid laneway gives.  
It is somehow welcoming, even in the unevenness of the walk.   These laneways are charming, full of soul.   They connect us with our geology and history. They 
connect us with other times and other people and give a precious sense of continuity with not only the past, but with the future.   They will endure.  A concrete 
laneway lacks soul and is often most unattractive, looking like a drain. They are uninviting  It is a boring surface, and is soon subject to cracks and disturbance 
which have to be patched and don’t wear well.  Bluestone can constantly be renewed. It is easier to dig up and re-arrange. I have watched the roll out of the NBN 
and seen how much effort is needed to drill out concrete and bitumen, heave the bits into dumpsters because it can’t be re-used, and must be taken away to some 
landfill. It is then replaced by an elaborate system of bedding and hot bitumen which seems to take days to bake and set, extending the time of inconvenience to 
residents. By contrast, the bluestone blocks are dug up with relative ease, stored by the side and then put down again. Fast and sustainable. I simply do not 
understand what Moreland’s problem is. I used to live in Parkville and know how the residents fought to keep and restore the bluestones, and not just because they 
are ‘heritage’. It is because they are more practical, look much better, add value to the place and people live them.  They are an integral part of what makes 
Melbourne and of course, Moreland, special.  

1 
We use the laneways every day. Please replace bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways laid in traditional way funded by the current budget. Thanks 
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1 

Please ensure, "Bluestone laneways are replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget." 
 As an owner, resident and ratepayer who has just undergone a significant renovation to retain period features both internally and externally to my property, I am 
particularly concerned at period character and features being removed from the area-one of the reasons the area is so sought after. These features help define the 
area and character, are practical and attractive and it would be a great asset to retain for many reasons. 
 I can confirm this not only from an aesthetic appeal, but also due to significant works required on my sewer line privately and by Yarra Valley Water that were 
performed recently in the bluestone laneway requiring significant stone removal which would have been a lot more difficult and costly had it been cement. It would 
be greatly appreciated if the bluestone laneways were retained as is. Sincerely, your concerned resident and ratepayer,  

1 
To keep the historic appeal of Brunswick I want to see bluestone lane-ways replaced with bluestone lane-ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current 
budget. 

1 

This is my second correspondence to Council on this issue. The third option proposed by Council "to retain all Moreland bluestone laneways" should be strongly 
considered.Brunswick and surrounding areas are rapidly changing amongst all the new developments and the 'heritage' feel of the area is quickly 
disappearing.Bluestone laneways add value, character, appeal and are unique to inner Melbourne.We have a duty to retain them and retain a part of Melbourne's 
history. Bluestone laneways in East Melbourne and South Yarra have been preserved respectfully and Brunswick should do the same.Brunswick is increasingly 
becoming more and more affluent and continues to attract familles and individuals of a high socioeconomic demographic. Preserving the value of our infrastructure 
and assets should be a priority for Council.Residents in Barkly Street advocate the above and we're hoping a conservation approach will be considered.Concreting 
our history is a very short term approach and should not be done lightly.I look forward to your correspondence 

1 

I find it very concerning that the council would wish to remove thebluestone laneways. To me, these laneways depict the early origins of the 
inner urban suburbs like Brunswick and are of significant cultural andheritage value. My family and I love walking through these lanes to travel 
about our local area. It reminds me of roaming around the Sydney Rocks area- full of history and mystery.At the back of my own property is a laneway that has been 
concreted and Ifind the users of the laneway travel faster than they could on bluestones.I find that laneway a concrete eyesore. I encourage council to develop a 
community development initiative aboutlaneways - for example, adopt a lane, or encourage residents to have afeast together on long tables in their lane once a year 
to reduce socialisolation and encourage collective responsibility, or an art project for 
laneways that takes away weeds and makes the lanes safer - there are tonnesof ideas of how you could reduce some council cost with lanes and 
simultaneously improve social involvement. 

1 

It is my belief that the members of Moreland City Council will be acting in a shortsighted and reprehensible manner if they continues with their plan to replace the 
charming bluestone laneways with unsightly cement.  
*Bluestone laneways add character to our neighborhood, whereas cement detracts. Personally I love to walk down my local laneways. I also use the laneways when 
riding my bike to negotiate away from the dangers of busy streets and provide access between suburban blocks.  
*Bluestone laneways allow for a slower pace of life which is necessary in our modern world. They allow us to connect with the past in a real and solid way. Cement 
is just a product of efficiency. It's ugly and unclean. 
*Bluestone is environmentally friendly. It allows a balanced water seepage whereas cement merely increases runoff into already overstressed street gutter and 
storm water drain systems. Incidently replacing bluestone street guttering with cement is also short sighted as the bluestone seepage allows for water to get to the 
roots of trees. 
*Bluestone allows a natural corrugations which traps litter and rubbish. I can understand how some people may use this as a reason for replacing them with cement 
but they are wrong. Cement will mean that even more rubbish is washed into our creeks and rivers and anyone who took a walk along Merri creek after the recent 
heavy rains would have been both saddened and angered about the outrageous amount of litter that was washed down and subsequently piled high in the bends 
and caught in the tree limbs or rock crevices. Instead of cementing the laneways and hoping the problem will wash away, we need address public attitudes about 
littering, have better litter collection and a refund policy on bottles and containers. Why not invest in people, buy a lane-sweeper and give someone a job instead 
wasting millions of dollars. 
*Emphasis should be placed on keeping the laneways clean and tidy rather than cementing over the problems. Perhaps encouraging local participation with 
'adopting' a section of laneway? 
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*Bluestone water seepage into the soil below stops it drying and also provides water for tree roots. The separate blocks of bluestone also allows for natural seasonal 
and long term move earth movements whereas cement will crack and shift and require constant and expensive repair. 
***The cobbled nature of the laneways ensures that car driving hoons do not use them. If one does drive along the laneways, one is forces to go slowly whereas 
cement will pose a threat to neighborhood safety with people 'rat running' to avoid traffic, police etc. Speed limits and safe driving will be unenforceable with cement 
whereas bluestone provides it's own simple solution to speeding and hooliganism.There are a hundred more reasons why Bluestone is better than cement and I 
hope that council members will take these to both heart and head when making this decision. Coburg, where I live has a certain charm and that charm is part of 
what attracted me to the region. I also bought my first property in Brunswick and local charm was a part of that decision also and the bluestone laneways weigh 
heavily into the creation of that charm. I pay my council rates and I vote for what I think is best for my local community and replacing bluestone with cement will earn 
my contempt not my vote. Don't do it. It's wrong! 

1 

     I had a thought about this and my initial position was one of neutrality.  I appreciated the heritage appeal, but had concerns that, as a cyclist, they were harder to 
navigate.  I then had a rethink and saw that motorists would have these constraints also and the use of bluestones in lanes might be a valuable traffic calming 
initiative, except that they were already there and cost nothing to instal.So, I say, keep them.  They are mostly in more densely settled areas with higher rates value 
and may also contribute to property values. Even in areas without heritage overlays they do draw the mind back to the age of the suburb and its history.  They are in 
my street as well and I do not consider it an imposition to pull out weeds from time to time. 

1 

my partner and I live in Brunswick and we want Bluestone Laneways replaces with Bluestone Laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 
We adore Brunswick and it's character filled laneways, please do not replace them with concrete or asphalt! 

1 Save bluestone lane ways by keeping bluestone lane ways laid in the traditional way 

1 
Please note that we want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

After reading your bluestone laneways information document I would like to provide some feedback – I believe council should choose – Option 3 – Retain all 
bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. And I believe the method of funding should be – B)  Apply a supplementary rate scheme (additional rates) to owners 
abutting each lanewayIf you need reasons why I think the laneways should be maintained it is because the bluestone laneways are a special feature of the 
Moreland area and I think they should all be preserved. If we lose them then we lose a piece of history and they serve to add to the character and quirkiness of 
Moreland. Concrete is boring and bluestone adds character!  

1 
I would like to register my strong opposition to the replacement of our historic bluestone lanes – such a move would undermine the cultural and historic values of the 
area.  

1 

My preference as a ratepayer would be for Option 2c, with costs added to general rates.The bluestone lanes are a significant part of Moreland’s heritage and 
character and it would be a shame to see a one-size fits all policy applied.The imperative for the program to be sustainable and affordable is understandable, as is 
the import of providing safe access to disabled individuals. 

1 

Hi, i would like to confirm my views on replacing bluestone with concrete and that is not to do it unless the laneway is unused and currently unpaved and is either 
grass or clay/sand.The bluestone laneways are a critical element of Brunswick inner city character and part of Melbounrne's broader identity. To lose such an 
important part of our identity would be a disgrace that would be regretted by every resident who appreciates the charm of our laneways.There is another option I 
have seen used elsewhere and which hasn't been proposed by Moreland Council - that is a central spine and border of original bluestone cobbles but with bitumen 
infill. Has that been considered and how does the price compare to concrete?Do all lanes need replacement? Many are still in excellent condition and may only 
need minor repairs in areas where the bluestones have sunk slightly, the costs should be reviewed with repairs in mind also and not assume full replacement. I think 
replacing every laneway is a overstatement of the issue.In regards the funding I would like to propose that any additional costs be met through rates of all 
residences and business adjoining the laneways. Assuming the price could be moderated through a larger contract with a repairer or by using salaried Council staff 
and possibly a modified means of laying the bluestone to say $150,000 on average per laneway the maths on funding this repair could be: 20 houses on each side 
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of the laneway, so 40 in total = $3750 per household. Spread over 50 years the funding needed through rates is an additional $75 per year 'Heritage Fee'.The value 
of retaining the heritage of this area would exceed the outlay per household 100 fold. To me this decision is an easy one 

1 

I support Option 3 - retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the city, adding the cost to the current program and apply additional costs to general rates. (My rates 
pay for many facilities I don't use.)The lane ways should be repaired using traditional methods. The opportunity for a community employment program should be 
explored. 

1 

I do not want Brunswick's bluestone laneways replaced by concrete.The production of concrete takes a lot of energy and could cause pollution when being laid.   
Moreland Council says it is an environmentally friendly council, but replacing bluestone with concrete is not environmentally friendly.I believe one of the reasons 
people like to live in Brunswick is the heritage aspect of the area, which gives it character.   Removing the bluestone laneways will be another step towards 
removing that character.    Heritage is important.  It is part of our history and is therefore part of us.  If European countries can maintain their heritage why can't 
Moreland Council. 

1 
All existing bluestone lane ways should be retained as traditionally as possible, not just the obvious heritage lanes.Concrete replacing history is a bad option.  

1 

I have just been made aware of a council plan to replace 70% of our bluestone laneways with ugly concrete. What a ridiculous idea! Other municipalities are quite 
rightly protecting their bluestone laneways, restoring those which need work in a traditional way, respecting the heritage of the area. I cannot see why Moreland 
cannot do similar, using the funds designated for destroying our unique areas. 
I hope that enough residents speak up, and that council will take into account the views of local people in this matter. 

1 
keep the bluestone - it takes work to maintain the lanes and curbs, but it is part of our heritage and part of the special character of Melbourne 

1 

i wish to lodge my strong objection to the removal of the bluestone laneways in moreland.i would strongly object to any removal of the bluestones of streetscape at 
all. yours sincerely 

1 

Dear Moreland City Council,I am strongly in favour of keeping the bluestone laneways but nobody seems to keep them clean, see attached photos, I regularly clean 
my patch, but as you can see the soil that builds up I am unable to dispose of easily as I have a concrete backyard. 
Please keep the bluestone, but give me some advice on soil/rotting vegetation disposal…… the Green bin perhaps? 

1 

To the Council members discussing the future of bluestone laneways in Moreland.When it comes to lane ways there seem to be three options. 
1. Lift the bluestone pitches and pour concrete to create a smooth but un-appealing surface2. Lift the bluestone pitches, pour a concrete base and then replace the 
bluestone for a long life textured surface with lots of visual appeal.3. Lift the bluestone in places where it has sunk or become too uneven, rake the bedding sand 
and then replace the bluestone to give an authentic heritage surface.Options 1 and 2 use masses of concrete which is very expensive in terms of damage to the 
earth in digging up limestone and heating it.......crushing rock... option three uses the bluestone which is already there and requires human effort but very little in the 
way of cost to the earth.In the early days of Melbourne bluestone was quarried where Coburg Lake is now more along Newlands Road. Some bluestone was 
quarried at what is now CERES. Other bluestone was quarried in Footscray. So having our bluestone on display in Moreland is a great way of  keeping in touch with 
history.When I was a child living in Pascoe Vale in the 1950s I watched workers lifting and resetting bluestone pitches on the north side of the intersection of 
Prospect Street and Archibald Street. Now more than 50 years later it still seems to be the best way for our planet as well as being much more visually appealing . 
And in this case preserving party of our history. 
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1 

I object to the proposal to replace our bluestone laneway with concrete or any other material. I see no reason for this expense and the proposed visual character 
changeto the lanes heritage. Does not the council have anything better to do with its funds. Maybe it could save the funds and lessen the % increase to the rates it 
is proposing. The council aspires to raising income under the guise ofit costs more to deliver required services, yet wishes also to seemingly waste funds on what 
appears to be unnecessary work programs. Maybe the money proposed for these unwanted works could go towards c.c. TV for public safety reasons. Maybe 
reason could prevail or some common sense. Not a good vote winner for mine in the strongest sense. 

1 

As a resident of Brunswick, I was disturbed to learn that council is working to remove 70% of Brunswicks bluestone laneways. 
I am writing to request bluestone laneways be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by current budget. 
This would be a travesty to an iconic feature of the inner suburban area, if replaced with any material other than bluestone.  I, as a rate paying resident, demand 
this. 

1 

We live in Coburg and our rear bluestone lane and street gutters represent an important part of Coburg's history and they need to be retained. 
We have a Victorian period house that is over 100 years old and the bluestone lane way is part of our neighbourhood's heritage and should be maintained and 
celebrated.The bluestones help to create some of the unique aspects of our municipality and we want to keep our bluestone lane way.Please save our bluestone 
lanes ways and gutters 

1 This is to inform you that I want Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  

1 

I am writing to express my concerns about the recent announcement that Moreland Council was planing on removing the blue stone lane ways and replacing them 
with concrete.  Although i understand the cost benefits from a maintenance point of view most of these costs are absorbed by the residents through rates. Changing 
from bluestone to concrete will reduce the value of the homes and take away the heritage feel of the neighborhood. I encourage you to reconsider and take a history 
over money approach 

1 

I've lived in Brunswick for less than 6 months and specifically chose the area because of the urban character of the suburb, with the bluestone laneways a key 
component of the urban form.My association with Brunswick has been frequent over the past ten years through a number of friends living in the suburb. Throughout 
that time the bluestone laneways have provided visual character and, in my view, acted to deter driver speeding in the laneways. Consequently, there is a public 
safety dimension to this issue and, potentially, a council liability matter to knowingly replace something that calms traffic with some more likely to result in traffic 
incidents. Any failure of policy after introducing concrete will no doubt see the proliferation of speed humps to mitigate the risk, likely to cause ongoing damage to 
car suspension far in excess than that caused by the bluestone laneways.I've lived in Canberra, a place where concrete reigns supreme, frequently cracks and 
subsides. If done in Brunswick, in my view, it will degrade the urban amenity and the visual vistas as few possibilities exist to complement it with safe urban 
landscaping in these narrow laneways. Planting is something that is an option in Canberra for its concreted accesses usually have plentiful open space adjacent.  
Expansive concrete areas will result in changes to the drainage and water runoff patterns, decrease surface water soak in, and be likely to result in large sections 
subsiding as a individual slabs unevenly. This is frequently observed in Canberra. It may also require extensive, unbudgeted, additional drainage works. These 
changes will affect the hydrology of the soils as changes in ground saturation occurs.Unpredictable results may occur with boundary walls or even buildings 
destabilising under the new conditions. This may result in Council facing legal claims. 
I urge Council to continue to maintain the laneways using bluestone and retain the unique character of the area. 

1 

I write to urge Council to preserve our municipality’s blustone laneways, rather than cover them in concrete. These laneways are an historical resource, an important 
and attractive aspect of our suburb’s streetscape. Take them away and you diminish our suburb’s character. Brunswick is distinctive for its unique history and 
streetscapes, as one of Melbourne’s first suburbs. Its history (refer ‘Almost Pretty’ by Laura Donati) has always been contested, messy, untidy, and diverse. For me, 
the proposed removal is analogous to proposals about three years ago to remove the trees in Lygon St, Carlton, or the very short-sighted removal in the 1960’s of 
the fine, locally-made lacework on the buildings in the main street in Ballarat (which ended up on old buildings in New Orleans, as a tourist drawcard!).By all means, 
repair a small number of the old laneways each year, as required, but otherwise save the money, and put it into better customer service at Council, which is 
presently often of a poor standard. 
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1 

I am a resident of Brunswick and a lover of the bluestone laneways that surround my house and my local area. Although it may be cheaper and easier to remove 
this beautiful brick work from around the suburb i believe be doing so you would destroy one of the most quaint and cultural parts of this area. I have lived in many 
places in Victoria but the laneways here are a reminder of the rich history this down has had and a testament to the men and women that built this city when it was 
founded.I believe their removal would be environmentally unfriendly,house value unfriendly and culturally unfriendly. Instead of removing the cobblestone find new 
ways to embrace it or change it for the better.  

1 
I write with regard to the bluestone laneway consultation.In accordance with the Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction paper, I request the retention of ALL bluestone 
laneways in Moreland (Option 3). This should be paid for with Option A. 

1 
 Preferred Option no comment 

1 

Please be advised that I, as a moreland city council rate payer, do not agree with the removal of blue stone lane ways. 
I thnk bluestone lane ways are visually appealing , reference more lands heritage and history,and are an assets to our community and environment.As a rate payer I 
would expect mcc to fund the up keep of all heritage council assets, and the bluestone lane ways are one of these. 
I say no to the removal of bluestone lane ways. 

1 

as a resident of Brunswick I am appalled to hear that the bluestone laneways of Moreland are earmarked to be replaced with concrete! Awful. I would like the 
bluestone laneways to be maintained and if required, replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. I moved here for a 
reason and covering up the history of this area would ruin it. 

1 

As a resident of Shamrock St, Brunswick West I would like to give feedback on your three options outlined for the Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction.I would 
strongly advocate for the conservation of all bluestone laneways and therefore consider the third option of retaining  all Moreland bluestone lane ways the best 
option. 

1 

I live at 1 Ford Street Brunswick.I have lived in Brunswick for 42 Years.I OBJECT TO THE REMOVAL OF BLUESTONE LANEWAYS.It destroys heritage and our 
home's value .They are a part of Brunswick.By removing the BLUESTONE LANEWAYS you take out the beauty and heritage of Brunswick . 

1 
I believe bluestone lane ways should be accessed on a case by case basis and ranked in preservation value. Lane ways that should be prioritised include those 
which run at right angels to corner properties, pedestrian thoroughfares and those with visibility to the street. 

1 

I am a young person, born in Brunswick. The bluestones lanes have been an important part of my neighbourhood. The lanes are an historical reminder of early 
industrial and working class Brunswick. They also provide an area of play and walking traffic. I have read your option paper and find it thin and uninformative. It has 
little research and has no analysis of what would happen to car movements when you concrete 47 km of lane. The lanes would become alternative roads and would 
be extremely dangerous. I recall at the council meeting at the Brunswick Town Hall when this issue was raised and councillors assured the audience that Council 
would examine the impact on car movements and speeds if it changed from bumpy bluestones to smooth concrete. I also believe that Council should take a 
conservation stance towards its bluestone heritage. This should be Council's policy position, after all it accepted the principles of the Burra Charter last year. In 
essence this should mean that Council committed itself to the flowing heritage preservation principles on heritage in our built environment. This would mean: 
• Maintaining a structure in its existing state and preventing further deterioration.• Returning a structure to a known earlier state by the repair of existing fabric 
without the introduction of new materials.•  Returning a structure to a known earlier state by the introduction of new material into any remaining fabric. 

1 

I have read your options paper and I wish to make the following submission. 
Heritage:It seems to be self evident that most of the Bluestone lanes form a network and the issue of heritage overlay and non-heritage overlay lanes is irrelevant in 
judging the heritage quality of the lanes. Council has presented no argument or statement why a bluestone lane has more heritage value inside a heritage overlay 
than one outside a heritage overlay area. It seems to me that it is policy making on the cheap. To avoid the hard work of defining and documenting the lane network. 
Transport:The biggest issue on concrete lanes is the impact it will have on car traffic. Bluestones discourage car use and slow cars down. Concrete lanes 
encourages car use and allows lanes to be used as rat runs. Your option paper completely ignores this issue.  
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If Council wants to meet its DDA compliance issue it needs to invest in footpaths and crossings. Many would fail DDA standards.  
I submit two photos of lanes around St Fidelis School in Coburg. The first one shows a concrete lane, which has had traffic barriers placed on it to stop cars rat 
running and endangering children. The second shows an adjoining bluestone lane with no traffic barriers. The bluestones act as a deterrent against cars trying to 
take short cuts around the school. 
Construction Methods:There is no need to place bluestone in concrete. Yarra Council among with other Melbourne metropolitan councils rebuilds bluestone lanes in 
a sand based surface. Furthermore Melbourne City Council Yarra, Port Phillip, Stonnington, Whitehorse, Maribyrnong and Geelong have active policies to preserve 
their bluestone lane networks. Moreland Council seems to be the odd one out. 
Bluestone set in concrete and concrete lanes demand drains and therefore increases costs whereas bluestone on a sand based surface drains effectively into the 
soil. Rebuilding and restoration work in a sandy base should be the preferred method in Moreland. 
I think the options presented in the paper are totally inadequate. I would prefer a policy, which would ensure the reconstruction of bluestone lanes is kept to a 
minimum. Therefore there is minimal intervention on the lanes, they should be inspected and maintained, and reconstruction should only occur when it is absolutely 
necessary. Furthermore when it is necessary to reconstruct a lane that it is carried out in a way which reflects as closely as possible the current appearance and 
construction method.I would also like to add that the discussion paper fails to include much of the community debate occurring in Moreland over the last 12 months. 
I also found the Youtube biased and propagandistic and as have been the comments made on the Council Facebook page. It would seem to me that some Council 
officers are running an agenda against the retention of Bluestone lanes even though majority of elected councillors stated their support for the lanes in the last 
Council election.  
Bluestone lanes were a big issue in the last Council election and the democratic process elected pro-Bluestone candidates. It would have been appropriate that 
local democracy is noted in your position paper as part of the background.  

1 

Thanks for the opportunity to respond via this community consultation. I am a new resident of Coburg. I have viewed the video works and prefer an option which 
may need to be further explored of the less expensive bluestone restoration program. Or if required the more expensive bluestone rebuilding. Completely concreting 
Morelands lane ways has aesthetic and environmental deficits.  
Environmental 
I consider this creates a funnel runoff effect for water. This may have the effect of further intensifying flooding after heavy rains in Merri, Moonee Ponds and Edgars 
Creek and other waterways. This intense interruption of these water ways is in part man made, due to the expansion of non porous surfaces in urban development. 
A porous lane way contributes to a broader ecology for insects, birds and humans.   
Aesthetic 
Completely concreting Morelands laneways would diminish the aesthetic and cultural value of the area. Laneways link the rustic charm and historic value of places 
such as the Trugo Club on Harding St in Bridges Reserve. I accept the bluestone lane way which runs between Sheffield and Harding St, running parallel with and 
West of Chambers St has construction flaws. But if council concrete this laneway then it downgrades the value of the historic elements in its surrounds.  Bluestone 
in my mind also has a material link to Pentridge Prison and its re development.  
Lets not deny that Coburg and Sydney Rd (Pentridge Rd) has a history and bluestone is an important signifier of that history.  
Lane ways also are important places to walk and bluestone makes that more enjoyable. Lane ways offer the opportunity to enjoy architecture, peoples plantings and 
gardens and they whether it is legal or not are sites of informal messaging i.e graffiti and slogan writing.  
This aberrant activity has a cultural value even if this is not easy to accommodate at first. The value has been demonstrated by Melbourne City Council and the 
tourism dollars, hospitality benefits and sense of community which arises from its famous, Hosier, Union  Degraves Lanes etc.  
Turning bluestone lane ways into concrete lane ways will diminish the future cultural and environmental potential of Moreland as a diverse place with a diverse 
society. I submit these thoughts and ideas for your consideration and am available to be involved in further consultation if required. 
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1 

I live in Laura St Brunswick.  Our house backs onto a lane running between Laura and Lydia Sts which is in an extremely poor state of repair , with large 
depressions which fill with water when it rains, poor drainage and loose bluesontes.  It needs urgent work to bring it up to a useable standard.I support council 
spending the extra money to restore lanes like this, which are in a sought after residential area and have obvious heritage value (whether listed as such or not), to 
their original appearance.  I also support council spending the extra 80% on doing this restoration to a modern standard, i.e. with concrete underpinning and 
drainage.  In the long run this will add to the value of these lanes and consequently add to the value of the suburbs/municipality.I think council has, as temporary 
caretakers of our very old suburb, a responsibility to protect this heritage for future generations.  I strongly object to concreting them simply on the grounds of short-
sighted financial imperatives. 

1 

I am a rate payer of Moreland  City council; and although I do not live near bluestone laneways I think that they are important for the identity of many place within 
moreland and are a unique part of melbourne's heritage generally and it would be a tragedy to loose any of them.  Once gone they would never be able to be 
reassembled I think generation in future will value the preservation of these lanes now. 

1 

As a ratepayer I am shocked to find that Moreland is planning to replace a large number of  existing bluestone lanes with  ugly concrete. This at a time when other 
inner city councils recognise the value of these lanes and preserve them. 
 I urge the council to consider a change of policy. Once heritage is lost it cannot be regained.  Surely it is possible to relay the bluestones where there are problems 
rather than removing them totally.  

1 

Bluestone paved laneways are an important part of the Moreland heritage. 
They were laid with great skill and an enormous amount of physical labour by our forefathers. With minimal routine maintenance they will last as a paved laneway 
system for hundreds of years. 
They are an irreplaceable asset, an attractive and hard wearing laneway surface and at current costings are very valuable. The bluestone were mined by hand, 
transported by horse-drawn vehicles and then laid by hand-a massive human effort. We can see the evidence of our forefathers working lives in our bluestone 
laneways, as well as a history of life and transport in the scars on the bluestone surface. 
Also they are an attractive and natural finish and extremely hardwearing. The greenhouse gas implications of concrete paving are an important consideration for 
“Sustainable Moreland’ ideals.  
The Bluestone paved lanes do not need to be re-laid. 
 Apart from the Heritage issues they have a number of practical benefits: 
• The bluestones are laid in screenings and sand grout and are relatively porous, thus reducing the amount of stormwater runoff into waterways.  
• This also reduces the amount of water borne pollution washed from our streets  
• They were laid for light traffic (horse drawn vehicles?) and are quite adequate for laneways, which generally have very light traffic.  
• Some small sections are over-trafficked and become damaged; they could easily be reinforced- the paving stones lend themselves to incremental repair work 
(unlike monolithic concrete paved surfaces)  
• Some minor areas of bluestone paving suffers from construction damage- Developers and Builders should be held accountable by Council refusing to issue 
Certificate of Compliance for Subdivision until laneway damage is rectified-requiring inspections by Council officers  
• Laneways can easily be maintained with mechanical sweepers  
• Maintaining the bluestone paving using traditional paving methods (no concrete needs to be used) will encourage retention of traditional masonry skills locally. 
There are many advantages to keeping our bluestone laneways, and the cost maintaining them using traditional methods are no more than any other paved system 
such as concrete paving. 
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1 

I am writing to you to request that you please reconsider the pulling up of our heritage, bluestone laneways.  I really can’t believe that you are wanting to replace 
them with concrete!! This is a step backwards to the 1960s & 70s when Brunswick was an ugly concrete jungle-unfortunately some parts of Brunswick still are.  
Even film makers are shooting their films in inner city, bluestone laneways because they hold such charm.  I can’t believe that you can’t understand or appreciate 
the value of these laneways especially since Moreland  council is known for its heritage considerations- my own house has a heritage overlay on it. Concrete 
laneways are so ‘nothing’ & totally out of character for Brunswick.  Why consider ripping up such an asset & uglifying our laneways?  Why can’t our laneways be 
preserved, replacing them with bluestone laid in the traditional way? Surely your budget can accommodate this with so many residents paying rates in Brunswick.  
Please consider my request as I feel sure you will regret destroying this charming, visual aspect of our suburb and really Brunswick doesn’t have that many 
charming, visual aspects.   
Hoping for your consideration in this important issue, Yours Sincerely-  Karen Hawe (long standing Brunswick resident). 

1 

One of the things that sets Coburg apart from the new outer suburbs is its heritage features. Destroying the history of Coburg by removing the bluestone lane ways 
is a step in the wrong direction. They need to be maintained for future generations to enjoy. These works need to be programmed in with budgets set aside to renew 
and restore on an as needed basis now and in the future. I am also concerned that this is even been discussed. Take the lead from the City of Melbourne who 
enforce developers to replace concrete footpaths in front of there development with bluestone pavers. A long term plan with great results at no cost to the council. 
Sydney road foot paths should be the same. Preserve the history of Coburg to keep its appeal. This will attract more interest in the suburb.  

1 

I'm a resident of Brunswick East and wanted to say that I support Option 1 in the Bluestone Laneway Options document. I love the bluestone laneways near our 
house - when my children were babies I spent many hours walking the pram over the bumpy bluestones to get them to sleep.  
But I also recognise that bluestone is costly to replace and less accessible for those on a bike or in a wheelchair.I strongly support preservation of bluestone 
laneways in heritage areas, as option 1 provides. But rather than spending extra money to extend that preservation to other areas, as in options 2 or 3, I would 
prefer that council funds are used for other purposes which can improve the wellbeing of Moreland residents and the sustainability of our local environment.One 
concern that I have with concreted laneways is that cars can travel at much greater speeds along them, which is risky for pedestrians. If appropriate I hope that 
traffic calming strategies would be used to ensure the laneways stay safe for all users. 

1 
I'd like to show our support in maintaining the bluestone lane ways in Moreland.  They are a unique and important asset to the feel and ambience of the area and 
help to define it's character.  We love them and we would like them to remain. 

1 

I strongly oppose the removal of the bluestone in laneways. They add a distinctive character to the neighbourhood and are a reminder of our history – what purpose 
did bluestone laneways serve, when might they have been built, where did the local bluestone come from, etc. 
I am not elderly, but use a walking stick; I enjoy walking down the lanes - they don’t pose a hazard and are easy to navigate. 
The aesthetic value of bluestone laneways cannot be underestimated. In suburbs such as Albert Park such lanes are recognised as an important part of the 
landscape. 
They form an integral part of the charm of living in a municipality such as Moreland. The thought of them being concreted is an indictment on our community – we 
need to value our heritage.  

1 

I am a resident and small business owner within Moreland. I regularly go walking around the area (alone, or with my sister and neice) as my preferred form of 
exercise, up to 5 times a week. I also use a lot of public transport and walk to get to and from places. 
When we go walking, we often choose to use the laneways instead of the roads. They are much more interesting to walk through, and a part of the area that really 
appeals to me, both as a part of our history as well as for aesthetical value. We also choose to use the cobblestones because I have known for years that walking 
on uneven surfaces helps to keep the balance proprioceptors in the feet and ankles functioning well, and helps to maintain our wellbeing. 
I am a Feldenkrais Practitioner and Remedial Massage Therapist. Both modalities involve seeing a wide range of clients, in age, ability and needs. Many of my older 
clients complain of issues relating to balance. The more I am able to return their ankles and feet to a higher level of mobility and awareness, the less their balance 
issues become.  
There have been many interesting articles and studies done on balance. From memory, one by the US Army involved injecting anaesthetic into various joints to see 
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which had most effect on balance and walking - the hips and knees, when numb (separately), were able to be bypassed by locking the muscles around them. 
However when the ankle joints were numb with no proprioception, balance was not able to be maintained at all, and the participants all fell over. 
Another study involved testing balance of older citizens in China vs America and found that the elderly who regularly walked on cobblestone streets had much lower 
fall rates and better balance than those who were always walking on smooth and even surfaces. 
What does this have to do with us? Moreland, like many communities, has an aging population. The current trend in making everything smoother and removing 
anything that challenges our balance is a poor one for our health, in the long term.  
My preference, as a resident of Moreland, as a person who lives next to a laneway, as a person who regularly chooses to walk in laneways, and a driver who is very 
happy to drive in laneways, and a small business owner with many clients coming in to this area, is to maintain ALL the bluestone laneways into the future, both for 
heritage reasons, for aesthetic reasons, and for health reasons. 
My preference is for option 3 with the cost being shared by ALL residents (C). We all use the area, whether we are in a heritage listed space or not, and whether our 
properties abutt on to a laneway or not.  
I have attached an article on a study in the USA where physical therapists are now using simulated cobblestone mats to improve health of their older citizens. It 
looks at balance, as well as other positive effects. We have cobblestones at our doorsteps. We could be using them to promote better health for all of us. 
Keep all the laneways, and return those that were cobblestone to cobblestone, and promote the health benefits of using them, not just the aesthetics. 

1 

As a resident of Brunswick East, I would like to indicate that my preference of the three options proposed in the Bluestone Laneway Reconstruction paper is option 3 
- Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. 
As members of a community with such an extensive network of bluestone laneways, we all have a responsibility to preserve and maintain them. Options 1 and 2 
both result in a reduction of the bluestone laneways.  Concrete laneways offer no character or charm whatsoever and are definitely not preferable. 

1 

I am writing to say that I want to see Moreland's bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traiditional way, funded by the current budget 
over as many years as it takes. The laneways are an important part of the heritage of this part of Melbourne. My children are 6,4,4,3 and they go along a laenway 
every day to childcare and school and love it. They call it the bumpy laneway and know that it is very old and was used when we had horses and carriages. I think if 
they were replaced with concrete we would be losing something very special.  

1 

I am extremely concerned about the removal of one of the things which make suburbs like Moreland, what they are. I am talking about the removal of the bluestones 
in our laneways. I think that the sight of those cobbles, when either wet from rain, or at low light levels, like sunset, is one of the special features of our suburb, and 
should be retained at all costs.  
We used to see buildings with architectural features, like beautiful brickwork, but what do we get now? precast concrete monstrosities.  
I sincerely hope we do not have to look forward to seeing our back laneways surfaced with featureless concrete as well. 
The longer I go through life, the more cynical I get, and cannot help but feel that there is something else going on here. I suspect that someone has an eye on the 
bluestones which will be removed, and then they will sell them on to the highest bidder, as it is a rare commodity now. 
It has been suggested that it is being done for reasons of cheapness, to keep our Rates down, but I do not believe this, otherwise why did we have to put up with all 
the inconvenience and expense, when roads like Albion Street were torn up and strips of bluestones laid each side of the road. 
Please just leave our bluestone laneways as they are, or is this going to be another of those situations where no matter how many people complain and object to it, 
we can do nothing about it, like when McDonalds was planning to have an outlet on the corner of Albion Street and Lygon Street. Hundreds, maybe thousands of 
people objected to that, but we still ended up with it in the end. I hope this is not going to happen with our laneways. 
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1 

Being a Brunswick resident for 20 years I have to say that option 3 is the only way to go! There is already too much concrete in Brunswick. Please preserve what 
little we have left of our past.To do this I believe "A) Extend the current replacement program over a longer period without increasing the overall spend on laneways" 
is the best option.One thing I must say is that there is no way a concrete laneway will last as long as a bluestone laneway. So saying it costs twice as much to build 
is a bit misleading. It doesn't take into account the lifespan of the laneway treatment itself which may be 3 or 4 times longer.Another thing I have to ask is "do we 
really need to replace the laneways in the first place?" Some may be in need of repair but not complete replacement? A few puddles leveled out could be all that 
some laneways need and then they are good to go for another 120 years! Just my 2 cents. 

1 

I believe that we should replace bluestone laneways, with traditionally laid bluestone laneways (on sand not concrete) except in exceptional circumstances, funded 
by cost savings from the existing budget. 
The provided options and information are not reflective of the CWG process and do not adhere to Council's own criteria of how projects get into the capital budget, 
and the information that should be contained therein, for proper and appropriate analysis. 
I believe that we should replace bluestone laneways, with traditionally laid bluestone laneways (on sand not concrete) except in exceptional circumstances, funded 
by cost savings from the existing budget. 
The provided options and information are not reflective of the CWG process and do not adhere to Council's own criteria of how projects get into the capital budget, 
and the information that should be contained therein, for proper and appropriate analysis. 

1 

I am a resident of Millward Street, Brunswick.  
I am a firm believer in preserving heritage, character and individuality of a building or precinct. Australia has a short history compared to European cities, and 
already we have changed our built landscape into an unattractive mess of instantly dated, modern and “contrast” architecture. Some European cities have beautiful 
cobbled footpaths and roads and that is something I take notice of and endear as a tourist.  
I have lived in and visited many parts of Australia, and I believe Melbourne laneways are iconic, and unique. They should be preserved! I don’t know anyone who 
prefers the look of concrete or bitumen in a laneway where a bluestone one has once been before.  
“Gentrification” because of a shifting demographic (in this case, lead by rising real estate prices) absolutely ruins the culture of areas. It ruins the look of an area. I 
urge Council to stop ruining the character of this old, proud city, and to lead the way in preserving its heritage and aesthetic values.  
My vote in the feedback brochure is for: Option 3 – Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City.  
My preferred option for funding is: Option C - Add the cost of replacing the all bluestone laneways to the current program and apply the additional costs to general 
rates. 
If people are willing to move to Brunswick and pay ridiculous prices for their house and land, then I believe they should be comfortable enough with the rates that go 
with it. I live in Brunswick because I love the look and feel of the suburb, therefore, just like bin collection or utility maintenance, I too should pay for the pleasure of 
walking down a cobbled laneway. Fair’s fair.  
If something isn’t broken, don’t fix it! If it is broken, then build it like it originally was! If the materials to do so aren’t available anymore, then fashion the new materials 
to look like the old ones! 

1 
We herewith submit our request that the existing Bluestone laneways in Brunswick be fully maintained or replaced with bluestone for the foreseeable future. These 
laneways are an important aspect of the streetscape in Brunswick and we place a high value on them. 

1 
We are in favour of retaining the bluestone surface of our lanes. If they are more expensive to maintain than to replace we would propose that the council invite 
public comment about which other areas of expenditure could be reduced instead. 

1 

Please note that I am a Moreland resident who would like to see bluestone retained on Moreland streets and laneways. 
I regret that all bluestone has very recently been removed from my street, Cash Street, and replaced with concrete.  I wish that Moreland had followed the example 
of Northcote and re-used the bluestone kerbs in a more traditional way 

1 Bluestone laneways add character and are a feature of the municipality. 
1 Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 
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1 

I live in The Avenue, Coburg and have a bluestone lane behind my property.  I believe the beauty and heritage character of the lane will be lost if the bluestone were 
to be replaced by concrete.  I strongly believe that the bluestone lane behind my house and others throughout Moreland should be retained and that this should be 
achievable within the current budget.I provide the following seven reasons for retaining bluestone lanes:- bluestone is long lasting and less expensive to lay and 
maintain than concrete- developers should not exert excess influence over the amenities of the suburb and its characteristic charms- David Wixted's assessment 
(conducted for Moreland Council) found that concrete was an environmentally harmful way of replacing the bluestone lanes- lack of due diligence which means the 
decision to replace bluestonelanes is not a fact based decision- OHS risks are overstated by Council in an attempt to justify their decision- Moreland has a rich and 
interesting history, our homes and lanes our part of the history of Melbourne and should be respected and preserved- stricter guidelines would assist in protecting 
our bluestone lanes thereby reducing many of the current maintenance issuesI sincerely hope that Moreland Council listens to the concerns of residents and does 
not replace our beautiful bluestone lanes with concrete or other materials. 

1 
I am strongly for bluestone laneways being replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 
I oppose bluestone being dug up and replaced with other material. 

1 Keep Brunswick just as it it please. 

1 

Please imagine for a moment if you will … A mother walking with her children through a bluestone lane way in Melbourne. As they walk, the children's little legs 
jostle up and down, a physical connection to their past. And the mother explains to them that this is the history of where they live, that 'in the olden days' people 
worked very hard to quarry, carry and lay these stones so that a pathway for the night dirt man could be made. Imagine the widening of the children's eyes as they 
find out what night dirt was. And this is the stuff that the big blue prison is made out of, the mother tells them. And they gasp at the connectedness with their own, 
simpler lives. And see the water running in between the stones - the mother and the children bending to watch the course it takes - that can run through the stones 
and join the water table under the ground. That's called replenishment. And a whole new conversation begins. 
That mother is me and those children are mine and it is for conversations like these that I moved to Moreland. There are many, many more people like us, and there 
will be many more to come. PLEASE allow us to keep having these conversations and retain ALL the bluestone laneways in Moreland.  

1 

G’day council worker, I can’t be bothered wasting my time talking to you about the obvious reasons why you must protect our bluestone laneways, but here’s a 
simple overview of my reasoning just for the sake of it:  
Your only reason of substance to change is cost related – I don’t believe it – a council trying to save costs!! And the thing you try to save costs on is an historic 
issue. Why does that not surprise me? Perhaps you’re taking a leaf out of the historic cities of Europe where they always choose to save money by ripping down 
their historic buildings – not!!!! I say not, because I seriously think you wouldn’t get the irony in that last statement. 
Ok – so it’s a money issue – try taking some of it from the revenue the Council has raised over the passed 10 years by raising rates by an average of 6.5% per year 
when inflation has been between 2 & 3% per year!Or perhaps from the revenue you raise from fining people from parking ‘illegally’ in supermarket car parks!!Or 
perhaps from the extra rates you raise from approving crammed apartment buildings wherever it’s humanly possible to fit them – without planning for infrastructure 
improvements to match.You’re seriously a bunch of clowns. 
Please feel free to call or fine me. By the way, I’ll clearly be voting no come the election. 

1 

Although I have lived in Moreland for 15 years I did not attend a council meeting until May 2012 when the councils intention to concrete the bluestone out of the 
designated ‘heritage areas’ was announced. During that first council meeting I was shocked at the assumptions been made. There was a comment by one councillor 
that new migrants to the area may find it hard to comprehend that money was been spent restoring bluestone. My husband is a new migrant and I found it insulting 
that because my family do not speak English as a first language it is assumed that appreciating the heritage of my suburb is perhaps beyond us. I also find it 
incredibly insulting that the council keep repeating that they intend to preserve the laneways in the heritage areas and not the others. Typical of most people of my 
generation I can’t afford a house in the heritage streets but I can afford, and have purchased, an apartment in the unprotected area of Brunswick West. Does this 
mean I get cracking concrete while the lucky few in the heritage area enjoy bluestone? Will my bluestone get sold off to make money for other projects?  I have 
attended meetings with the Save the Bluestone group which was again a first as I had not been involved in the community before. I have listened to arguments from 
both sides and reviewed the financial costing and I cannot understand why, with so much support from our community and so many economic, heritage and 
environmental benefits, several councillors wish to get rid of the majority of our bluestone.  To rid our suburb of decades of history would be a terrible legacy to leave 
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future generations.  When I voted at the recent council elections I carefully voted for a ‘Yes’ to Bluestone candidate. I feel let down that bluestone preservation is still 
a topic of discussion. As a long-time resident of Moreland I assumed Moreland was proud of its history and it’s differences to other suburbs.  Please Moreland 
Council: Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by our current budget.  

1 

I object to the laneways being paved.We need to preserve the lovely historical feel of Brunswick.  It can never be recaptured once lost. 
Please retain and  maintain the bluestone laneways 

1 

Just read in my local paper about the bluestone lane-ways I feel ignorant I didn't know about this earlier.We have a bluestone lane -way on one side of our Victorian 
Terrace ( dont know if it is a heritage listed lane-way.)We would be devastated to see it ripped up and gone for ever!!!!!This is part of the Character of Brunswick 
East (where we live) and it looks beautiful as I walk through a series of lane -ways most days. I Actually look down and admire its look and its  history on these 
walks. How sad to lose this feeling.I Dont wont to look at MORE concrete or bitumen. And Im sure a lot would agree with me on this. 

1  I strongly support the third option to retain all Moreland Bluestone Laneways. We must retain the 'character of Brunswick'. Our history is unique.  
1 Please replace the Bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

Firstly I believe your issues such as Accessibility and Transport implications is potentially a red herring as the majority of laneways in question are not used regularly 
by pedestrians, people with mobility issues and cyclists.  We already have roads and footpaths for that kind of transport that are located very close to the majority of 
the laneways in questions.  I find it a little annoying that the council chooses to play on these issues to ‘push a point’.  Again your attempt to push the issues on 
construction due to heavy traffic use is plan right incorrect. With regards to funding, if you have to completely rebuild a laneway which costs $197,000 (given 
amount) and, as you state in your paper, only 1 laneway a year could be completely rebuilt, this implies that the council has only set aside $200,000 in a their 
budget?  The new capital works program for the 2013/14 year is expected to be $44.089 million. Council anticipates a carry forward of about $9.180 million of 
projects from the 2012/13 financial year. This would result in a total capital works program in 2013/14 of $53.269M. This year's program involves significant 
investment in Council’s infrastructure with $12.166 million identified for roads (sourced from the Moreland’s Council website).   Thus the council intend to put aside 
ONLY 0.3% of its total capital works budget for laneways repair.  There is also a stated carryover of $9.2M from 2012/13 which does not appear to be allocated to 
any works program (if you total up the individual amounts).As such, I am in favour of Option 3 as I believe that the bluestone laneways is an important part of 
Brunswick’s heritage and unique character.  My preferred method of funding this program works is D) Other.  I would take option C) Add the cost of replacing the all 
bluestone laneways to the current program however additional monies can be taken from the carryover and budgeted excess and an increase in allocation from 
0.3% to at least 0.6%.  That would immediately halve the time taken to repair all of the laneways i.e. less than 25 years and commence on the worst laneways first.   
My visual review of the laneways in Brunswick and Coburg clearly demonstrated that not every lane was in immediate need of total rebuild today.  A point 
overlooked by the Council in their efforts to make the funding of this project look like a “financial burden” on the community of Moreland.Please retain our heritage as 
we will never be able to get it back once lost. 

1 
We are lucky to live in such a beautiful place with history and aesthetic value. It would really be a shame to see these bluestone laneways replaced.  

1 
We live in Brunswick and love the bluestone laneways.  Please keep ALL bluestone laneways in Moreland.  History and character will be retained keeping Moreland 
the charming place it is for the future. 
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1 

Thank you for consulting the residents of the council.I value these bluestone lane ways and would support keeping all of these lane ways rather than replacing them 
with new style surfaces.The lane ways are a big part of the area and I believe we would be losing an important part of our heritage they were to be lost. 

1 I think the council should keep all laneways as bluestone.They are a very special part of the community and should all be kept as they are. 

1 
I use the lanes.i like the lanes.Keep them blustone lanes.Thats my vote and my friends think likewise , but they dont bother with surveys. 

1 

The great advantage of bluestone is its ability to absorb rain water through itssurrounding soil which then flows into our gardens instead of going into storm water 
drains...................this is something to think about in these times of global warming which can cause flash floods as we have witnessed via television footage more 
frequently over the past years.When lane ways are smoothed using other materials water is far more prone to running into storm water drains and possibly 
overloading the drainage system.If soils become dryer old sewerage pipes can shift & move,  trees can suffer, gardens can suffer etc. etc. & more watering of soils 
will be necessary which isn't a positive for our water storage dams.It's not just as simple as exchanging bluestone for money & saving on maintenanceit's like an eco 
system which means of course that everything is connected andis affected by everything else. Please have a long hard think & knowledgeable consultation about 
what ripping up part of our suburbs character will mean...................especially the consequences. As a person who has paid council rates for almost two decades I 
presume that part of 
my contribution via my rate payments means I have a say in the bluestone & I would be quite happy to pay an extra  amount to save our bluestone heritage & 
Brunswick character. 

1 

I, of 8 Queen Street, Coburg 3058, would like Moreland Council to protect and retain all Moreland bluestone laneways by applying the Burra Charter. There are 
many valid reasons to protect our bluestone laneways :  
•        Heritage: Moreland’s bluestones should be seen as an asset which has strong cultural, heritage and social value for the communities of which they form part.  
•        Safety: Bluestone naturally slows down traffic and provides auditory warning. Concrete promotes use of laneways as traffic “rat runs”. Safety risks increase 
significantly – vehicle speeds increase on concrete.  
•        Cost: Bluestone laid in the traditional manner is actually cheaper and easier to maintain than concrete. Moreland’s basaltic clays. Bluestone laneways have a 
proven life expectancy of well over 100 years.  
•        Environment impact: David Wixted, Council’s consultant heritage expert, made it clear in his presentation to the Citizen Working Group that for aesthetic and 
environmental reasons, concrete was his least favoured option. Where bluestone is not used, he would favour asphalt.  
•        Other councils are protecting their bluestone laneways, a valuable asset. Whitehorse City Council is one example, Melbourne, Yarra and Port Phillip councils 
are others. So should Moreland.  
•        Whitehorse has applied the Burra Charter (Burra Charter defines the basic principles and procedures to be followed in the conservation of Australian heritage 
places) and is protecting all its bluestone curbs, gutters, channels and laneways. Moreland should do the same.  
I am a resident of Moreland and have all my three properties in Moreland. I would be very upset if the bluestone laneways are replaced by concrete.  

1 

I don't see or hear anyone saying that they WANT to council to remove the bluestone laneways to be replace by cement.  Who is asking for this?  And why?  Im not 
hearing anything from council about why this even needs to be done in the first place.Leave them how they are or fix them the way the are.  Don't go inventing work 
just for the sake of it! 

1 

I would like Moreland council to keep the bluestone lane ways! I do not want to see these replaced with ugly concrete… 
I would like to see Bluestone lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget 
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1 

I do not want to see the bluestone laneways in Moreland replaced with ugly concrete.  I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the 
traditional way, funded by the current budget.I am a resident of East Brunswick, in a street surrounded by bluestone laneways.  I believe the bluestone laneways to 
be a vitally important part of the heritage and character of our area, and that they should be retained wherever possible.I have read the paper on Bluestone 
Laneway Reconstruction, and I support Option 3 –Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City.    I would be happy for funding to come from option A and C 
(Extend the current replacement program over a longer period & Add the cost of replacing the all bluestone laneways to the current program and apply the 
additional costs to general rates.Bluestone Laneways are important, and I wish to keep them. 

1 

Thank you for providing the opportunity for community opinion to be expressed.I have reviewed all of the material you provided and conclude that despite the 
additional cost we should retain and repair bluestone laneways in Brunswick.With all of the development underway in this inner suburb, it is important to me as a 
long term resident to try to keep some of the old charm of Brunswick and its heritage. I am strongly opposed to using concrete in the laneways and believe that the 
additional cost of bluestone repairs etc is warranted.  The aesthetic appeal and historic significance of the bluestone is worth the extra money. 

1 

I definitely would like to go for option 3 all bluestone laneways should be kept! Why should they be covered by concrete, it is important to keep the history of the 
area and retain its appeal. Concrete gives it nothing but blandness! Bluestone has character, history and appeal!Please don't ruin an appealing part of the area!  

1 

As a long term resident of Moreland (Brunswick), I have treasured our historic lane ways and enjoyed that fact that they create a real character to my 
neighbourhood. Where they have been replaced by concrete,  I see boring, strips of green water infested drains.  I become depressed at the sight of these and 
avoid them, whilst seeking out the bluestone ones.The renovation of the bluestone lane way between Sutherland and Hanover streets is to me, a shining example of 
what can and should be done.  More of this please! 

1 

This is a note to let you know that I want bluestone lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. Do did a 
great job recently with a lane off Hope Street, Brunswick and I'd love to see more like that. My wife and I own four properties in Brunswick. 

1 

My name is Brendan and I rent a property on Centennial Avenue, Brunswick West. I've previously lived in Brunswick East where the Bluestone laneways are more 
extensive. I'm not sure of my relevance to the discussion seeing as I don't own a house in the area, but being a resident I feel that my contribution should be taken 
into account.I love the old laneways and believe part of Brunswick's character and charm comes from their historical relevance, as well as the visual and sensual 
properties of the bluestones themselves.I travel these laneways frequently by foot, bike and by car.I've read the Options paper and watched the video on the 
Moreland website. I am inclined to favour Option 3, but am in need of a bit of clarification.As a non-homeowner, can someone please explain the difference between 
implementing a supplementary rate scheme, and adding the additional costs to general rates? I'm not sure of how each would affect the rate-payer. 

1 

Council have a lot more to do then just looking at blue stone lane ways. The up keep and cleanliness of roads and footpaths are a disgrace. Many cutters are full of 
sediment,  decaying leaves, which has lead to build up of unsightly mud overgrown with grass. 
Council say they have manual street cleaners so where are they. Take a look at Blair, Minnie and Evans Streets in Brunswick.  
This is an area of maintenance that needs this same gusto of energy. 

1 
I want the bluestone laneways in the City of Moreland  to be replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 



OPTION 3 

  
RETAIN ALL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS IN ALL PARTS OF THE CITY. 

1 

As a Brunswick resident I love my bluestone right of way, it is part of Brunswick's and Melbourne's history. 
I vote for Option 3 – Retain all bluestone laneways in all parts of the City. And to: A) Extend the current replacement program over a longer period without increasing 
the overall spend on laneways.I don't believe the laneways need much money spent on maintanence, most laneways I ride my bike down are in great condition. The 
footpaths, however, are cracked and have potholls throughout!  I think suggesting that retaining bluestone laneways would cost more is not true, and ignores the 
bigger cost of digging up the bluestone. If we lose our bluestone laneways, no matter whether in a heritage zone or not, this is something we can never get back. In 
hundreds of years time people can marvel at the Victorian architecture in Brunswick; hopefully they will not have to also shake their heads at the disgraceful policy 
that tore up the wonderful Victorian bluestone laneways and replaced them with concrete eyesores.Please, Moreland, make the right decision on this issue so 
people can applaud the forward thinking of this council rather than feel disgust at the tight fisted approach to heritage. 

1 

The bluestone laneways are what add to the many quirky heritage aspects of Brunswick.They should be preserved in their original condition and if repairs or 
replacements are needed, they should be done in the traditional manner, using bluestones only.Concrete laneways are ugly as, even though they might be more 
practical. Please show some leadership and realise how important this issue is to Brunswick residents. And don't do things behind our backs, please! 

1 

As a Moreland resident I am strongly against the destruction of the bluestone laneways in both heritage & non heritage streets. There has unfortunately been far to 
much change in relation to the over abundance of apartments etc.. Why can't the council just leave our laneways as they are & perhaps use that money elsewhere. 

1 

 I live at  Nelson Street Coburg, with my family, and have lived there for more than a quarter of a century. I love my neighbourhood. I am a business journalist – 
senior business commentator with Fairfax Media, appearing in The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, The Canberra Times and other publications.I understand a 
business case, and recognise when it is made. I also understand that all enterprises including councils are working within budgets, and that ‘fail and fix’ 
maintenance costs are part of that budget, and must be managed.I have to say however that I am staggered that the Moreland Council would even remotely 
consider that there is any sustainable business case for removing the bluestone laneways, or rather, replacing them with concrete.You don’t need to download 
Domain property reports to know what is going on in this area. There is a wave of new demand coming in, from well-heeled young professionals and young families, 
primarily. Its evident in the housing market, in the renovation market, and its evident in the Sydney Road streetscape and other local strips, too.What are they 
seeking? Why do they want to be here? It’s not for the prospect of soon having their bluestone laneways concreted over!This area has been discovered for what we 
who have lived here long term have always understood it to be - a quirky, charming, and quite unique environment: a modern, multicultural society existing within an 
historical, Victorian and Edwardian context. It is increasingly attracting a premium as a result.It’s in the council’s self interest including its financial self interest in the 
medium to long term reinforce this process – to preserve, develop and highlight what is attracting people to the area. The rates base will rise if this occurs. 
The bluestone lanes are a crucial part of our ambience here, and a crucial part of the ‘value add’ that the Council can create with intelligent management of the 
resource. They (and for that matter, bluestone gutters, which, incredibly, are also under threat) are one of the the things that gives Brunswick and Coburg 
architectural continuity with the inner city and the inner suburbs – one of the things that gives it its growing ‘cachet’. 
If you destroy the lanes, you are, quite simply destroying value, for everyone who lives here, and for yourselves. There will be less demand in the housing market, 
and less demand for the traders. Asset values will be hurt. 
Look beyond the short term. Make a decision that in years to come you will be proud of - one that makes social, cultural and financial sense. Please continue 
maintaining bluestone laneways using bluestone,laid in the traditional way, and be creative about finding ways to budget for it. 

1 

My property boundary falls directly onto a bluestone laneway and my living room faces onto this laneway, the lane is parallel to Barkly Street. I would like to continue 
to look out onto bluestone pavement and not concrete. My property has a low level heritage overlay and naturally the bluestone context complements this setting. 
Furthermore, bluestone pavements are permeable and much better off for the environment, as they reduce the ground surface run-off into the stormwater drains. 
You will be doing our neighbourhood and the environment justice to preserve the bluestone laneways. Why are other councils working hard to preserve their 
bluestone laneway ? Because there is value in it in the long run.  
I would like to see bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  
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1 

It is a concerning trend that this council insists ruining the infrastructure that has been functional for over a century, to replace it with an inferior product that will not 
last. It is apparent that this exercise is just for the profit of the council and the subcontractors that they hire, which more than likely will be family members of said 
councillors, rather than the excuse of increasing cost to maintain the laneways as they are. 
I implore the council that if maintenance is needed to the laneways, or in fact need replacing it should be replaced with a bluestone laneway consistent with how the 
laneways currently exist. 

1 

I believe the blue stone laneways are a very important part of Brunswick’s heritage. It would be criminal and ignorant of the council to rip them up and replace them 
with concrete just because it’s cheaper. Most of the laneways don’t need maintenance anyway. There is no need to ‘maintain’ them just to tick off the boxes on the 
council’s checklist. Leave them alone. They don’t have to all be perfect.  And if there is a problem with any then maintain the bluestone even if it costs a little 
more.The ones shown in the video are no doubt the worst ones and need some work. (And it doesn’t rain that often ) Why go for the most expensive maintenance 
method- just re-construct them on sand as they were before if that’s cheaper.I would be very angry if the council replaced bluestone laneways with concrete. 

1 

I wish to express my alarm at the thought that the bluestone lane ways in moreland area are being considered for removal. 
When I bought in the Coburg area 3 1/2 years ago, I was drawn to the fact that there are still historical elements that have survived in this area.  The blue stone 
lanes was one of the attractive elements.  My property has a blue stone lane that runs between The Grove and The Avenue and I have noticed that a few of the 
stones have been removed from my back boundary and I would like these replaced. I am very adverse to more concrete in the area.Please advise when a 
community meeting on the subject is proposed as I for one will be attending to voice my objection to any further degradation of the area.Please abandon this 
proposal and retain the charm of these historic features. 

1 
As our representatives in the North-East Ward, we are forwarding to you for your information our submission to Moreland's investigation into maintaining and 
upgrading the Council's bluestone laneways. 

1 
Preferred option 

1 Preferred option 

1 

As a resident of Mackenzie Street in Brunswick, I would like to add my voice to complain about the concreting over of historic bluestone laneways in and around 
Brunswick. The more modern concrete laneways are ugly and I believe are not an appropriate replacement.I would like bluestone laneways to be replaced with 
bluestone, in keeping with the character and history of Brunswick. Some of the bluestone came from original sites in Melbourne's CBD before construction became 
mainyl based on brick and concrete in the 1890s, and I believe are a testament to an architectural material lasting through the decades.When I attended a meeting 
last year on the future of the laneways, I heard some issues about safety for older residents. My argument in response is that residents always have a choice as to 
what mode of egress/exit from their homes they choose to use.My laneway off Frederick is well-used, and I see many cars, dog walkers and pedestrians using it. It 
has many fond memories for me as I wheeled my children in a pram (with excellent suspension - the old Emmaljungas were wonderful!) as I explored the back 
alleys of Brunswick and its shortcuts.Please reconsider and help to protect Brunswick's heritage. 

1 

We strongly support the replacement of all bluestone laneways in Brunswick with bluestone laneways , laid in the traditional way. We overlook a bluestone lane way 
between Shamrock St and Tinning St and we would hate to be looking out on to an ugly concrete lane. The many bluestone laneways are part of the character and 
heritage of Brunswick and are what we love about the area. They are what makes Brunswick unique and are part of its history. Moreland council needs to listen to 
the community and not be shortsighted in destroying the heritage of Brunswick. Don't let our bluestone laneways be lost to a concrete jungle just because you 
mistakenly think it will be cheaper, quicker and easier in the short term! 
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1 

 In answer to your proposal to replace the heritage bluestone laneways with some cheap generic concrete materials, I object 
 We pay good money to you in our rates and the current budget should cover the replacement if required using like for like as I am sure you would do if it was your 
house being devalued and our history lost 
 I look forward to any justification on your proposal to lay concrete as a replacement. 

1 

I just wanted to express my view that the bluestone laneways should be kept in all areas. Moreland is loosing so much of its heritage character and it's these areas 
that will add personality, some historical context and a point of difference and which will become more and more valuable in the future. It is lovely walking down the 
lanes, between the houses and getting away from some of the busier streets. I think having the cobblestones also discourages there use by hoons or those that 
would treat a concrete lane as just another small street. 
Thanks for giving me this opportunity to share my view. 

1  Preferred option 

1 

I'll explain why you want to either cover them over or remove them entirely.Bluestone is a link with the foundational colonial past - white fellas cut and laid the 
stones. The stones the ancient Romans laid in Pompeii are still there and showing the deep chariot wheel ruts. This means these bluestones in Brunswick would 
last as long into the future - but for the Republic of Moreland, well past white fellas use by date, which means the plan is for us to be erased not only from historical 
memory, but the physical record of our achievements is also to erased.To underscore for anyone who would mock what i say here, consider the veneration in which 
the bluestone laneways would be held in had black fellas cut and laid them ? It would be seen as a sacrilege to either remove them to replace them with concrete, or 
to simply overlay them with concrete. 
A perfect parallel is the destruction and looting of the Baghdad Museum of Antiquities in 2003. The only reason this was allowed to happen was because the Jews 
don't have a archeological record to reflect their self accorded status of being God's Chosen People, whereas the Arabic people's do have a archeological record, 
but unlike the Jews are not also self worshippers, which is why the Baghdad Museum of Antiquities had to be trashed. 

1 

Bluestone laneways in Moreland and all areas must be maintained in original artisan approach, it is a truly beautiful aspect of our history and urban development.I 
do not want to see ugly concrete as a replacement. This will devalue the area and property values, aesthetic and charm  
Im sure all my colleagues feel the same way Please confirm this is not your plan 

1 

I am horrified that the Moreland City Council is proposing to remove ANY bluestone laneways in the municipality. A loss of these would be a loss of heritage for our 
suburb. I can't understand why the Council is recommending doing this while other Councils are protecting ALL of theirs. 
As a long term rate payer and resident I strongly urge that all bluestone laneways are replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the 
current budget.  
I urge you to reconsider your decision.  

1 

This is to request 'Bluestone lane ways be replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.'  This is imperative to 
maintain the history of Coburg.  Coburg has the potential to be a very significant suburb into the future. The history of major industry which was established here, 
working class homes, Pentridge and to some extent some of the personal stories which have made into film and mini series. For the sake of authenticity, it will be 
invaluable for future generations to see how it really was, for future income into the city- film brings jobs and funds into the community, and to preserve the areas 
(houses and laneways) which now are 100 or more years old.  There is also a sense of pride in that what we have is valuable. Pleases don’t erode the fabric which 
makes Moreland.  The infrastructure is as important as the homes and the people. The financial year ending June 2013, you were in surplus for major projects.  Use 
the money as the residents- those that voted you in- request.  Keep bluestone laneways a part of Moreland!  

1  Preferred option 
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1 

I am extremely upset at the council considering replacing the beautiful bluestone laneways with concrete.  What is the reason for this? Why concrete?  If there is the 
money for this why not spend it on the deplorable footpaths in Moreland, specially those in Sydney road, which are, in my opinion, an very bad accident waiting for a 
victim.  I have tripped a few times while negotiating the sometimes narrow passage between the many  displays set on the pavement by traders in nearby shops, so 
far with no ill effect.    I would appreciate a reply to this email covering the reasons for any replacement of the lanes and the reasons for the state of the footpaths. 

1 

it is greatly disappointing to watch the council staff construct and disseminate false information and then i see it as a pop-up on a murdoch tabloid. how are ms di 
lorenzo planning to remove the bluestone to fix the drains ? Gelignite ? Smash a huge front end loader into the bluestone causing all of them to shatter ?I saw one 
bespectacled man in high vis say 200k and an older activist say 100k ?  You guys are fixing leaks and not creating buckingham palace.Ratepayers who dont want 
bumps when they drive down the laneway arent important enough to demand these repairs under the bullshit guise of water leakage or damage.Our reputation is at 
stake. We look like we dont know what we are doing in moreland under oscar yildiz and nerina di lorenzo. The council thinks so little of its residents it doesnt even 
put the costing up for inspection - maybe mr el halabi has put the tender in !!You lift a large cobblestone. you lift the next one. you get the pipe below replaced. you 
re-use existing bluestone. simple. If youre foreman says 'no way', get another foreman.The working group concept for laneways is more fake consultation from the 
failed yildiz regime.   

1 
I live in Brunswick East and want all bluestone laneways to remain bluestone.Even in the non-heritage areas they add character and are an integral part of 
Brunswick 

1 

I am responding to your request for opinion on the above matter - it does not seem to me that all suitable options have been considered.  
In other areas where compromises such as this one need to be made I have seen a combination of bluestone border and central drain with a bitumen infill. Concrete 
slab is surely not the only alternative to a full bluestone replacement on a bed of concrete? I am also unsure that the method being used to re-lay bluestone is 
suitable for all lane ways and recommend that a less expensive option of laying bluestone on a crushed rock, road base material with coarse sand filling the gaps is 
a suitable alternative where there is 'light use' of the lane way. In areas where there is heavy use, for example high rise apartments with rear access used by 10+ 
vehicles per day a concrete bed may be necessary but not in lane ways where rear access is only used by < 5 vehicles per day. Similarly I would encourage eUsing 
this method also ensures the lane way will allow water to penetrate through into the natural ground which is a very important factor for the environment and 
minimises water run off and increased demand on the storm water systems.Overall I am supportive of repair and/or replacement of the lane ways in bluestone, not 
concrete. We need to consider that there are cheaper options than the only one being proposed - I  recommend the council explore these options and invite the 
community to see first hand examples of each solution.Lastly, without the legacy of bluestone lane ways, and a slow erosion of the older properties being replaced 
with new what does Brunswick/Coburg represent? A soul-less inner city suburb without charm or personality - Moreland needs to recognise the lanes are part of the 
charm and which make Brunswick unique in the southern hemisphere and we should do everything possible to retain this to the full extent funds allow and if more is 
needed raise rates to fund its preservation. 

1 
Bluestone lane ways are an integral part of our history and contribute significantly to the beauty of our streets. Please replace bluestone with bluestone laid in the 
traditional way as other councils are doing . 

1 

On hearing that your administration is replacing 70% of Moreland’s blue stone laneways with concrete ones has deeply concerned me. I believe they have an 
intrinsic historical value for Moreland and contribute to the value of the overall area. Therefore I believe that instead of replacing them with concrete, rather they 
should be replaced with blue stone if, and only if, they require replacement. I hope you can take my thoughts into consideration  

1 

We wish to submit our opposition regarding Moreland Council's proposed removal of bluestone laneways. The proposal to replace bluestone with concrete indicates 
a lack of appreciation of heritage, culture and visual aesthetics. The proposal to replace bluestone with concrete completely undermines the residential appeal of 
living in Moreland and undervalues the contribution of these laneways to residential streetscape and property values.As a family living in Moreland, we want 
bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways,laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.It is regressive and a false economy to consider 
replacement with concrete. 
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1 

I believe it would be a serious mistake to remove the bluestone laneways. They give character and charm to the suburb, which increases the attractiveness and 
property value. Removing them to "save money" is a short sighted scheme. Would it not be better to install solar powered street lights for example which will 
continue saving the council money for many years to come and be environmentally friendly.  Making Brunswick uglier is poor local government management. 

1 

It was very interesting to watch the video on the bluestone laneways,I'm very glad it was put together and thank all the people involved. 
I am a resident of Brunswick (near Jewell Station) and cherish the bluestonelaneways. I think they have history and character. Although I acknowledge they make it 
difficult for bikes, prams and cars - I believe they should beretained and restored when viable. The extensive area of them makes itunaffordable to restore them all 
so I believe a future plan must be made.My belief is:a) First priority:restore laneways with upended, dangerous holes, large pools of water etc.b) restore the lanes in 
high visibility and commercial areas where there is the likeliness of high foot traffic, near shops and plaza's, schools, etc.as suggested in the videoIs it possible for 
there to be strips laid along the wheel track areas for averagecar width, strengthened to take the weight of cars but allowing the bluestoneblocks on each edge and 
a v slanted drainage channel in the centre to let thewater travel to the nearest street.After looking at the Save the Bluestone Facebook page, restoration mustbe 
done in a caring fashion, using the same patterning that was there previously,as the craftsmen of the day made, not homogenised and done expediently.It lacks the 
character and history you are trying to preserve. Supervision is requiredfor contractors.For the areas unable to be restored, is there a road seal that can be 
removedin future years for restoration? Is concrete or bitumen better if it wants to beremoved at a later date? There is a terrible hodge-podge of blobby concreteand 
bitumen that looks like residents have done themselves outside theredriveways and it could be more standardised for aesthetics.I believe showing care for the 
quality of the laneways aesthetics and historywill make people take more care of them and not treat them like a dumpingground (rubbish dumping etc) and less 
prone to graffiti and misuse.It is an attractive feature that will be cherished for years to come (after us!) 

1 

As a resident of Tinning Street, I strongly urge you to put aside this ill-conceived plan to remove the bluestone paving of the lanes of Brunswick. 
This feature adds so character to our neighbourhood and represents so  much history to its residents that this would be tantamount to an act of vandalism.Whilst our 
neighbourhood becomes submerged beneath the concrete uniformity of so much development , these small rivers of stone keep alive some of the charm and 
character that brought my family to Brunswick 15 years ago.Concrete lane ways are essentially drains . If you want to spend our money on something , some basic 
maintenance of the foot paths would be appreciated. 

1 

"Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestonelaneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget".I can't believe that the Moreland council can even 
consider pulling up these beautiful and very, very, very long lasting Bluestone laneways to replace them with cheap and nasty looking concrete.  From what I have 
seen of the concrete laneways, they are cracked and crumbling with more weeds that grow in them than the bluestone laneways.  The disruption to all those who 
have bluestone laneways will be a nightmare, with the already overcrowded parking on the streets being worse for the duration and the inconvience to the residents 
for an unthought out whim of a stupid councillor/s and at the end no real benefit and a total waste of my and other local residents' money.  We do not pay the 
extravegant rates to have our money wasted on such unnecessary and worthless work.  The bluestone laneways have lasted for more than a hundred years, and 
will probably last for hundreds of years more, but that is not possible with concrete.Leave well alone and spend our money on improving Moreland, not destroy it.  I 
will only vote for councillors who adopt an attitude of saving the laneways and to save money from this unnecessary nonsense.  I am really fed up with this wasteful 
and arogrant council.  consult with the people first as is the first right of a democratic governement.A very distressed member of Moreland, because of your stupid 
ideas, councillors.  Get real!Wake up councillors, that's what you are paid to do, improve the municipality, not destroy it. 

1  Preferred option 

1 

I am astounded a progressive council would even consider replacing an irreplaceable asset and in such an un-environmentally friendly way.  As a relatively long 
term resident of Moreland and formally Brunswick, I am gobsmacked that such a regressive action would be contemplated.  Please maintain our bluestone lanes 
and retain history, character, a more porous surface for vegetation and not use valuable resources for a material which does not have the same life as bluestone. 
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1 

I wish to send my objection to concrete laneways replacing the historical bluestone laneways that we love and admire in Coburg. I live in a 100-year-old Victorian 
home and love the look of the period laneways in bluestone. If the laneways are changed to concrete it will be a blight on the moreland council forever. 

1 

I'm upset to have just received a flyer in my letterbox about the possible replacement of current bluestone laneways. 
I am a resident and a rate payer and had no idea of this happening!I have owned my own home in Brunswick for 18 years, and I have also grown up here as a little 
girl. The mystery of Brunswick and the playfulness as a child largely due to these beautiful bluestone laneways should NOT be replaced if there can be another 
solution.I find it a tad unbelievable, my house is HERITAGE listed, and there is NO WAY the council would let me change anything about it (not that I would ever 
want to) and yet here, the council can just heartlessly choose to concrete over heritage of this area that is just as important!The magic of the laneways extends 
before my life and please - hopefully beyond!! 

1 

Our built enviroment is as important to our society as our cultural institutions are. The very fabric of what our built heritage is made from is in itself what gives it its 
character and makes it unique.The bluestone lanes in Brunswick have endured for well over a century and are a functional part of our neighbourhoods. In 
preserving in the manner of construction and use of materials of our laneways (maintaining like with like), the quality and integrity of our built enviroment is 
preserved along with the necessary skills to do so. Doing this satisfies both the saving of skills AND the saving of our very heritage worthy stone paved lanes. Their 
longevity is a testiment to the incredible durability of both the materials and the method of their construction.Recently there have also been moves afoot to close the 
laneways.  Anyone who lives in a property that has laneway access would never sanction the their closure as they provide really useful access. For myself, I 
regularly make use of the rear access to my property and rely on  that convenience.I therefore implore the Moreland City Council to make provision in its budgetting 
to preserve the ammenity of our heritage worthy laneways in the manner that they were built and give them the heritage listed protection they deserve.Andrew 
Metaxas- Brunswick East resident, property owner and Moreland City Council rate payer. 

1 
 Preferred option 

1 

Before considering the proposed scope of works for 70% of Morelands laneways, we need to consider the more important aspects of infrastructure within out 
community.Priority must given to the communities STREETS, FOOTPATHS, AND CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE. 
Most of the side streets abutting Moreland Rd consist of either small-large pot holes OR uneven surfaces.Great examples of this include Hawthorn St and 
Clarendon St, Coburg. These streets are in poor condition, and almost feel like a rollercoaster ride when travelling over them.Before modifying our laneways, lets 
improve the existing infrastructure that we actually use in 99% of our daily lives. 

1 

I'm writing to express my opposition to the City of Moreland's plans to replace the historic bluestone lanes with concrete.These lanes constitute part of Brunswicks 
rich, deep and rapidly dissolving history. They are part of the character of our suburb and removing them would destroy some of its charm and uniqueness. At a time 
when our area is undergoing rapid and sometimes excessive development, we should be clinging to all the artifacts that are possible to retain as hard as we can - 
our lanes are one of them. 

1 

Hi, I am writing to request that bluestone lane ways in Coburg, Brunswick and all Moreland suburbs are replaced with bluestone lane ways, funded by the current 
budget.Our home currently has a bluestone lane way behind our property. 

1 
Just received a flyer in my letterbox regards removal  of Bluestones in laneways – not sure why this is a priority or why this is necessary – surely Moreland could put 
more energy and money into something else that is more urgent. 

1  Preferred option 
1 Preferred option 
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1 

I am deeply concerned about the replacement of the bluestone laneways in this shire with concrete ones, and would like to object strongly to such endeavours!As 
an architect I have a particular interest in the built fabric of our environment and with the replacement of the bluestone laneways with concrete we will lose a 
significant historic element in our urban landscape, the cohesion of which is already in jeopardy with many cheap looking developments in the area. The bluestone 
laneways tell stories about the past and are aesthetically more pleasing to behold than their ugly concrete replacements looking nothing more like drains.I often 
choose to walk down one of these lanes, to escape the traffic and noise of a main thoroughfare and while I walk I imagine the history of the lanes. The concrete 
ones inspire no such thing and I would avoid those, as would other pedestrians, thereby making them less safe.My daughter and I use a couple of these lanes as a 
pleasant shortcut to her school in West Brunswick on a daily basis, as alternative to noisy and fumy Albion Street. With the increasing prevalence of dual- and multi-
occupancy developments, the charming bluestone laneways offer a much more pleasant address to a house or unit fronting onto those than onto a concreted drain. 
The cobbled stones slow down any car traffic, and another advantage is that the stones can be put back, should works to any underground services be necessary. 
An asphalt or concrete surface never looks the same once it is cut open and patched and resealed, and it is common practice in Europe to lay paving in a sand bed 
for that reason. I would suggest an “adopt a lane” scheme where residents can elect to take care of a bluestone laneway near them, and remove rubbish and weeds 
with support of the council (taking away the rubbish etc). I for one would be keen to participate.I suggest you need to reverse your thinking and rather than seeing 
these cobbled lanes as a maintenance nuisance, we should be proud that we have them and preserve them as best as we can for the generations after us.Please 
leave the bluestone laneways bluestone. 
Thank you for reading. 

1 
Repair them all and strengthen the character of the precinct.  Bolster land values.  I'd pay a fee to maintain. 

1  Preferred option 

1 
I am writing this letter regarding the bluestone lane ways that will be replaced with concrete. Please, my neighbourhood and I want the bluestone lane ways 
replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I am a 23 year old Brunswick resident at Canberra St. I moved to Brunswick from Wangaratta in Nth East Victoria nearly two years ago.  
When choosing a melbourne suburb, I considered various places including Brunswick, Fitzroy and Abbotsford. All of these places had what I perceived to be 
character ... Something that people could visualise as a unique and pleasant place when I told them where I lived.   
There are a number of things that make Brunswick a memorable suburb. The arts scene - music, street art and spoken word, the great walking and cycling tracks, 
the many great bars and restaurants on sydney road, and the unique heritage of the suburb.  
Places like tinning st, and the old rope factory on rope walk are locations I pass every day on my way to Anstey station. Sometimes I'll venture further, and walk 
down alleys that retain the original blue stone. This is part of my day. It makes me feel at home, and reminds me why I chose to live here. A city that holds the same 
values as I do - embracing the arts, giving back to the environment with a focus on sustainability, and preserving our heritage. I implore you to keep our blue stone 
lane ways, for the sake of the environment and the will of the people who live in Brunswick. In the words of Mr Gandhi, 'democracy is not a mechanical thing to be 
adjusted by abolition of forms. It requires a change of heart.' 
Brunswick wants to retain its heritage, and you threaten to undermine this by removing the blue stone lane ways. 
Keeping this industrialist mentality is not progress, it will simply turn our city's facade into a hideous outer suburb like Hoppers Crossing within three years. Can we 
please make sustainability our priority, and show the rest of Melbourne that we are leaders in community development, not industrialization. Thank you for taking the 
time to read this and I hope you will consider my opinion when reevaluating your decision. 

1 

As a long time resident of Moreland -  I say KEEP THE BLUESTONES!!!I am not confident that the council has presented the facts honestly – I believe the 
bluestone lanes are an important part of our heritage.  I believe the apparent costs involved are well worth the preservation of these iconic and historic lanes.Keep 
the bluestones. 
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1 

I think the laneways must be maintained in bluestone. Despite the cost. I believe it is our obligation to maintain our unique heritage for the future. My only 
suggestion would be the level of construction should be assessed on a case by case basis. If the lane way is under heavy use it should be constructed in the new 
more expensive manner but if it has light use then construct in the old technique. Or in the old technique entirely and the stones should be recycled.Our bluestone is 
the charm of the area and all should be maintained, not just the heritage areas. 

1 I’ve read your options paper, and I prefer 2B. 

1 

I am a long term resident, home owner and ratepayer in Brunswick and I write to object to the proposal to replace the bluestone laneways that run through out 
Brunswick and Moreland. These laneways contribute significantly to the character of the neighbourhood and should not be paved over or replaced with concrete.   I 
support bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

I feel quite strongly that the community and council must endeavour to retain ALL bluestone laneways in Moreland.  Amongst many valid reasons for bluestone (and 
manyinvalid reasons for concrete replacement) I would argue on the basis of the following - 1.  Posterity - Bluestone laneways are incredibly beautiful handcrafted 
works.  We must endeavour to preserve them for future generations.  The fact that a large proportion of bluestone laneways have been neglected for a long period 
of time is not reason enoughto remove them.   2.  Constructive merit - In an area dominated by highly reactive clay soil condition amodular paving system makes 
good honest sense.  Bluestone pitches can be removed and relaid as required, and very simply.   3.  Skilled Trade Development - The potential exists for council to 
establish an in-housebluestone team(s).  With supposedly the largest bluestone laneway network in Australiathis would provide cost effective relaying and 
maintenance work within Moreland.  It wouldalso contribute to skilled trade development and the preservation of bluestone paving techniqueswithin Australia. I 
would urge council to consider the above points.  The alternative of concrete, if only based on economic considerations, cannot genuinely be considered.  It 
represents a poverty ofspirit.  If increased rates and delayed schedules are all that suffer then so be it.  It's avery small price to pay. 

1 
I would like to express my wishes for the continued upkeep of all of Moreland's precious bluestone laneways. I feel that they are a vital asset to the community and I 
feel that they should be preserved for future Moreland generations. 

1 

I have spent much time over the last year, from the Community Consultation Meeting in May at the Brunswick Town Hall til now, fully informing myself of all aspects 
relating to the bluestone laneway issue in Moreland.I have lived in Brunswick for 34 years, 10 years renting, 24 years as a homeowner and ratepayer.I have also 
spent much time involved in the activities of the Brunswick History Group and have appreciated the genuine support and empathy Council has shown towards 
heritage issues in the municipality.After illustrating the ‘Brunswick Houses Styles’ chapter (Chris Johnson) of the Brunswick History book (by Helen Penrose) I have 
now been confronted by a Council that will be the laughing stock of Carlton, Fitzroy, Richmond, Collingwood, East Melbourne, Albert Park and Port Melbourne.I 
have read all the financial costing’s and I cannot comprehend why Moreland City Council would consider for none second tampering with our wonderful heritage.  
The Council prides itself via the Leader and Council publications of photo opportunities that support heritage, however the incongruent ‘behind the scenes’ lack of 
long term support, vision and planning is truly astounding.Despite so much firm community, economic, heritage and environmental support for their retention, why is 
there such opposition from a small uninformed minority?We want Moreland to be PROUD, to benefit from the social and environmental asset that is our network of 
bluestone lanes.Please Moreland Council: Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 
Please can we replace bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget? 

1 

As a home-owner and full ratepayer in the Moreland area, I am concerned at the plan by Moreland Council to remove the bluestone pavers/laneways and replace 
with alternate products such as concrete or similar. 
Part of the history and character for the area, and indeed Melbourne generally is the bluestone laneways and it staggers me that there is any consideration to 
removing them and replacing them with concrete or cement. From my own independent research it seems there exists no reasonable argument as to the removal 
and replacement and there is little emperical or even anectdotal evidence as to the benefit of such replacement and it appears the plan lacks any transparency or 
good basis under planning laws to proceed. Such a situation gives rise to the inference that there is no motivation other than questionable short-term financial gain 
for the Council and potentially further questions as to the motivation. 
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I have returned to Melbourne after 3 years working as a professional in a near Asian neighbour and witnessed first-hand the destruction  and lack of preservation of 
historic and culturally significant locations and artefacts for illogical and ill-justified reasons and it is dissapointing that such behaviour seems to be the standard that 
Moreland wishes to set in this instance. 
As public officials charged with the responsibility to make decisions for the benefit and consideration of the wider community, in the absence of any reasonable 
justification at law or on the basis of public policy, such plans to remove the bluestone pavers surely cannot be considered on good conscious and shame on you all 
if it were to proceed. 
As a ratepayer and voter I expect that bluestone laneways are only replaced with bluestone laneways when necessary, and that this should be funded by the 
current budget. 

1 

Please Don’t Remove Bluestone LanewaysIf you remove the bluestone laneways in Moreland, you remove the character and history of Moreland.  
The stones have come from Moreland land and they are part of the region’s proud heritage.It is easy to destroy these historic features but impossible to replace 
them. Councillors should not be exercising their power to destroy such irreplaceable public assets. They should be protecting them!All Moreland should have the 
benefit of these laneways, not just the few heritage listed areas.There is far too much concrete in our built environment already. It’s production is bad for the 
environment – we don’t need it in our laneways. They are already paved.The bluestone laneways were constructed through the labour of our ancestors and have 
provided practical access to properties for generations. Why are the suddenly a problem now? Replacing them with concrete destroys the historic character of the 
lanes and turns the area into yet another anonymous suburb. We (including Council) should learn about our heritage and celebrate it.Please don’t be short sighted – 
DON’T REMOVE THE BLUESTONE LANEWAYS 

1 

As residents of Moreland City Council we wish to express our disappointment in hearing that council is proposing to remove our beautiful bluestone laneways.Our 
preference is that bluestone laneways are replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

Thank you for opportunity to comment on you planned reconstruction of Moreland's bluestone lane ways.  As a resident and rate payer to the City of Moreland, and 
having grown up in an area of Coburg with extensive bluestone lane ways near where I grew up, I consider it was a privilege to explore Coburg, walking to my 
grandparents from my house through lanes, walking to school taking a shortcuts as required, through our locally sourced bluestone lanes.  It is this character and 
uniqueness of Moreland that I want to continue to share with my children as well.I am not convinced of the need to undertake the reconstruction that has been 
outlined to our lanes, and am appalled that Council would be considering this investment over and above other infrastructure and social priorities for the city.  For 
something which has served us well for over century, and will continue to do so for generations to come, I question the logic and need of undertaking the 
replacement with bland and environmentally unfriendly concrete, which the bluestone with ultimately outlast anyway.Our extensive network of lane ways is unique to 
the city. They have served us well and given they are already in place, please leave them there and make repairs where necessary, so as recycle and reuse and 
save our rates for more important needs. 

1 
Please don’t destroy our bluestone lane ways replace blue stone laneways with blue stone the traditional way. 

1 

I am a rate payer of Moreland and have been so for over 15 years.  I live in Brunswick.  I would like to let you know that I support the bluestone lane ways being 
retained and that if they need to be replaced they should be laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget. 

1 
I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways,laid in the traditional way,funded by the current budget.We don't want concrete laneways they look 
disgusting budget could be better spent on cc tv cameras on sydney rd. 

1 

I am writing this email to express my concern at the council's desire to replace bluestone in its lane ways with concrete.What a disgrace. Coburg and Brunswick are 
some of the small number of Melbourne suburbs showing its history. Our city only has a very young history and yet the council wants to rip it up. Leave the 
bluestones alone and leave some visual history of our colonial past. Don't even give me that shit that the cost to maintain is high. If you can't figure it out, why don't 
you go to Rome or any other Italian city and see how they have progressed over 2000 years and maintained integrity in their historic sites.Shame on you moreland 
council.  
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1  Preferred option 

1 

It is your submission and it will go into an appendix and it therefore does not need to fit into any particular format or style. Standard font for Council reports is Ariel 
11 if that is helpful to you. It is not my intention to edit the submissions at all, subject to them being a reasonable length (1 page suggested) and obviously no 
defamatory statements can be permitted. 

1 

We are writing to add our support to the many voices calling for the preservation of our bluestone laneways. Brunswick's uniqueness is in part due to a shared 
commitment to preserve the best of its past as it plans its future.   Bluestone laneways give a sense of pride and community. We petition Council to replace 
bluestone laneways with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way. Happy to have our rates ascribed to such a worthy project. 

1 

I have been a resident of West Brunswick for 16 years and live on a property that has abluestone laneway behind it. I am very much in favour of keeping all 
bluestonelaneways in Moreland. They contribute to the character and value of the area and thisfor me outweighs any problems in walking along them or 
maintenance cost involved. Muchof inner Melbourne's heritage( remembering it is only a few hundred years) has 
been severely decimated and continues to decline. In my time in West Brunswick ithas been the heritage properties and streets that have maintained and increased 
theirvalue not the newer concreted properties and areas. I cannot imagine that concrete laneways willenhance our area in any way now and certainly not in future.I 
hope I add another voice to the many who do not want to see our history replaced by concrete.  
 It is history that adds value not concrete. I am therefore in favour of the third option to maintain all bluestone laneways. 

1  Preferred option 

1 

Please REVERSE your decision to replace the heritage bluestone laneways with concrete because concrete laneways are ugly, look cheap and are not good for our 
environment.  Laneways which are ugly and rundown also attract crimes, rubbish dumping and graffitis.   
Furthermore, "heritage" is what distinguishes Moreland meighbourhoods from many others in Melbourne, hence heritage features must be preserved for future 
generations. 
Thank you. 

1 

Please give up this plan to remove bluestone laneways and replace them with concrete. We want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the 
traditional way and funded by the current budget. 

1 
Please give up this plan to remove bluestone laneways and replace them with concrete. We want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the 
traditional way and funded by the current budget. 

1 

We would like to add our voice to the protests re removal of the bluestone laneways.  These are part of the wonderful Heritage appeal of this special area and 
replacing them with concrete is a horrible option.  We love the bluestone laneway that we have at the back of our property.  
Please replace any of the damaged bluestone laneways with bluestone, to be laid in the traditional way and to be funded by the current budget. 

1 

I think the fact that we have the largest network of bluestone lanes points straight away to the need to retain them and perhaps restore them so as to retain the unique 
character of this suburb as what was a working class suburb Having lived in Coburg East for nearly 25 years I feel the character of the area is very much enhanced by 
the existence of the bluestone laneways.  We live beside one such laneway and I would be very upset should it be replaced by a soulless stretch of concrete.  I 
regularly walk my dogs along the lane and the local children use it to take a short cut to school or for bicycle races around the block. It sits well beside the carefully 
restored Californian bungalows and picket fences that is such a large part of the character of this area.  It is these things that attract people to the inner city suburbs.   
I watched a nearby bluestone laneway being destroyed by the construction workers of an inappropriate two storey house being constructed carrying out the.  The 
complete T shaped lane has now been concreted. I thought at the time the owners of that particular house should have paid for the repair of the bluestone lane.  The 
building permit initially given for the construction should carry the warning that repair of damage to laneways is the responsibility of the resident undertaking the work. 
The inspection required prior to construction could monitor condition of the bordering laneways (a short film can simply record this).   Damage to footpaths may 
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already be covered by such  conditions. I would hazard a guess that much damage is done during building construction of houses bordering the lanes. 
I do agree that in areas where heavy vehicles are regularly using lanes in industrialised sections of the region and areas where there is a higher proportion of newer 
housing and apartments there is little need to retain the bluestone laneways as little historic character remains anyhow.   
I agree with the gentleman on the video suggesting there is no cut and dry answer and he suggested there are three categories for assessing laneways.  Some areas 
should retain all bluestone, some retain most and a further area which has little heritage value could get all the soulless boring concrete!  
Take a leaf out of the suburbs even closer to the city.  For example Carlton without it's beautiful bluestone laneways would be a far lesser area in my eyes.  We could 
go even further afield to the beautiful cobbled laneways in Europe and the UK.  Who could ever think of ripping those out and replacing them with concrete....surely 
not you guys/gals at Moreland Council.  Shame on you if you think that would be ok.  

1 
As a citizen of Moreland Council, I wish to state my opinion that our Bluestone Laneways should  be protected and any Laneways needing replacement should be 
replaced with bluestone. This ought to be done for a variety of reasons one of which is to keep our rich heritage . 

1  Preferred option 

1 

As a resident of Coburg, I am frustrated that the council does not appear to be putting any value on our bluestone laneways, but rather looking at it as an exercise in 
saving a few dollars.Coburg and Brunswick paths are pretty patchy with a mix of materials such as concrete and asphalt – the last thing we need is for our laneways 
to be the same.  

1 
Preferred option 

1 
 Preferred option 

1 
 Preferred option 

1  Preferred option 

1 No matter the cost, bluestone laneways are essential to the city of Moreland. Heritage vale is irreplaceable. 

1 Please keep and maintain ALL bluestone laneways in Moreland. 
1 I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. 

1 

We wish to add our voices to those who believe that the bluestone laneways are an essential part of the heritage of the Moreland area – and not just in those areas 
already classified as falling under the ‘heritage overlay’. 
 In localities where the majority of the surrounding buildings are original dwellings and other older buildings, the bluestone laneways are part of the streetscape and 
the aesthetic value of the area. Even in areas where other aspects of the area’s heritage have been lost due to the building of factories or apartments, the laneways 
can be retained as a link with the history of this area.  
 We believe that the bluestone laneways should be preserved. 

1 My house at 79 pearson st backs onto a bluestone alleyway . I thinks its awesome and i would not like to see this replaced by concrete.  
1 Bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  

1 

I fully support the retention and maintenance of all residential bluestone laneways at least.The laneways are a valuable asset and visually are far superior to 
concrete laneways which in my opinion devalue the area .Simply they are ugly.Any additional costs to retain the heritage value and look are minimal compared to 
destroying historical value for ever.It may be beneficial for council to explore more productive methods than those considered in its cost benefit analysis to restore 
laneways. 
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1 

Out bluestone lane-ways are a great part of the history and heritage of the city of Moreland and Melbourne as a whole. They give everyone a great sense of where 
we have come from and how far we've come. It's pointless to replace them with concrete or tar roads as these would take just as much maintenance and would be 
unattractive. I drive through a bluestone lane-way off turner street everyday and it's just the same as any other lane-way, so why change it? Don't lose our history for 
such trivial reasons. Keep out bluestone lane-ways! 

1 

Thank you for seeking input on the future of our bluestone laneways, and for preparing your summary of the issues and options to guide feedback.Our laneways are 
a very important aspect of Moreland's character, not just within designated 'heritage' areas.I support Option 2 (retaining bluestone laneways in heritage areas PLUS 
some additional bluestone laneways in the non-heritage areas using an assessment tool based on the example provided by Councils Heritage advisor).  I strongly 
encourage you to implement a process that is transparent and allows for public input - not only by landholders adjacent to the affected laneways but also by those 
who may use the laneways yet live further afield - through public notices and consultation periods.I could not find any reference to the smoothing and levelling work 
conducted on the lane connecting Park St to Brunswick Rd (which forms part of the north-south cycle network) in the paper: has that approach been considered a a 
means of retaining bluestone laneways while improving accessibility?My preferred method of funding this program of works is to add the cost of replacing the 
selected laneways to the current program and apply the additional costs to general rates (and I'm saying that as a ratepayer). 

1 
The beautiful thing about living in inner city especially Brunswick is its heritageand authenticity,the feeling of living in a past era when either looking or walking on 
those bluestone lanes. 

1 

My family and I support retaining the blue stone laneways in every circumstance. They are historic, intregal to our community and visually quite beautiful .They do 
not need to be removed and we are furious that this is even being considered,Brunswick has such a rich working class history and these lanes are part of this. 
Council wld be far better concentrating on pressing health and safety issues...eg more lighting (green naturally) than removing a part of our history.They must be 
saved! 

1 

We should be retaining all Moreland bluestone laneways. The council needs to remember that they are the custodians not the owners of the municipality and they 
have a responsibility to future generations to maintain the look of the area. Even if not heritage listed, the laneways still represent the heritage look and feel of the 
area. 

1 
I and my family are totally against replacing the blue stone laneways. They are a part of our history and will be much appreciated by the young locals in 20 to 30 
years time.Preserve for the future Moreland City Council!!! 

1 
We both object to the destruction of the bluestone paved lanes in our area of Moreland. Apart from the heritage value the drainage is far more effective than 
concrete canyons. The blusestone looks better and is part of the character of the inner city. 

1 
To whom it may concern I have looked at the options for the Bluestone Laneway project and want option 3 to be considered with the funding coming through B. 

1 

It has come to my attention that Council intends to remove the bluestone from most of our laneways, replacing it (I assume) with concrete. Why is this being done? 
The bluestone is functional, hard-wearing, attractive and has demonstrable historic value. What does the Council intend to do with the bluestone? Sell it for a quick 
profit? As a resident of the area, I strongly object. 

1 

I am sending this email to voice my concern about the removal of bluestone laneways within the Moreland municipality. The laneways in this area are part of the 
community identity and prove to be much more than a passageway from road to road. Please leave the laneways alone, repair them if necessary and only if 
absolutely necessary replace them with bluestone laid in the traditional way.Please act in the interest of your constituency. 

1 

I would like to express my concern that the beautiful bluestone lane ways will be replaced with concrete. I want the Bluestone lane ways to be preserved and 
repaired in the traditional manner using the existing budget as funding. It would be a shame to see such an icon of the area disappear. 
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1 

To whomever has the task of reading this.   I've lived in the Brunswick/Moreland area just shy of 10 years, I moved here from Perth around December 2003. 
Brunswick is so completely foreign to any place in WA, that I've been unable to bring myself to leave the frictionless mixture of cultures, styles and peoples. This 
place has felt like home for me since day dot.Obviously bluestones have nothing to do with sociocultural dynamics... right? maybe..? perhaps no one can eloquently 
put a reason for or against bluestones cultural impact. Nevertheless, as a Perth migrant I can tell you with absolute certainty that the bluestone alley ways and 
gutters hold as much of the soul of this place as any other structure, they mark the topography of our land as distinctly different from others, they've been here 
longer than you or I, and they've sustained through the changes and developments of this place (a great deal of which seemed to have come in the last 5-6 years 
).Now it would seem they're to be replaced with concrete... concrete? Apparently concrete is easier to maintain... In the ten years I've lived here I've never seen a 
single bluestone in the process of being "maintained" or looking distinctly in need of "maintenance".One thing I can be sure of is that they are durable... and they're 
valuable. So valuable that the Moreland council wants to rip them from the earth and sell them to builders. I might be new here but I'm not stupid, leave the stones 
where they are, don't try to make a buck out the homes and memories your council has been tasked to protect and serve.Retain all Moreland bluestone laneways. 

1 

My husband and I, as Moreland home owners and ratepayers for the past 29 years, would like to voice our disappointment and disbelief that Council would even 
consider a plan to devalue and eventually let go of its bluestone laneways.This is a classic case of not knowing what you've got till it's gone.To a large extent the two 
of us no longer recognise the Brunswick streets that we fell in love with when we moved here to raise a family. I don't need to talk about streets choked with cars 
and monstrous, soulless development.But I do need to talk about the bluestone laneways: how they quietly link us to Brunswick's proud history; how they resonate 
as unique and precious within a vast city of concrete and asphalt; how beautiful they are, how solid and reliable they are, and how soothing and pleasing to the 
eye.Please don't underestimate how important these laneways are, and how valuable they are to the people that live here. 

1 

I understand that the council is shortly to meet to discuss the removal of further bluestone laneways and the replacement with other surfaces. 
We live in Brunswick and love Brunswick exactly because it is not the same as many suburbs. The laneways are part of the character of the area and should be 
preserved where possible. Whilst the short term cost may be higher we think the long term benefits of preserving Brunswick and Moreland's heritage should be 
seriously considered.Many thanks for your consideration 

1 Preferred option 

1 
We the Peoples of Moreland like our suburb the way it is – including leaving in place all bluestone laneways. 
Use my rates for something..... leave them where they are. 

1 
Preferred option 

1 

Protect the Bluestone laneways for future generationsAs residents of Brunswick we are appalled by the thought that our beautiful blue stone lane ways would ever be 
replaced with concrete.  Brunswick's character is enhanced by the laneways, and one of the reasons we moved to the area. To destroy them after they have lasted for 
such a long time is just short sighted.  They should be preserved for future generations to appreciate and reflect upon the history of the area.   The Council should be 
demonstrating it values the heritage of the area not destroying it.Some of the many reasons to save the bluestone:1. Cost – Bluestone Is Cheaper Overall And Has A 
Proven Long Lifespan2. Developers Should Be Made To Repair Damage To Laneways3. Safety – Overstated Disability Concerns / Increased Safety Risks With 
Concrete ROW’s4. Environmental Impact of use of concrete - we should be protecting and reusing the bluestones  & concrete not proven to be cheaper 
6. HeritageHear's hoping Council listens to residents and saves these special lanes for future generations. 

1 
All bluestone laneways must be repaired or replaced with bluestone, laid in the traditional way, and funded through the current budget. Bluestone lane ways are part 
go the character of inner Melbourne and should be retained and repaired. 

1 
Please save those bluestone laneways. Think about the greater picture, not just today and tomorrow… 
This is our and YOUR duty. 
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1 

I am a Brunswick resident, and one of the reasons I love living in Brunswick is the heritage aspect.I believe the bluestone laneways form an important part of this 
heritage, even in 'non heritage' areas, and to even contemplate replacing them with concrete is a ridiculous idea that would be laughed at in other heritage areas, for 
example, the City of Melbourne. The laneway culture of the Melbourne CBD would not exist if they were all concreted over!The claim that concrete is better for access 
is simply not true; the bluestone laneway behind my house in Barkly street is not used for pedestrian access, and the footpath- which is used for pedestrian access, is 
in a state of disrepair. If Council is serious about pedestrian safety, perhaps it could priortise repairing the footpaths.We have a duty to respect our heritage, and to 
preserve it for future generations. 

1 

I am a resident of Moreland, with a life time association with the inner northern suburbs.In weighing up all the information I have looked at I would like to make the 
following points:• bluestone lanes should be maintained wherever possible, not just in heritage areas• my preferred method is traditional - bedding into sand to 
minimise run off and allow for water to get into the subsoil. • developers must be charged to repair lanes when using them for heavy vehicles 

1  Preferred option 

1 

I agree with Ms Balkos’ comments.These laneways add character to the City of Moreland and are an important part of Melbourne’s history.  They should be 
maintained and restored to their original state, rather than be resurfaced.  It is important to maintain this historical aspect of Moreland, particularly with increased 
development of modern apartment complexes in the area. 

1 

I'm not sure what stage the bluestone lane way issue is at however I'd like to register my support FOR the bluestone lane ways.  
I am 24, and live within your council area. I believe that all the bluestone lane ways should retain all bluestone that is currently there. I don't believe that bluestone 
lane ways should/need to be redesigned/restructured without the bluestone going back into the lane way.  
"bluestone lane ways replaced with bluestone lane ways, laid in the traditional way". 

1 

To whom it may concern 
 I have noted with some dismay the Council's desire to replace Brunswick's bluestone laneways with concrete. 
 This note is to urge the Council to reconsider this move as the laneways are a unique reminder of our past.  They are also much more picturesque than the 
proposed concrete alternatives. 
 Retaining the bluestone might be a little bit more expensive (is it?) but the bluestone adds to the overall value of the streetscapes in ways that I suspect we haven't 
quantified.  Thankfully we are fortunate enough to live in times where, as a society, we have never been materially richer.  So lets put a little of that wealth into 
preserving what went before. 

1  Preferred option 

1 

As a resident and ratepayer of Moreland since 1979 I strongly object to the proposal to remove the bluestone from the laneways of Moreland and to replace it with 
concrete. The bluestone laneways were part of the heritage that attracted me to Brunswick. I would be very disappointed if my Council proceeded to degrade the 
environment in this way. 

1 

I moved to melbourne 13 years ago, to Albian st. Over the years my appreciation for Brunswick has only gone up. I love the place! I want bluestone laneways to be 
replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget. Keep brunswick / moreland cool. Do what you want in coburg! that place 
will never be pretty  
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1 

Our bluestone laneways do need reconstructuring. They have moved over decades of wear.They don't need replacing. They need to be lifted,and relayed on a 
supportive foundation.keeping the character of our laneways in bluestone will keep Brunswick's value at a progressive level. 
Don't degress! Moreland would like to boast to the community and other areas of  its quality care for history,property value,and for high standards of communication 
with the residence.So hear our voices and we can work together to keep this high standard in the lime light of Victoria.Moreland Council is an excellent role model 
for other councils. Let's keep it that way!  

1 

I am writing to express my concern that Moreland City Council preserve as much as possible of it's unique Inner City character, and history, for as long as 
possible.The unique laneways and architectural features of Moreland are a part of the "signature" of the suburb: and are literally one of it's selling points. As time 
passes thesefeatures will literally become part of the value of these suburbs, and no amount of wishing later on will be able to bring them back.I think it would be 
short sighted to remove any more than just the smallest number of these laneways- those in acute disrepair- because in time these will becomepart of the 
inheritance and provenance of these suburbs.Even the briefest examination of these laneways (and the workmanship contained within) inspires respect.No short 
term gain for a Contractor in removing these laneways can compensate Moreland residents for their loss of character and cultural inheritance. 

1 

I am normally not compelled to write to local government. I believe the job done at your grass roots level is extraordinary. However I am asking the powers that be to 
not replace our beautiful and iconic bluestone lane ways with any thing else please. They are a insight into our past and should be left grounded into the future. 
Many visitors also comment on the fact that they don't have anything like that where they come from and love their application on our street scape.Even on a 
practical level they are so hard wearing they will not need replacement unlike all other modern day equivalent.    I know that that I will be one of many voices that 
has and will express my view point on this. I also hope that on this level of government, my view point may hold weight on some level. Please leave our bluestone 
lane ways as they are. 

1 

I am writing in strong objection to Moreland Council's plans to replace our beautiful bluestone laneways with concrete. Other Councils in Melbourne recognise the 
beauty and cutural heritage of their laneways and are doing all they can to protect them - Moreland should be no exception! Aside from the clear cultural and 
character value, the bluestone laneways are far safer than concrete ones.  I currently back onto a bluestone laneway in Brunswick and used to back onto a concrete 
laneway, also in Brunswick. Because the concrete laneway was smooth, cars using it as a short-cut would fly down it. I can't count the number of close calls I had 
coming out of my garage on bicycle or walking my dog.  On the bluestone laneway, simply due to the nature of its surface, cars drive slower, making it much safer 
for walkers and cyclists coming out of their properties.   I urge Council to review this very narrow minded and short sighted plan to save a buck (which, incidently, is 
yet to be proved by Council to be a cheaper long term plan). A far more appropriate plan would be to revise the current management strategy such that 
maintenance monies are spent smarter and our bluestone laneways are retained for future generations. 

1 

Think pedestrians. If the Council replaces b/stone laneways with concrete, the only thing that will happen is the lane-ways will become very objectionable 'rat runs' 
for cars. Coburg traffic is getting worse, and with Sydney Road already at standstill - weekends in particular - wily motorists are looking for options. The Hatton 
Grove concreted lane-way is a fabulous example of what a rat run is like.These days is actually possible to be caught in a traffic jam in what should be a quiet dead-
end street. From delivery vans to postal vans, utes, and huge 4WDs, and hoons use the lane and often at speed.If a bluestone can't be saved, pave with concrete 
and block off car access. Turn these lane-ways into safe pedestrian thoroughfares so pedestrians and cyclists can get between streets. Keep the cars where they 
belong. On designated roads.If the Council wants to see what the lane-ways are like over a week, set up a camera on Hatton Grove.  

1 
Please preserve the bluestone lane ways in Brunswick. All of them. It is important and funding must be found. 

1  Preferred option 
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1 

the bluestone lane ways in Moreland are one of the best things about this areaI live at 2 Piera Street East Brunswick, right next to a lane way and with another lane 
way at the back of the property both of which I have long regarded as assets mind you, the Council's record on maintaining these precious bluestone lane ways is 
not good and they need some repairs to bring them up to scratch, (probably a lot less than it would need to replace them with concrete)at the very least, these lane 
ways need to be cleaned on a regular basiswe have just had a pedestrian crossing built at the end of the street which ironically is in marked contrast to the state of 
the lane waysalso, some of the traders have paid to have art work painted on the walls of their properties which has added a great deal to the ambience of the 
areaunfortunately, the taggers sometimes come in to destroy the art which is another problem that needs to be addressed by the Councilnot to mention the way dog 
owners can get away with having their dogs off leash in a residential area so that there's dog poo everywherethe main message: save our lane ways!!! 

1 

Firstly, I attended the Council meeting where community members expressed their disappointment with Council's repair/replacement program of our beloved 
bluestone laneways.My thoughts on this issue are:a. Bluestone laneways are more aesthetically appealing than the concrete alternative.b. I understand that 
bluestone laneways are more permeable to absorb rainwater while concrete replacements would require additional drainage.c. As cost is often sited as an issue, 
surely not every laneway needs to be replaced within the next 50 years; most have been here 100 years & those I use are still of good quality They reflect the 
mastery of the workers who built them. d. The safety issue - citizens are not forced to use laneways. I am a cyclist & know that thin tyres are unsuitable on 
laneways. I've experienced a few falls when walking & can assure you that all have been on uneven, cracked footpaths in Brunswick. e. Speaking of safety, 
concreted laneways would only encourage cars speeding while the unevenness  of bluestones is surely a deterrent.f. I've lived in Brunswick since 1988 & cannot 
recall any laneway maintenance in my neighbourhood. I'm sure funding needs to be allocated for maintenance & repair but believe top priority should be on 
improving the quality of our  foothpaths & roads. An audit of our foothpaths would surely reveal many poorly maintained locales.I prefer Option 3 (all bluestone 
laneways are repaired / restored with bluestone).No rates surcharge should apply rather the schedule/timetable of works be extended.Evaluate the condition of our 
laneways, prioritise any badly damaged ones for repair & only substitute with concrete if they are irrepairable with bluestone.Too much of our heritage has been lost 
with inappropriate & ugly residential development (i.e Hoffman's Brickworks, Pentridge precinct & Lygon St's monoliths - 3 of my pet hates).Overdevelopment of 
some sites is surely a result of greed not need!Let's leave our historic laneways as a gift for future generations.. 

1 I want bluestone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budget.  

1 Brunswick needs to keep what culture it has left. The lane ways make it unique and beautiful. Don't let the rich ruin everything here.  

1 

Apart from the appealing street scape of the bluestones in our laneways, there is natural water absorption with bluestone in laneways and street gutters. Less 
chance of flooding and overload. When you take away bluestones and replace with concrete by contractors there is no poor contractors.Less money spent with 
council employees with the knowledge to repair some small faults supervise employment agency workers. 
Better for council popularity. Less cost to rate payers.More environmentally friendly. 

1 

I don't know what's happening to the bluestone after it's removed but if it is being sold on there should be a thorough examination of where the profits go to and who 
the stones are sold to AND if there is any relation to the Moreland council. I am saying this because there is no logical reason to remove a popular, aesthetically 
pleasing, durable and historical element of the Brunswick urban landscape for a new, expensive, less durable and unattractive cement laneway. The materiality of a 
city is such a draw card for tourism and hospitality and if it is a visually appealing place that is created from building blocks that are demonstrative of it's history and 
culture a beautiful and popular city is born- why would Brunswick's council take this away from it's citizens and visitors ? 

1 

Moreland's bluestone laneways are an integral part of what makes our community beautiful and unique. Please listen to the overwhelming community response 
advocating the protection and appropriate maintenance of these gorgeous laneways. 

1 
Good one! I just sent one toooooey! 
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1 

We write to you in relation to the proposed destruction of heritage bluestone laneways in Brunswick and Coburg (and the proposed replacement of such lane ways 
with unsightly cement or bitumen). We would like to register our strong opposition to the removal of the bluestone in these lane ways due to their historical and 
aesthetic significance to the area. The bluestone lane ways lend character and appeal to the city of Moreland, and record an important part of Melbourne's early 
history.We note that towns and cities across Europe have managed to maintain their historical artefacts, including cobblestone roads, lane ways, sculptures and 
buildings. Australia should also aim to carefully preserve, rather than destroy, its historical public spaces and amenities, and particularly where these have survived 
from the 1850's to the twenty-first century.Aside from these significant cultural and aesthetic considerations, bluestone is proven to be a more suitable material for 
sealing lane ways because it is permeable paving and can move rather than cracking with movements in the ground. For this reason it is a cheaper option in the 
longer-term.Forward looking councils across Melbourne are currently preserving rather than destroying urban features such as bluestone lane ways. Along with 
others, including the National Trust (see attached, below), we urge you not to concrete over the bluestone lane ways in Moreland so that future generations can also 
enjoy the area's unique urban heritage features.We look forward to hearing from you. 

1 PLEASE do NOT replace bluestone laneways with anything other than bluestone laneways laid in the traditional way  

1 
Bluestone should be replaced with bluestone and laid in the traditional method and paid for out of the general Council Budget. 

1 

I reside in munro street Brunswick. I have a north facing backyard abutting a bluestone lane way. I have lived in Brunswick 30 years and paid rates for 23 of those 
years. The lane ways of Melbourne are a tourist attraction. The lane ways of Brunswick have a historical context that is integral to the character of Brunswick.Every 
now and then the Council poisons weeds in the lane ways (hopefully with eco friendly weed killer). Residents pay for the fencing adjoining the lane ways and very 
little traffic uses them.Concrete the lane ways and reduce the need to spray weed killer, although not completely I suspect. Concrete the lane ways and increase 
traffic flow which will increase the damage to the concrete and to privately funded fencing.Please just leave the lane ways of Brunswick alone. 

1 

I live in Brunswick together with my husband and we love the character of the laneways. Please do not remove them. Other councils do, so please, keep it beautiful 
and with a touch of the past. 

1 
There are many more important things for Council to spend their money on, like a new neighbourhood house or a bigger maternal and child health centre in 
Brunswick. 

1 

I would like to make comment on the Bluestone lane way reconstruction as requested by council.Firstly may I commend council for attempting to maintain these 
amazing and important structures.I personally would like to see the lanes reconstructed in the traditional (initial way) however, am mindful this method may not 
provideany great long term life, therefor my second choice would be to reconstruct a lane in bluestone with a concrete base including adequate drainage.I am in 
strong favour of retaining all Bluestone lane ways where possible.I do appreciate the cost of this operation to be very significant and that funds do have to come 
from somewhere.I would like to see street and community resident working bees to help clean up and maintain their lanes.From the clips on council website there 
seems to be small mounds of dirt/sand and weeds in some lanes that residents could eliminate with little effort ifpeople came together in work groups. 

1 

I would like to strongly object to the removal of blue stone in our laneways in Moreland council. They should be replaces with blue stone, nothing else!  

1 

Leave the bluestone lanes aloneThe so called Heritage areas is just a cover - it can be manipulated and has no environmental reasoning behind it. 
Along Brunswick Road blue stone lanes have already been replaced with concrete where drainage is already an issue with regular flooding. 
With more high rise and complete lose of any ground/soil areas drainage is failing.Let blue stone areas also drain into the ground otherwise the concrete lanes will 
cause a missive problem on Brunswick Road which will  flood more when further high rise is built. 
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1 

I would like Moreland’s rich history of bluestone masonry to be retained in all laneways whether or not they are covered by the Heritage Overlay. It’s preferable to 
extend the timeframe of the project in order to retain this important aspect of Melbourne’s historical heritage rather than a short term cheaper solution. All bluestone 
features around Moreland are an asset to the area and connect us to our past and the history of the area. This connection is important and should not be 
underestimated. 

1 

I most strenuously object to the proposed replacement of the Blue Stone laneways for the following reasons:1) The unevenness of the existing laneways prevents 
vehicles from speeding and therefore reduces the likelihood of accidents and damage to property ;2) The replacement would lead to a greater usage by non-local 
traffic which will exacerbate existing traffic flows and in so doing, add to noise and safety concerns ;3) It has been estimated by Council that replacement will result 
in "millions of dollars of savings", however, weed eradication is only conducted on an annual basis and certainly would not result in any such level of saving by it's 
redundancy ;4) The blue stone laneways require almost no maintenance, being hardy and well settled over the many decades, while the replacement will require 
higher levels of maintenance;5) The heritage value and uniqueness of the blue stone lane ways is something that should be retained for its historical significance ;6) 
Replacement will require an inordinate period of inaccessibility by residents whose garages open onto the laneways while the removal and replacement occurs ;7) 
The stability of many back fences will be compromised by the intended removal and replacement ; 

1 

Lane ways You have to defend laneways if you want to enjoy them.Serious  questions remains about  Moreland Councils attitude to the troubled asset, "the 
bluestone lane ways". Hopefully,justifying their disposal of community assets is not attained.Within 'The Moreland2025 
Community Plan Survey', I find the absence of some purposely directed questions which steered away from asking residents about how they feel about our lane 
way heritage slightly suspicious. Having  whimsical ideals of disposing of this asset is another suspicion.One question worth pondering is :If you remove all eligible  
bluestone lane-ways (not without considerable effort) where will it be stored? Remove the bluestone (onto trucks -many big trucks) and then  find local storage for 
many, many klms of lane-way bluestone. Then again off- load (double handling) and when the council finds a new purpose for a monstrous bluestone stockpile, they 
then again reload the resource and transport it again.Unload it again and then lay it in walls, pathways, drains, buildings or whatever seems appropriate  to the 
council works department. Sure it is a free resource  now but has a high amount of time and motion (Herculean handling logistics). This is a community owned 
resource. Will it be crushed for road base or aggregate to be mixed with cement to concrete the lane ways?Will the whole lot be mechanically dug up, sold out of the 
district, partially, gradually or as a whole?What are the councils plans for disposing or storing our heritage assets? Does it become or has it become a least 
important heritage vision in The Moreland2025 Community Plan Survey  which suggests it is prioritising and defining visions so we can live as a community and be 
proud in the future by setting  out the general main visions of importance for the next twelve years. A loss of the laneway focus in heritage amenity seems elusive in 
this survey.The lane ways spotlight hardly facilitated even one measly burning survey question. Separately, what will become of this resource and where will it be 
stored and what assurances will given  to remain in the shire in its block form? Lets now refer to the survey questions and prioritise our needs and visions for the 
next 12 years.ReferenceB...All public places will be accessible for all: for prams, older people, people with a disability. I suspect Bluestone lane-ways fail miserably 
on this question. 

1 

Please these laneways are so important and all of them must be maintained.Council wastes so much money in other areas where funding can be obtained 

1 

I just would like to confirm as a resident of Moreland I am 100% OPPOSED to the removal of the blustone laneways.  The blustone laneways is what make our 
suburbs very unique and special.  They enhance the uniqueness of what makes our suburbs. The question is Why? why do you want to destroy the character of 
these suburbs? 

1 

In a nutshell – these bluestone laneways are one of the (rapidly disappearing) endearing original qualities of the Moreland area.  
They add character, value .. the area is synonymous with them.To even consider getting rid of them is a ridiculous exercise in bureaucratic nonsense, it’s as simple 
as that.  

1 
Save all blue stone lane ways!!!! Keep the feel of our suburb , we don't want concrete thanks  
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1 

My partner and I  are residents and ratepayers of Moreland. We agree with and support Suzy Pinchen. We reject council options and, instead, advocate for a World 
Heritage Heritage approach based on  Burra Charter to conserve Moreland's bluestone laneways.Another important concern to us, is the environment: the 
bluestone allows for a certain amount of absorbable ground in an era of climate change.  If they are concreted they will become merely drainways and cause 
hazard.For aesthetic, heritage and environmental reasons, these laneways must be preserved. 

1 
We want BLUESTONE LANEWAYS REPLACED WITH BLUESTONE LANEWAYS, LAID IN THE TRADITIONAL WAY, FUNDED BY THE CURRENT BUDGET 
NOT REPLACED WITH CONCRETE LANEWAYS 

1 
We want BLUESTONE LANEWAYS REPLACED WITH BLUESTONE LANEWAYS, LAID IN THE TRADITIONAL WAY, FUNDED BY THE CURRENT BUDGET 
NOT REPLACED WITH CONCRETE LANEWAYS 

1 

I wish to provide the following feedback regarding Bluestone laneways reconstruction in Moreland.I have viewed the Bluestone laneways video and read the 
Bluestone laneway options information document (Bluestone Laneways Reconstruction Paper) and agree with Option 3 (with funding through Option (C ) “….. apply 
additional cost to general rates”). I believe it is incumbent on Moreland Council and residents to retain the most complete network of bluestone laneways and protect 
the heritage value of all existing bluestone laneways. I commend the Council for providing this opportunity for feedback and the presentation of the video and 
options paper.  

1 Preferred option 

1 

Thank you for taking the trouble to explain the issues re bluestone laneways so clearly. I live at 12 Ashmore Street Brunswick, with bluestone laneways alongside 
and behind my Victorian house. The area is almost entirely residential.  Where we live, the bluestone seems to me to be in reasonable shape. The lanes are mostly 
used by private cars, pedestrians and the occasional contractor (tree surgeons, builders). Any problems we’ve experienced have been to do with truck drivers trying 
to squeeze an oversized truck through a narrow space or residents’ fences needing repair. As far as I know, we are not in a heritage area. We would be extremely 
sorry to see the bluestones go. They are part of Brunswick’s history and still functioning. Once they’ve gone, the lanes will become concrete alleys and our old 
houses will lose a living link to their origins.  
 I understand from your video that there are some lanes which are used regularly by heavy trucks which may need to be concreted – though personally I’d prefer to 
see the bluestones renovated. I’m not an engineer, but I would have thought that once the work was done, it would last for decades – the initial expenditure would 
be depreciated over many years.   
I hope that Moreland Council will decide to retain as many of the lanes as possible. 

1 

Dear Bluestone Laneway committee,My opinion about the bluestone laneways in Moreland as I live along one of them which I suspect is not in a heritage area - in 
general I am in favour of keeping all the bluestone lanes bluestone:1.What makes heritage is the fact that Moreland has the longest network of bluestone laneways 
in Victoria if not Australia - concreting some of them takes away from the heritage value which is quite possibly unique in the world2. some laneways appear to have 
been partially cemented or bituminized by individuals in a piecemeal and unprofessional manner - although this takes away from the integrity of those particular 
lanes this should not be an excuse to classify a lane or an area as non-heritage3. according to some engineers, cement does not have the lifespan of bluestone and 
although the initial outlay to replace the bluestone may seem less than relaying bluestone, over time this cost is offset by increased costs of maintenance or 
replacement of the cement 
4. a potential issue with cementing and smoothing laneways is the potential for increased motorised traffic at increased speed to the detriment of other users of 
lanes especially pedestrians, also pedestrians crossing on normal footpaths where they cross lanes....I look forward to a favourable outcome.... 

1 

To who it may concern,I heard about the removal of Brunswick's bluestone lane way.I would be so disappointed for this to happen as I have a business in Brunswick 
and what I  like about Brunswick (as well as my customers) is the character of Brunswick and it uniqueness.If you remove those bluestones it's going be like any 
new suburb or new estate!!We certainly don't want this and am very concerned about this change.It's certainly something none of the locals of Brunswick want to 
loose.... the Brunswick feel!!Otherwise what's gonna be next!!Could you please take my email into consideration. 
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1 

Feedback Option 3: Blustone laneways replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way, funded by the current budgetKeep our heritage and character!! 
The blustone laneways are a part of who we are. 

1 

I would not like to see the bluestone laneway adjacent top my home replaced with concrete.Bluestone gives the area a certain historical character.Concrete would 
ruin this character.MORELAND COUNCIL NEEDS TO EXPLORE MORE EFFICIENT WAYS OF MAINTAINING THESE LANEWAYS RATHER THAN REPLACING 
THEM. 

1 

I make the following submissions regarding the bluestone laneways consultation being undertaken by Moreland City Council. I live in a residence abutting a laneway 
in Brunswick East.1. Pedestrian/cyclist-only lanewaysThe increase in density of residential development, particularly in Activity Centres, has seen an increase in 
vehicle traffic in laneways (personal observations 2001-2013). Most of the considerations outlined in the Bluestone laneway options information document and the 
Rights of Way Strategy (2011) rightly focus on the benefits of laneways for pedestrians and cyclists and the need to adequately cater for these groups. However, 
these documents do not address the question of whether or not it is appropriate to continue to allow vehicles to share laneways with pedestrians and cyclists. It is 
not always possible to restrict vehicle speeds to below 20 km/h, identified in the 2011 Strategy as a requirement if these users are to share laneways, and this 
represents a significant risk to pedestrians in particular.The selection process for the appropriate reconstruction method for laneways should first ask the question, 
“What is the most appropriate mix of uses for this laneway?” There is considerable unexplored scope to restrict access to pedestrians and cyclists only where 
laneways do not provide direct vehicle access to private property. This would eliminate the need for costly reconstruction methods to cater for heavy vehicle use and 
would support the objectives outlined in the 2011 Strategy to provide a rights of way network that “enhances community life and provides opportunity for 
pedestrianisation and enhanced permeability.”I support the use of concrete reconstruction methods in this situation to facilitate ease of access for cyclists and all 
pedestrian groups and address Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) requirements. Heritage values of these laneways could be retained through the use of bluestone 
‘pockets’ as outlined in the 2011 Strategy.I believe additional costs above the current replacement program for this scenario should be funded by applying additional 
costs to general rates.2. Shared zonesThe use of ‘shared zones’ should be considered for laneways supporting vehicle traffic as well as providing vital pedestrian 
links – i.e. this would not apply to long stretches of laneway servicing the rear of private properties, but rather laneways that connect minor roads. This would 
introduce an enforceable speed limit more appropriate for this shared use – 10 km/h is more appropriate for this shared use than the assumed 20 km/h upper limit. 
Some of these shared laneways are vehicle/pedestrian accidents waiting to happen – a significant liability for Council that I think should be taken more seriously.I 
support the reconstruction of such laneways using concrete with bluestone ‘pockets’. I believe additional costs above the current replacement program for this 
scenario should be funded by applying additional costs to general rates.3. Laneways alongside residential dwellings Where a laneway provides for passage of 
vehicle traffic within metres of the side of a dwelling (i.e. alongside private properties, not the back entry), the choice of reconstruction method should give 
consideration to the effects of vehicle traffic on abutting residences. Vehicles can travel at considerable speeds in narrow laneways, resulting in a significant ‘rumble’ 
effect and vibration of building foundations leading to significant property damage such as moving foundations and cracking walls. Furthermore, this effect has a 
detrimental impact on amenity for these residents and may impact on their safety given the potential for vehicle collisions with dwellings. Laneway reconstruction in 
these situations should use concrete with bluestone ‘pockets’ or bluestone laid on concrete to minimise the ‘rumble’ effect and vibration of the substrate. If bluestone 
was laid on concrete in this scenario, some form of effective traffic management would be required to reduce the speed of vehicles in these scenarios so as to 
reduce the ‘rumble’ effect, apart from the obvious issue of pedestrian safety.  Note: I believe that the ‘pockets’ of bluestone depicted in Figure 2 of the 2011 Strategy 
have little or no effect in reducing the speed of vehicles in these laneways. Well-laid bluestone in a flat orientation can be driven across at considerable speed 
without discomfort for the driver. Instead, traffic calming devices are required, for example speed humps and/or narrow, ‘convoluted’ entrances.I believe additional 
costs above the current replacement program for this scenario should be funded by applying additional costs to general rates. 
4. Laneways servicing the rear of private properties Long stretches of laneway that only service the rear of private properties often run parallel to minor roads and 
pedestrian access is adequately provided for on these minor roads. I don’t believe that these laneways need to cater for anything other than low level pedestrian 
traffic. Therefore, in this scenario I support the reconstruction of such laneways using bluestone laid on concrete to increase their longevity and retain 
neighbourhood character, without having to provide smooth surfaces for pedestrian and cyclist access.  
I believe additional costs above the current replacement program for this scenario should be funded by applying a supplementary rate scheme only to owners for 
whom the laneway provides access to off street parking.5. Bluestone laid onto a sand baseI do not support the traditional construction method of laying bluestone 
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onto a sand base except where the use of this method is considered to be imperative to retaining heritage values where there is a heritage overlay. 

1 This email is to advise you that as a resident of Moreland, I love my bluestone laneways and I want the kept.  

1 

To whom it may concern,  I am writing in regards to the council's decision of removing Blue stone lane ways, and i object to it. I've been living in Brunswick for all I 
could remember. As an individual and a part of the community, i want Blue stone lane ways replaced with Blue stone lane ways to be laid the traditional way. Blue 
stone lane ways is what maintains the never changing nostalgic hue Beautiful Brunswick's got. If changes need to be made for safety reasons or etc. It will be 
preferred by the majority that the minor changes are okay to be made however, reconstructing the lane ways and resulting in  losing its authentic theme is the last 
thing we want happening in Brunswick.    

1 

Thank you for the opportunity to send in my views regarding replacement of bluestone lanes.I think it is crucial that laneways are kept as bluestone laneways and 
repaired/replaced where needed so that they look as the original laneway did.I think concreting over them would be a heritage travesty that would be much regretted 
in the future. (and your email link on the page - http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/about-council/news-media/have-your-say-main/community-consultation/bluestone-
laneways-consultation.html - includes the wrong email address – it puts the word ‘Email’ in the address making it bounce back). 

1 

We think ALL BLUESTONE LANEWAYS in Moreland should be retained. {The National Trust agrees with this and suggests that concrete repairs will be more 
expensive, as well as destroying a unique heritage feature.},  Simply use the money that you were going to use to concrete the lanes and redirect this to the 
bluestone lanes. This step will prove to be economical in the long run , and of historic value for future generations. Thank you, 

1 
Please keep our bluestone lanes.....they have lasted much longer than our roads and footpaths. Once restored they should last even longer. 

1 

We must protect Moreland’s beautiful heritage bluestone laneways and not turn everything into a characterless concrete jungle!I want our Bluestone laneways to be 
replaced with bluestone laneways, laid in the traditional way and funded by the current budget. The only option is the third option which is to retain ALL Moreland 
bluestone laneways. 

Total 386 Responses to Option 3 
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